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SUPREME COURT COMMITTEE ON STANDARD JURY INSTRUCTIONS 

FOR BUSINESS AND CONTRACT CASES 

 

Minutes for 12/5/13 and 12/6/13 Meeting 

 

Members Present: Manuel Farach, Richard Lee Barrett, Roy Fitzgerald, Ronald Gache, Lee Haas, Jane 

Kreusler-Walsh, Christine Lamia, Eric Lee, Kurt Lee (12/5 only), Maxine Long, Honorable Lisa Munyon, 

Robert Norway, Eduardo Palmer, Gera Peoples, Allison Perez Ramirez, Steven Reininger, Tucker 

Ronzetti, Gary Rosen, Joshua Spector, Mark Wall 

 

Members Absent: Honorable R. Fred Lewis, Mark Boyle, James Kaplan, Michael Olin, Honorable 

Meenu Talwar Sasser, Paul K. Silverberg 

 

Administrative Matters: 

 Introduction of new bar liaison, Cathy Mitchell – Cathy requests that all members ensure that 

they have signed in as Cathy is asked about attendance from time to time.  Attendance by phone 

may be available from time to time and the Chairman notes that he is appreciative of each 

members’ time commitment.  For attendance related matters, please email stevens@flabar.org.  

Cathy will facilitate the meetings and is a resource for any questions that the group may have.  

Cathy previously practiced in the areas of IP, entertainment and commercial litigation. 

 Judger Gerber’s Recognition Award – The Committee has obtained a plaque for Judge Gerber 

and the Committee discussed presenting the same at the Fourth District Court of Appeal or at the 

upcoming Florida Bar Convention in Orlando.  The Committee also discussed presenting a 

similar plaque to Brian Spector.  The Committee noted that Judge Gerber and Brian Spector 

routinely attend the annual bar meetings and will likely be in attendance.  The Committee 

discussed whether the Committee’s next meeting should coincide with the bar meeting or whether 

this would interfere with members’ alternate commitments at the bar meeting.  The Committee 

decided to present the awards at the Fourth District Court of Appeal and to hold the next 

Committee meeting at the same time.  Chairman agreed to coordinate the location for our next 

meeting and award presentation. 

 

Review of Instruction Incorporating Rule 2.516 

 Chairman noted that the Florida Supreme Court passed Rule 2.516 to remedy the problem that 

jurors are searching the internet, tweeting and posting on Facebook.  The Florida Supreme Court, 

on an emergency basis, adopted Rule 2.516 regarding restrictions on the use of social media and 

instructed the SJI Committees to draft an instruction to implement the Rule.  This Committee 

formed a subcommittee to draft the requested instruction.  The draft being reviewed by the 

Committee is SJI Civil’s current draft. 

 The first section to discuss is the Qualifications Instruction: 

o The Committee’s charge on this portion of the instruction includes that (1) the proposed 

instruction accurately reflect the rule and (2) that the instruction should be as concise as 

possible.  

o The Committee discussed the paragraph beginning with “Why is this restriction 

imposed…” Some members felt that this was important to clearly and in plain English 

explain the reason for the restriction. 

o One member noted that the reason is encapsulated perfectly in the following sentence: “A 

basic rule is that jurors must decide the case only on the evidence presented in the 

courtroom.” 

o One member noted that a long explanation can be confusing and may be patronizing.  

Further, the prohibition on external communications should be more pronounced. 
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o The Committee then discussed the context in which the qualifications instruction will be 

given and noted that it will usually be given by a judge (whether live or pre-recorded) to 

the large jury pool.  Thus the references to “the judge” are appropriate in this context. 

o The Committee discussed whether to address the situation where a juror would be upset 

without their cell phone due to extenuating circumstances (i.e. family member with health 

issues).  The Committee ultimately felt that this concern was remedied by the Note on 

Use, which permits the Judge to deviate from the instructions in its discretion. 

o The Committee discussed whether “iPad” should be included where there is a general 

reference to “tablet.”  The Committee voted that this additional verbiage was unnecessary 

and removed the same.  “Many of you have cell phones, computers, and other electronic 

devices such as smartphones or tablets, iPads, and laptops.” 

o The Committee also discussed the fact that the instruction is inherently confusing in that 

some judges may allow the jurors to keep their phones and some may not.  One 

Committee member noted that most judicial circuits would have a circuit-wide policy one 

way or the other.  The Committee discussed whether to make these two concepts 

optional. 

o The Committee discussed that the list of the types of electronic devices is very 

cumbersome and discussed whether the simple phrase “electronic devices” should be 

used singularly throughout.  The Committee agreed to change all individual references to 

specific devices to “electronic devices” generally. 

o The Committee discussed whether two separate instructions are appropriate – one for use 

of electronic devices while at the courthouse and one to govern once the jurors return 

home. This would obviate the need for “computer.” 

o The Committee discussed whether to highlight that the restriction is required for purposes 

other than to prevent distractions. “Why is this restriction imposed?  Besides avoiding 

distractions, a basic rule is that jurors must decide the case only on the evidence 

presented in the courtroom.” 

 The Committee discussed whether this simple addition does not highlight the 

distractions issue adequately.  

 The Committee discussed removing the rhetorical question and how to 

effectively highlight that there are two distinct reasons for the instruction.   

 The Committee discussed whether the rhetorical question is silly or can be 

perceived as patronizing.  Others noted that it makes the conversation more 

casually.  Alternatively, a rhetorical question makes the concept sound 

“debatable,” despite the fact it is a mandate. 

 “This restriction is imposed because jurors must decide the case without 

distraction and only on the evidence presented in the courtroom.” 

o The Committee discussed whether an additional sentence is needed:  “However when you 

investigate, research, or make inquiries on your own, the trial judge has no way to make 

sure that the information you obtain is proper for the case.” 

 Rephrased as follows:  “If you investigate, research, or inquire on your own, the 

trial judge has no way to make sure that the information you obtain is proper for 

the case.” 

o The Committee discussed whether types of distractions should be delineated further. 

o The Committee agreed to relocate the following paragraph to further down in the 

instruction: 

 “If the trial judge allows you to keep your electronic devices, you cannot use 

them to take photographs, video recordings, or audio recordings of the 

proceedings in the courtroom or your fellow jurors.  You must not use them any 

device to search the Internet or to find out anything related to any cases in the 

courthouse.” 
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o The Committee felt the instruction, as drafted, does not appropriately limit the ability of 

the juror to use electronic devices during the proceedings for texting, tweeting etc.. 

o The Committee again stressed that the restrictions differ between when the jurors are in 

the Courtroom and when they are outside the courtroom.   

 The Committee discussed the following revision:  “If the trial judge allows you 

to keep your electronic devices, you cannot use them during the proceedings in 

the courtroom.  You must not use any electronic device to search the Internet or 

to find out anything related to any cases in the courthouse.” 

 The Committee noted that the text of the Rule ties the restrictions to the court 

proceedings.  The Committee discussed the use of electronic devices during 

recesses, after hours etc. 

o The Committee generally noted that this is an overall, preliminary instruction and this is 

not the instruction to be given to the final jury.  The thrust of the instruction should be – 

do not use your electronic devices and the judge will give you more instructions.   

 Member proposed that the instruction should be a broad prohibition: “If the trial 

judge allows you to keep your electronic devices, you cannot use them for any 

purpose while you are in the courtroom.  You must not use any electronic device 

to search the Internet or to find out anything related to any cases in the 

courthouse.” 

 The Committee discussed removing “in this age of electronic…” and agreed it was 

cumbersome and not necessary. 

 The Committee discussed the language “the judge may also impose a penalty upon any juror 

who violates this instruction” and noted that the penalties should be highlighted to stress the 

importance of this Rule. 

o The Committee discussed changing “juror” to “you” to clarify that you do not have to 

be empaneled on a jury  to be sanctioned. 

o The Committee discussed whether to move penalty language up front to ensure the 

same is heard and appreciated. 

o The Committee discussed condensing the sentences regarding penalties and  

possibility of a mistrial. 

 

201.2 Introduction of Participants and Their Roles 

 Florida Supreme Court requested that this rule be revised to incorporate the mandates of 

2.516.  The Committee noted that this instruction will be read by the Judge.   

 The Committee noted that the instruction does not require modification until the paragraph 

beginning “In order to have a fair and lawful trial…” 

 The Committee discussed whether “posting” should be specifically outlined or whether it is 

clearly included within communication.  The Committee noted that in an earlier paragraph, a 

definition of communication, including posting, tweeting etc. is included. 

 The Committee noted that the Rule prohibits electronic devices in the jury deliberation.  

 The Committee discussed whether prior explanation (Qualifications Instructions for Rule 

2.516) is appropriate for duplication here, or if additional guidance is appropriate to be given 

by the trial judge.   

 The Committee discussed the following language:  “What are the reasons for these rules?  All 

of us are depending on you to follow these rules, so that there will be a fair and lawful 

resolution to this case. When you are allowed to ask questions in court, which will be 

considered in the presence of the trial judge and the parties, the trial judge can make sure the 

questions and answers are proper for the case. When, however, you investigate, research, or 

make inquiries on your own, the trial judge has no way to make sure that the information you 

obtain is proper for the case. The parties likewise have no opportunity to dispute or challenge 
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the accuracy of what you find. That is contrary to our judicial system, which assures every 

party the right to ask questions about and challenge the evidence being considered against it 

and to present argument with respect to that evidence. Any independent investigation by a 

juror unfairly and improperly prevents the parties from having that opportunity our judicial 

system promises.” 

o The Committee discussed whether the fairness and justice portions of the instruction, 

as previously drafted by SJI Civil, are important to be included here or are 

encapsulated within the instruction as (drafted above and) proposed by this 

Committee. 

 Proposed succinct language:  “Our system of justice is based on the principle 

of fairness, and obtaining or transmitting information outside the presence of 

everyone in the courtroom undermines this principle.” 

 The Committee noted that the fairness/justice principle is outlined in the 

following paragraph adequately and that additional language is not 

necessary. The Committee voted on this principle and decided to remove the 

language. 

 The Committee reviewed the portion of the instruction regarding penalties – “Any juror who 

violates these restrictions…” 

o The Committee discussed whether to more clearly describe that mistrial requires the 

entire process to start over.  The Committee felt that this concept was clearly 

addressed as currently drafted.  

 

201.3 – Explanation of the Voir Dire Process  [No changes made] 

 

202.2 – Explanation of the Trial Procedure 

 Only change made by SJI Civil was to add “tablets” to description of electronic devices.  

 The Committee discussed whether to change the list of devices to “electronic devices” 

throughout. 

 

301.10 – Instruction Before Recess 

 The Committee noted that this instruction is very long and that jurors may have limited 

attention when they know a break is imminent. 

 The Committee noted that the “emergency contact” language is redundant as it will be given 

at multiple prior times and can be removed. 

 The Committee discussed whether to change the language “Do not talk to anyone . . .” to 

remove the phrase “you must not discuss the case with anyone until the verdict is received or 

you are excused…” 

 Changed “this means” to “this also means” 

 

700 – Closing Instructions 

 The Committee felt no changes were necessary to this instruction. 

 

Global Vote of Approval:  The Committee voted on changes made today and agreed to approve the 

same. 

 

Website/ Posting of Instructions 

 Florida Supreme Court requested that this Committee post its approved instructions online. 

 The Committee discussed the content posted by SJI Civil and Criminal to determine what 

information and in what format this Committee would like to be available online. 
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 SJI Criminal offers its instructions in individual instructions, as well as in a single, 

downloadable option.  The Committee preferred this approach. 

 The Committee also discussed whether .rtf or .pdf formatting was preferable.  Members noted 

that the .rtf files should remain available to allow for enhanced compatibility with screen 

readers.  The Committee also noted that the master .pdf should also contain bookmarks along 

the left margin.  

 The Committee noted that instruction posting is handled internally by the Florida Supreme 

Court’s staff IT department and thus there are no substantial cost ramifications. 

 The Committee noted that there would be some additional administrative work to ensure all 

formats are updated when a given instruction is updated (i.e. must update master .pdf, master 

.rtf, .pdf of individual instruction and .rtf of individual instruction). 

 The Committee approved posting both .rtf and .pdf formats, in both a master set and as 

individual instructions. 

 The Committee reviewed proposed navigation bar items, which are based on SJI Civil’s 

navigation bar. 

 The Committee noted that the SJI Criminal’s website includes alerts to notify readers that the 

instruction is subject to change given recent case law changes.  Member noted that SJI 

Criminal only included an alert once the Committee agreed to review the given instruction.  

Member noted that SJI Civil has not included alerts on its instructions as it is careful to avoid 

unsettled areas of the law. 

 The Committee then discussed whether the Committee has a system to review new case law 

to determine whether the same impacts already-published instructions.  The Committee 

agreed to discuss a “Law Updates” subcommittee later in the meeting.  

 

Review of Finished Work Product 

 The Florida Supreme Court unanimously approved the instructions submitted by this Committee 

without revision.  At that time, the Committee asked Justice Lewis whether the Committee should 

continue in operation and it was decided the Committee should continue in its work. 

 After publication in the Florida Bar News, this Committee received comments only on proposed 

Instruction 342 – Promissory Estoppel because at the time, the Fourth District Court of Appeal 

had issued its opinion on DK Arena but the same had not been heard by the Florida Supreme 

Court.  At that time, the Committee withheld its proposed instruction on promissory estoppel 

from its petition and reserved an instruction number therefor. 

 

342 - Promissory Estoppel 

 Drafter noted that the Restatement of Contracts addresses one form of estoppel, and that the 

Restatement of Torts addresses another.  

 The Committee discussed the DK Arena case and its impact on the defense of promissory 

estoppel.  The Committee noted that after DK Arena it is clear that promissory estoppel is not 

a defense to the statute of frauds.  Further, the Committee reviewed a recent update of a 

treatise on promissory estoppel and noted that the treatise seems to bifurcate 

misrepresentation of an existing fact (equitable estoppel) and misrepresentation of future 

performance (promissory estoppel).  Thus, the Drafter proposes separate instructions for 

equitable and promissory estoppel.   

 The Committee reviewed opinion language from cases from the various districts – 1st DCA 

“injustice being avoided”; 2nd DCA – seems “backwards looking” misrepresentation was still 

characterized by the court as promissory estoppel; 3rd DCA “change in position detrimental 

to party” 
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o The Committee noted that cases over time have not been precise in use of the terms 

equitable and promissory estoppel. 

 The Committee reviewed first element of the instruction as drafted and noted that, when 

compared with the treatise consulted by the Committee, the first element mirrored the 

elements for equitable estoppel.  

 As an initial matter, the Committee agreed that post-DK Arena, the defenses of equitable and 

promissory estoppel remain separate and that the Florida Supreme Court’s DK Arena  opinion 

implies that promissory estoppel may be used as both a claim and defense.  

o The Committee noted that in prior situations when the Committee has addressed a 

topic that can be used as both a claim and defense, the Committee has included in the 

instructions as a defense only. The Committee further noted that promissory estoppel 

has been used as a claim to combat lack of consideration.   

o Member presented the following factual scenario for consideration by the Committee 

in this context:  Municipality was concerned about groundwater supply to a golf 

course and the surrounding area and requested that the golf course connect to the 

municipality’s supply of reclaimed water and agreed that the same would be provided 

to the golf course without charge.  The golf course spent thousands of dollars 

converting its infrastructure.  Five years later, municipality sued the golf course for 

payment.  Golf course defended on the basis of promissory estoppel.  

o The Committee discussed various factual scenarios, including the situation where a 

loan matures and the bank agrees to take interest only payments.  Subsequently, the 

bank sues and the borrower can claim promissory estoppel.  

 Member explained his involvement in the DK Arena case and discussed the background of 

the case.  The Committee noted that the narrow holding of the case was that a claim for 

promissory estoppel does not avoid the statute of frauds.  

 Drafter noted that there are some DCAs that use the higher standard of injustice, whereas 

others use the lower standard of detrimental change in position.  The Committee discussed 

whether there a clear pronouncement on this issue.   

o Florida Supreme Court uses “injustice” in DK Arena.  The Committee discussed 

whether this was the Florida Supreme Court’s pronouncement that injustice is the 

appropriate. 

 The Committee discussed whether to include a definition of reasonable reliance (as opposed 

to reliance or justifiable reliance). 

 Member noted that the Florida Supreme Court relied on the Restatement in its analysis – 

directly on page 6 of DK Arena opinion and indirectly by reference to W.R. Grace & Co. v. 

Geodata Services, Inc., 547 So .2d 919, 924 (Fla. 1989) on page 12. 

o The Committee discussed whether there is any need to look beyond DK Arena’s 

precise verbiage and found there is no reason to do so. 

o W.R. Grace adopts Restatement, and DK Arena quotes both W.R. Grace and 

Restatement.  The Committee found that this is the current law.   

 As a result, the Committee found that the “injustice” concept must be in the elements of the 

instruction.  The Committee discussed whether there is a substantive difference between 

“injustice” and “detrimentally changed position” since the second will always be unjust. 

o One Committee member proposed that “injustice” be left without parameters or 

further definition.  Discussion ensued regarding whether injustice should be further 

defined within the instructions, or perhaps whether that approach should be taken in 

the Notes on Use. 

 The Committee discussed whether to start with 342 as previously drafted, or to start from 

scratch.  The Committee felt a complete rewriting is in order since the elements are not 

currently drafted based on DK Arena.   
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o The Committee discussed whether the previously-approved equitable estoppel 

instruction should be reviewed and revised after DK Arena.  The Committee felt that 

this instruction, as drafted, remained in good form. 

 The Committee determined that 342 should be redrafted 

based more closely on DK Arena.  Drafter agreed to prepare revised draft prior to tomorrow’s 

session. 

o Motion to table this instruction for tomorrow morning.  Approved. 

 

Friday, December 6, 2013 

 

342 - Promissory Estoppel (continued) 

 Drafter revised 416.34 – Promissory Estoppel to more closely mirror the Restatement, W.R. 

Grace and DK Arena language. 

o The Committee noted that DK Arena is not explicitly inserted into the Notes on Use.  

Drafter felt this was not necessary as the holding in DK Arena was ultimately that 

promissory estoppel does not take a matter outside the statute of frauds. 

o How does this tie in with 416.33 – Equitable Estoppel?  Drafter noted that 416.33 arises 

from the Restatement of Torts and tracks the reliance concept, rather than injustice 

concept of Promissory Estoppel. 

 The Committee noted that the burden of proof for promissory estoppel is clear and convincing 

evidence.  The Committee felt that, at a minimum, this should be referenced in the Notes on Use. 

o The Committee discussed whether the appropriate method was to use a burden of proof 

instruction with the applicable affirmative defense or to include the burden within the 

body of the instruction. 

 The Committee discussed the following revisions to the instruction: 

o Adding “;and” before the final element 

o Rearranging the third element to stress the term “only” 

o First element – the use of the phrase “third person” 

 Since this is an optional portion of the element, the Committee felt the same 

should be bracketed, but ultimately deleted the phrase since the third party 

concept could be successfully addressed in the Notes on Use 

 The Committee noted that the Florida Supreme Court in DK Arena uses the 

phrase “third party” although does not expand on or provide an example of same.  

 The Committee discussed whether first element should be bifurcated – (1) made a promise and 

(2) should reasonably have expected to cause…” 

o Drafter noted that the Restatement does not stress the reasonable reliance of the promise. 

o Member suggested that the three elements of this defense paraphrase Page 12 of DK 

Arena; Headnote 5 – the doctrine applies… The Committee discussed whether, 

alternatively, the language of Page 9 should be paraphrased.   The Committee ultimately 

found that the later expression on page 12 was the Florida Supreme Court’s express 

pronouncement. 

 The Committee discussed legal difference between reliance, justifiable reliance and reasonable 

reliance 

o Member noted that the Committee should ensure the instruction is clear (1) about the 

standard of reliance and (2) who is the party who needs to expect the reliance (per DK 

Arena it appears as though the promisor should expect that the promisee would rely). 

 The Committee discussed whether a Note on Use should be inserted to address 

this concept. 
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 The Committee discussed whether to analyze case law more closely to determine 

if cases refer to promissor or promisee’s reliance. 

o The Committee discussed whether to narrowly use the language on page 12 of the DK 

Arena opinion, or to also use W.R. Grace’s adoption of promissory estoppel.  The 

Committee felt that the slight deviation is not material and likely not meant to step back 

from the adoption of the Restatement. 

o The Committee discussed whether the “third person” language should be changed to “a 

person” or “someone.” 

 The Committee discussed whether these phrases were too nebulous and whether 

to change to “Defendant” 

 Some Members found the reference to “Defendant” to not track the language of 

the cases carefully enough.  However, in the context of jury instructions, it will 

likely be the Defendant.  Alternatively, the Committee discussed whether the 

concept that a third party could be referenced in the Notes on Use, or perhaps as 

a bracketed option.   

 The Committee reviewed notes to the Restatement on this point.   

o Proposed first element: 

 “Claimant made a promise which (claimant) should reasonably have expected 

(Defendant) to either act or not act” 

 As a legal doctrine, the third party concept exists, but The Committee 

discussed how this scenario would arise.  The Committee discussed 

various examples to determine whether a third party would need to be 

included within the instruction. 

 The Committee felt there would be confusion if the third party concept 

was included in the instruction. 

 The Committee noted that the Restatement does not bifurcate promissory 

estoppel as a claim and defense.   

 The Committee discussed whether there is case law illustrating a 

scenario where a third party relied on a claim, the defendant did not rely 

on the claim, and promissory estoppel was raised as an affirmative 

defense. 

o The Committee noted that this scenario would trip the third 

prong – that injustice cannot be avoided. 

o The Committee reviewed several examples from the 

Restatement. 

o Proposed second element: 

 “Which promise causes Defendant to act or not act” 

 The Committee discussed whether to rephrase as follows to mirror other 

instructions:  “Defendant acted or did not act in reliance on the promise” 

o Proposed third element: 

 “Injustice would result if the promise is not enforced” 

o The Committee discussed whether to draft the instruction for 99% of cases in the non-

third party context, and permit practitioners to revise for their particular cases.  The 

Committee further discussed whether to add a Note on Use stating that the Committee 

takes no position on the third-party issue. 

o The Committee again stressed that the burden of proof standard needs to be evidenced in 

the Notes on Use. 

 SJI Civil – Instruction 405.2 specifically includes clear and convincing.  They 

also have a separate instruction for clear and convincing.  

 The Committee agreed to finalize a draft instruction and re-review in the next meeting. 
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 Open Issues to be examined by Lee Haas and Rob Norway prior to next meeting: 

o Determine whether there is case law illustrating a scenario where a third party relied on a 

claim, the defendant did not rely on the claim, and the Defendant raised promissory 

estoppel as an affirmative defense. 

o Determine the proper method to tie in the applicable standard of proof. 

 The Committee noted that this is a larger issue – should there be a “master” 

instruction that addresses the standard of proof and then simply insert a Note of 

Use to use the additional instruction? 

o Determine appropriate standard of reliance/justifiable reliance/ reasonable reliance. 

o Review and revise the vague word “injustice” in Notes on Use. 

 

New Areas for Instructions and Assignment of Teams 

 The Committee suggested some additional instructions and the corresponding members agreed to 

review and draft same:  

o FDUTPA (MICHAEL OLIN, TUCKER RONZETTI),  

o Trade Secrets and associated claims (MARK WALL AND JOSH SPECTOR),  

o Tortious interference (review instruction proposed by SJI Civil and adopted by the 

Florida Supreme Court) (JANE KREUSLER-WALSH AND LEE BENNETT),  

o Civil Theft (review instruction proposed by SJI Civil and adopted by the Florida Supreme 

Court) (TBD),  

o Adjust items current drafted as defenses that are also claims (fraud, promissory estoppel, 

negligent misrepresentation, undue influence) (MAXINE LONG), 

o Restrictive covenants (CHRISTINE LAMIA), 

o Breach of fiduciary duty (RON GACHE’ AND GERA PEOPLES), and 

o Verdict forms (MARK WALL, EDUARDO PALMER AND CHRISTINE LAMIA TO 

REVIEW AND GIVE SUGGESTION ON SCOPE OF VERDICT FORMS TO BE 

PREPARED) 

 

Proposed Committee Structure 

 Other SJI Committees often have subcommittees.  The Committee discussed whether there is a 

need for subcommittees.  Some members discussed that this group is relatively small and works 

well together as a collective group.  The Committee agreed that the area where a subcommittee 

may be helpful is for case law updates (Hot Topics and Legislation).  The Committee discussed 

whether a law professor may be a good fit for the Committee to assist in updating efforts.   

o Website subcommittee – Josh Spector, Judge Munyon, Eric Lee 

o Hot Topics – Manny Farach (subcommittee Chair), Lee Haas, Josh Spector, Robert 

Norway, Maxine Long, Chris Lamia, Tucker Ronzetti, and Gera Peoples (these 

subcommittee members represent different DCAs and monitoring responsibility may be 

divided on this basis). 

 The Committee discussed whether a nominating subcommittee is necessary.  There are currently 

24 members of the Committee and the group generally felt this was a good size.  Members agreed 

to generally be on the lookout for folks who would be assets to this team and willing to serve.   

 

Meeting Dates for 2014 

 The Committee discussed meeting at the Fourth District Court of Appeal so that the Committee 

can honor Judge Gerber and Brian Spector.  The Committee agreed that three meetings per year is 

appropriate.   

o The Committee agreed on the following meeting dates:  March 13-14 in West Palm; June 

5-6 (location TBD); and October 2-3 (location TBD).   
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o Judge Munyon agreed to reserve the Orange County Courthouse room for the June 5-6 

and October 2-3 meetings. 

o Gary Rosen and Tucker Ronzetti each offered their offices (in Fort Lauderdale and 

Miami, respectively) for future meetings.  

o SJI Civil generally moves around the State; SJI Criminal traditionally met in Tampa. 
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SUPREME COURT COMMITTEE ON STANDARD JURY INSTRUCTIONS 

FOR BUSINESS AND CONTRACT CASES 

 

Minutes for 3/13/14 and 3/14/14 Meeting 

 

Members Present: Manuel Farach, Mark A. Boyle, Hon. Jennifer D. Bailey, Roy E. Fitzgerald, III, 

Ronald M. Gache, Lee L. Haas, James M. Kaplan, Jane Kreusler-Walsh, Hon. Barbara Lagoa, Eric Lee, 

Kurt Lee, Hon. Lisa T. Munyon, Robert M. Norway, Michael S. Olin, Eduardo Palmer, Gera R. Peoples, 

Allison Perez Ramirez, Steven R. Reininger, T. Tucker Ronzetti, Gary C. Rosen, Hon. Meenu Talwar 

Sasser (3/14/14), Joshua B. Spector, Hon. Jeffrey E. Streitfeld, Hon. Jack B. Tuter, Jr., Mark M. Wall 

 

Members Absent: Hon. R. Fred Lewis, Richard Lee Barrett, Hon. Paul L. Huey, Christine E. Lamia, 

Paul K. Silverberg 

 

Administrative Matters: 

 Judge Gerber Recognition Award – Chair presented Judge Gerber with recognition award 

 Introduction of Florida Bar Liaison: Josine Blackwell 

 Introduction of New Members Hon. Jennifer D. Bailey, Hon. Barbara Lagoa, Hon. Jeffrey E. 

Streitfeld, and Hon. Jack B. Tuter, Jr. 

 Approval of Minutes – Committee corrected references in minutes from the December 5 and 6, 

2013 meeting to change Rule 2.516 to Rule 2.451.  Minutes unanimously approved as amended. 

 

Old Business (Instructions/Areas of Inquiry): 

 Instruction Incorporating Rule 2.451 Update  

o At the Committee‟s last meeting, the Committee reviewed and revised the instructions 

drafted by SJI Civil that incorporate Rule 2.451.  After the meeting, the Committee was 

advised that the instructions drafted by SJI Civil were drafted and approved by SJI Civil 

after serious, lengthy, and detailed work by that committee.  This Committee found that it 

did not have the knowledge of or the benefit of the level of detailed and careful work that 

SJI Civil contributed to the instructions prior to the revisions made by this Committee at 

its last meeting.   

o Since this Committee‟s last meeting, the various instructions were submitted by SJI Civil 

for publication.  The instructions were published in the February 15, 2014 edition of The 

Florida Bar News and online.  No comments were received as a result of this publication.  

SJI Criminal revised its instructions to match the instructions prepared and approved by 

SJI Civil.  SJI Criminal has not received any comments to these instructions.   

o Motion by Eduardo Palmer to adopt the form of instructions drafted and approved by SJI 

Civil; Seconded by Jane Kreusler-Walsh.  Motion unanimously approved. 

o SJI Civil, Criminal and Business & Contract will prepare and submit a joint report to the 

Florida Supreme Court with respect to the proposed instructions.  Report to Florida 

Supreme Court is due March 31, 2014. 

o Committee discussed that this will serve as a stand-alone set of instructions to enable the 

judges to use the same right away.   

 

 Promissory Estoppel (Haas) 

o Historically, this Committee drafted an instruction that included both equitable and 

promissory estoppel as defenses.  These instructions went for public comment and this 

Committee received some feedback to analyze whether the defense instruction was 

appropriate.  Subsequently, the DK Arena case was decided. At the last meeting this 
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Committee reviewed a draft instruction and considered, inter alia, the impact of DK 

Arena on this area of law. 

o Drafter found one case where promissory estoppel was used as a defense Marin v. Seven 

of Five LTD., 921 So.2d 699 (Fla. 4th DCA 2006).  One member noted that Marin was an 

equitable case and thus, no jury instruction would have been warranted in that instance.  

Drafter analyzed, inter alia, the following cases in connection with this instruction:  

Advanced Market Sys. Corp. v. ZK Yacht Sales, 830 So. 2d 924 (Fla. 4th DCA 2002), 

Atlantic Masonry v. Miller Const., 558 So. 2d 433 (Fla. 1st DCA 1990) (addressing 

concept of third party reliance as an element of promissory estoppel), and Criterion 

Leasing Group v. Gulf Coast Plastering & Drywall, 582 So.2d 799 (Fla. 1st DCA 1991) 

(equitable estoppel generally cannot be used offensively, however exception to that rule 

is promissory estoppel; Court allowed third party to use promissory estoppel against 

insurance company).  Drafter further noted that per the Restatement, it is the third 

person‟s reliance that triggers the remainder of the elements.  

o Committee discussed whether the law in this area is sufficiently clear to propose a jury 

instruction to the Court.   

 Drafter noted that he was able to find only one case where promissory estoppel 

was used as an affirmative defense.  

 Lengthy debate ensued and some members reasoned that one case was not 

sufficient to draft an instruction.  Other members noted that a jury instruction 

would be extremely useful to set forth the elements of the defense to aid 

practitioners and judges, especially because promissory estoppel is frequently 

pled by practitioners. 

 At the last meeting, the Committee discussed that DK Arena cites Tanenbaum v. 

Biscayne Osteopathic Hospital, Inc., 190 So. 2d 777 (Fla. 1966) and unlike some 

jurisdictions that allow promissory estoppel to trump the statute of frauds, Florida 

is not one of them.   

 Fashioning an instruction creates some implication of black letter law, and this 

makes some members uncomfortable.  Instruction 470 provides that the judge 

can disregard written instructions, but the Committee‟s consensus was that it 

would be very difficult to disregard an instruction in this area.  

 Questions analyzed by the Committee: (1) is the law sufficiently clear to issue an 

instruction regarding use of promissory estoppel as an affirmative defense and 

(2) is promissory estoppel an affirmative defense? 

 Motion to pursue instruction on promissory estoppel – 4 opposed. 

o Committee discussed whether the language of the claim and defense instructions would 

be different or if the elements would be the same. 

 Committee discussed whether to set forth in the Notes on Use the authority for 

use as a claim and use as a defense. 

 Member reminded the Committee that the jury instructions can be very helpful at 

the motion to dismiss stage.  

 Member requested that the Committee consider what the Committee has 

historically done when an instruction can be used as both a claim and defense.  

Committee found that it had not directly addressed this issue previously. 

 Member suggested that this Committee draft a jury instruction for promissory 

estoppel‟s use as a claim and insert a Note on Use that pursuant to Marin, 

promissory estoppel may also be used as a defense. 

 Motion by Judge Streitfeld to make instruction that promissory estoppel is a 

claim.  Motion carried unanimously. 
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 Member requested whether an instruction for fraud as a claim is necessary.  

Committee noted that SJI Civil has an instruction on this and a further instruction 

is not necessary. 

o Review of Instruction as proposed by Drafter: 

“(Claimant) has raised a claim of promissory estoppel.  To establish this claim, (Claimant) must prove all 

of the following: 

(Defendant) made a promise which (Defendant) should reasonably have expected to cause (Claimant) to 

[take action] [not take action] upon; 

(Defendant) [acted] [did not act] in reliance on the promise; and 

Injustice would result if the promise is not enforced.” 

 Restatement (2
nd

) incorporates the “reasonableness” concept.  Committee noted 

that the First and Second Restatements are materially different and the Florida 

Supreme Court has relied on both.   

 W.R. Grace & Co. v. Geodata Services, Inc., 547 So.2d 919 (Fla. 1989) discusses 

injustice and reasonableness of reliance. 

 DK Arena defines promissory estoppel as follows:  “Generally stated, promissory 

estoppel is „[t]he principle that a promise made without consideration may 

nonetheless be enforced to prevent injustice if the promisor should have 

reasonably expected the promisee to rely on the promise and if the promisee did 

actually rely on the promise to his or her detriment.‟ Black‟s Law Dictionary 631 

(9th ed. 2009).” 

 Member requested that this Committee review the First and Second Restatements 

and applicable jurisprudence.  Drafting Subcommittee notes that there is a lot of 

law on promissory estoppel as a claim.  Motion to defer back to the 

Subcommittee for additional research and redrafting as needed.  

o Committee discussed whether SJI Civil and Criminal have used “factors to consider” in 

its instructions.  Judge Munyon notes that Criminal instructions often contain definitions.  

Committee discussed whether it should add factors to consider in determining whether 

injustice has been proven. 

o Subcommittee asked to go back, research and redraft the proposed instruction, and add 

factors to consider as to whether injustice has been proven.  Lee Haas and Rob Norway 

are currently on the Subcommittee and Judges Bailey and Streitfeld to assist on the 

Subcommittee. 

o Committee reached consensus that authority for use of promissory estoppel as a defense 

should be added in the Notes on Use section. 

 

 FDUTPA (Ronzetti)  

o Drafter noted that this instruction was originally tabled.  FDUTPA is a statutory cause of 

action, the instruction is straightforward and based on case law‟s recitations of the 

elements.  

o Member noted that this instruction was given in his courtroom after being reviewed and 

analyzed by the attorneys. 

 Another member noted that the instruction should be rephrased to be an 

affirmative, rather than passive, statement.  Member noted that this structure has 

been used by this Committee in the past.  Member noted that SJI Civil does not 

include the burden within each instruction, rather in a separate instruction.   

Drafted in the affirmative – “. . . must prove the following: 

1. Defendant committed a deceptive act or unfair practice 

2. The act or practice caused (claimant) actual damages; 

3. The amount of those actual damages 
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o Committee debated the lead in to the list of elements (must prove all the following three 

elements; must prove each of the following; must prove the following) 

o Committee discussed whether an introductory instruction is helpful here and considered 

introductory instructions drafted by SJI Civil.   

 Committee discussed the introductory language prepared by Drafter.  Committee 

noted that this is similar in structure to what SJI Civil used for its civil theft 

instruction. 

 Member agreed that if an introduction is going to be used, we should follow SJI 

Civil‟s format, which includes language to the effect of “Defendant denies that 

claim.  I will now define some of the terms that you will use.” 

  Member noted that this Committee‟s other instructions do not always include an 

introduction like this.  However, this Committee‟s approved instruction for 416 

does include this language.  

o Drafter noted that introductory instruction is very important because most jurors will not 

be familiar with the upcoming concepts.  Drafter further noted that the instruction could 

be given at the beginning and end of the trial. 

o Member reminded the Committee that lengthy instructions are problematic for the jury‟s 

attention and comprehension and that this Committee should strive for brevity.   

o Member noted that if the introductory instruction is included, a note should be added that 

it is optional.  Committee reached consensus that a Note on Use be added to clarify that 

the introduction is optional. 

o Committee discussed whether to rephrase the first sentence of the introduction to use 

“(Claimant) claims a violation of FDUTPA, which makes unlawful…” structure or “The 

Florida Deceptive and Unfair Trade Practices Act prohibits…”  

o Civil instructions are very wordy and Judges get lots of questions.  Judge suggests that 

the introduction be made optional. 

o Vote: Introduction to be optional – 10 in favor; Opposed (no introduction at all) – 10  

 Committee consensus is to not include the introduction. 

o Committee discussed whether the jury would be familiar with the name of the statute and 

whether the title of the instruction should use acronym or full name of statute.  

o Proposed redraft: 

 (Claimant) claims (defendant) violated the Florida Deceptive and Unfair Trade 

Practices Act.  (Claimant) must prove the following three elements: 

o Member noted that there are some other forms of conduct that are not specifically 

outlined in the instruction, including unfair competition and unconscionable acts.  Drafter 

suggests that language to this effect be added to the Notes on Use or set forth in brackets 

to illustrate that the language is optional given the facts of each case.  

 Committee agreed to list all three categories or prohibited acts as optional.  

Committee further agreed that each category could be listed in the singular since 

a single act/method may result in a violation.  

o Committee discussed whether the statutory language regarding “in the course of trade of 

commerce is necessary.”  Committee reasoned that it was not since this would be a legal 

question. 

o Committee discussed the breadth of the definitions of business, consumer, and trade and 

commerce 

 Member noted that some case law seemingly narrows the scope of the statute, 

and the Committee discussed whether these scenarios should be researched and 

noted in the Notes on Use.  Committee reached consensus that these detailed 

scenarios do not need to be broached in the Notes on Use but that a Note on Use 

should be added to refer practitioners to utilize case law that is factually similar 

to the case at hand.  
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o Committee discussed whether to include a Note on Use regarding interaction of FTC 

violations which are considered by Federal Courts to be “per se” violations of FDUTPA. 

o Drafter noted that definition of “Unfair Practice,” as drafted, comes directly from case 

law.   

o Member discussed whether there should be separate instructions for each of the three 

categories of FDUTPA violations and whether Notes on Use should be added to flesh out 

the definitions further.   

o Committee requested that the Drafters prepare definitions for the three categories of 

unfair method of competition.  Committee noted that although the definitions are 

amorphous, the language of the cases is amorphous and is the best we can do at this time.  

o Causation 

 Instruction to be revised to include the same bracketed language from the 

elements.  

 Committee discussed the importance of the causation element since many 

violations may occur, but the violation must cause the damage.  Committee 

discussed whether and to what extent reasonable reliance is a component of 

causation.   

 Drafter noted that there are cases under FDUTPA that do not require reliance.  

Committee felt that Drafter should review the applicable case law to determine 

the import of reliance and in what instances reliance is and is not an element of 

the cause of action.   

o Damages 

 Committee noted that the damages recitation is close to case law but that there 

are other categories of value that should be considered. 

 Drafters to review case law for each of the 3 violation categories regarding 

damages in each of those contexts.  Member noted that more than one damages 

instruction may be required to adjust the various types of FDUTPA cases. 

 Chair asked the judges to consider what types of cases they hear in this arena and 

focus on the most common types of cases first.  

 Tucker Ronzetti, Michael Olin, Judge Munyon and Judge Lagoa to continue 

work on this instruction.  

 

 Trade Secrets (Spector) 

o Drafters drafted instruction preliminarily and request feedback from the Committee on 

some open issues prior to drafting the corresponding damages instructions. 

 The draft instruction does not include an element on damages because there is 

some case law that indicates that damages is not a separate element.  However, 

upon further research, the Drafters are persuaded that damages are an element 

and should be listed in the instruction.  

 Actual damages, unjust enrichment, license are categories of damages to be 

drafted. 

o Drafters noted that they included various optional “theories” 

o Drafter inquired of the Committee - Should misappropriation and trade secret be defined 

in the same instruction? 

 Committee requested guidance from Judges regarding types of cases being heard.  

One judge noted misappropriation coupled with disclosure and another judge 

noted that she hears these cases infrequently and in such cases, usually in the 

employment context.  

o Member inquired as to the source of the clear and convincing standard of proof.  

Committee agreed to remove the burden from the body of the instruction.   
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o Drafter inquired as to whether the Committee would like to include the language of 

§688.004, Fla. Stat. (2013).  Member suggested that that language not be incorporated as 

it would make the instruction wordy and that it could be added by the practitioners when 

needed.  

o Paragraph 1 – Member noted that the instruction as drafted changes the verbiage of the 

statute and suggested that the Committee use the verbiage “trade secret means…” and 

pull directly from the statute.  Member suggested that once the phrase “trade secret” is 

used in the first instance, to then define the same.   

o Acquisition Theory – rather than use of “secret information” we should use “trade secret” 

o Committee discussed whether the determination of whether something constitutes a trade 

secret is an issue of fact or law.   

o Drafter referred to Del Monte Fresh Produce Co. v. Dole Food Co., Inc., 148 F.Supp.2d 

1322 (S.D. Fla. 2001), which summarizes the elements well.   

o Member noted that the statute is uniform and that other states‟ law may provide guidance.  

However the Committee noted that other states do vary the form. 

o Proposed structure of instruction: 

 Is it a trade secret? 

 Was it misappropriated? 

o Alternative proposed structure:  Define the terms as we go and set out the elements in the 

customary way used by this Committee. 

o Members discussed how closely the language of the statute must be translated into the 

instruction – specifically the use of the phrases espionage and spying.   

o Drafters obtained guidance from Committee and will redraft in accordance therewith, 

including a separate instruction for damages. 

 

 Breach of Fiduciary Duty (Gache) 

o Drafter noted that the CACI and Arizona instructions underscore that the instructions in 

this area will differ greatly depending on the scenario – attorney/client, broker/client, 

agent/principal etc..  As a result, Drafter sought guidance from the Committee on whether 

to have one instruction or separate, situational instructions.  

o Member noted that SJI Civil worked very diligently in this area and that SJI Civil will 

share its research/work product with this Committee.   

o Additionally, Drafter noted that there are statutory fiduciary duties created.  Member 

suggested that Notes on Use provide a list of examples of such situations.  

o Member suggested to start with applicable Florida common law jurisprudence.  Then, 

once that instruction is complete, this Committee can consider whether to prepare 

separate, statutory instructions.  Member further noted that litigants often plead for both 

statutory and common law breach of fiduciary duty.   

o Drafter referred Committee to California Instruction 4100 and asked the Committee for 

its thoughts regarding formatting as a basis for the Florida common law instruction on 

fiduciary duty.   

o Committee discussed the interaction between breach of fiduciary duty and constructive 

fraud.   

o Committee charged the Subcommittee with drafting the general, Florida common law-

based instruction first.  Subsequently, the Committee can identify any future, specific 

instructions.   

o Committee discussed the fact that limited liability companies are very common and that 

the standard in that environment is the requirement for good faith and fair dealing.  

Committee determined that there was not sufficient legal authority in this area to draft a 

separate instruction.  

o Drafting Subcommittee to consist of Ron Gache, Gera Peoples, and Judge Bailey.  
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 Adjust Defenses/Claims Instructions (Long) 

o Drafter looked at this Committee‟s affirmative defense instructions and SJI Civil‟s 

instructions for various claims to determine whether this Committee should endeavor to 

prepare a corresponding instruction for use of the same as a claim.  

o Negligent Misrepresentation – This Committee chose not to prepare an instruction for 

this concept. 

o Promissory Estoppel – Committee is currently drafting an instruction for use as a claim.  

SJI Civil does not contain a similar instruction. 

o Fraud 

 Drafter compared this Committee‟s instruction on fraudulent misrepresentation 

(416.28) with the corresponding instruction prepared by SJI Civil.  Drafter noted 

that SJI Civil‟s instruction does not say that all the Defendant must prove all of 

the elements.  Drafter further noted that the instructions were substantially 

similar. 

 SJI Civil has additional alternative (409.7) in the area of fraud, which arises in 

the context where a litigant knew that he/she/it was unaware whether a statement 

was true or false at the time the statement was made. 

 Committee found that this scenario arises in practice, and that having an 

instruction on point may be helpful to the bench and bar.   

 Committee reviewed verbiage in 409.7 and determined that this 

additional language is appropriate to add.   

 Committee discussed whether there is specific authority on this point.  

Drafter agreed to research whether there is applicable authority. 

o Undue influence – This Committee has an instruction for use as an affirmative defense, 

but SJI Civil does not have a corresponding instruction for use as a claim.  

o Committee‟s goal is to ensure that this Committee‟s instructions are consistent with the 

corresponding SJI Civil instructions.  

o Drafter to further research whether any defenses should be converted into claims 

 

 Restrictive Covenants (Lamia) [Tabled for next meeting] 

 Verdict Forms (Wall, Palmer, Lamia) 

o Task for this subcommittee was to investigate whether this Committee should prepare 

verdict forms and if so, for which instructions. 

o Subcommittee reviewed CACI‟s sample verdict forms for breach of contract, unilateral 

mistake of fact, duress, contract formation etc. 

o Subcommittee reviewed SJI Civil‟s verdict forms and noted that there are approximately 

10 different forms.  Subcommittee also discussed SJI Civil‟s verdict forms with the chair 

of SJI Civil‟s corresponding Subcommittee and noted that SJI Civil chose a sampling of 

instructions but that the same have not been specifically updated/analyzed recently. 

o Subcommittee‟s recommendation is to prepare a few, sample verdict forms as guides for 

the bench and the bar.   

o Subcommittee also investigated other states‟ practices and found that California was one 

of the few states to prepare verdict forms. 

o Subcommittee suggested that the group that worked on each category of this Committee‟s 

instructions prepare a sample verdict form.  

o The highlighted potential verdict forms are as follows:   

 breach of contract,  

 contract formation,  

 breach of implied covenant of good faith and fair dealing,  

 affirmative defense – mutual mistake of fact,  
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 affidavit defense – statute of limitations,  

 breach of contract damages.  

o Members reiterated the importance of this Committee‟s preparation of verdict forms. 

o Members discussed that some verdict forms would be straightforward and some 

Members expressed that drafting the verdict forms may be difficult and that the initial 

goal should be to prepare a defined number of verdict forms for the instructions that this 

Committee deems most important. 

o Committee reached consensus that the first verdict form should be for breach of contract, 

and thereafter Committee discussed preparation of a verdict form for breach of contract 

damages.  Committee deferred to the Subcommittee to prepare 2-4 verdict forms for the 

next meeting for the Committee‟s review.  

o Committee addressed potential concern over the two-issue rule and the Committee agreed 

to be mindful of this in preparation of the verdict forms.  

o Roy Fitzgerald to join the Subcommittee.  

o Committee discussed the applicable time period for measurement of damages in appellate 

cases – how does that impact the jury‟s charge?  Does the jury come up with the correct 

time for damages?  Or is it a directed verdict question?  Should the jury be instructed as 

to the applicable time period for computation of damages?  Committee members 

discussed that this is something for the lawyers to argue and the court to determine.  

However, the measure of damages may be dependent upon an initial factual 

determination of the jury.   

o Another issue to be considered is prejudgment interest. 

o Instruction to include a bracket regarding the date of the alleged breach. 

 

Old Business (Committees) 

 Website (Spector) 

o Spector asked that Committee members review the website and compare the same to SJI 

Civil and Criminal and advise of any suggestions or concerns.  Spector noted that various 

formats of the instructions are now available on the website. 

o We will have a popup window to alert the viewer to pending amendments when 

amendments are out for publishing.  

o Chair has been working with the Florida Bar Liaison and we should obtain drafts of the 

instructions book in short order.  Book may be printed in time for our next meeting.  

Committee discussed and agreed that a book format would be helpful to the bench and 

bar.   

o Committee expressed its gratitude to Josh Spector, Tricia Knox and Rebecca Vargas for 

their assistance with the website. 

 

 Hot Topics (Norway) 

o Subcommittee‟s charge is to review slip opinions as they come out and consider whether 

these cases affect this Committee‟s existing instructions. 

o Subcommittee reviewed Katz Deli and discussed whether it impacts one or both of the 

instructions for Lost Profits and Damages for Complete Destruction of the Business. 

 Lost Profits – Subcommittee found the case consistent and found no modification 

was needed. 

 Complete Destruction of the Business – Katz Deli allowed evidence of the value 

of the business up to a year before the business was terminated because it was a 

long-term, continuing breach.  However, Committee found no modification to the 

existing instruction was necessary as Katz Deli is informational, only, today since 

the parties have petitioned the Florida Supreme Court, and the case is currently 
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pending.  Committee noted that there may be in issue/impact on the Instruction 

for 504.4 depending on the Florida Supreme Court‟s ruling here. 

o Committee discussed what its members are seeing in practice today regarding the date of 

damages in cases where there is a pattern of conduct that causes destruction of a business.  

o The Committee discussed whether to add an additional Note on Use to the effect of “But 

see Katz.”  However, the Committee chose to take no action currently until the law is 

settled in this area and wait for the Florida Supreme Court‟s ruling. 

 

New Business: 

 Discussion of Admission of New Members.  

o The Committee has several members whose terms are ending and we have several 

vacancies.  There is no set number of members that this Committee must have.  SJI Civil 

has in excess of 45 members.  This Committee found its current size (30) to be workable, 

but recognized that we have some strong applicants.  Members noted that there is some 

room to grow, that additional Members‟ insights would be welcomed, that not all 

Members are able to attend each meeting and that existing members whose terms are 

ending should remain on the Committee for continuity. 

o We have 9 Members‟ terms that end and 7 want to continue service.  Thus, we have 2 

open spaces to remain at the same size. 

o Committee discussed its desire to have additional members from north Florida.  

o Committee thought 4 new members would be appropriate at this time.   

o Motion by Gache, Second by Kurt Lee to reappoint 7 continuing members (Rosen, 

Norway, Haas, Peoples, Wall, Palmer, Boyle). Motion approved unanimously.  

 

 Other New Members 

o Chair suggested that we get names of potential members in to the Florida Supreme Court 

as soon as possible. 

o Members discussed applicants in detail after review of their applications.   

o Committee agreed to vote on and approve Members today, subject to further 

investigation and the Court‟s confirmation.  

o Gewirtz – Haas moved; Judge Streitfeld seconded; Approved by the Committee. 

o Ocariz – Kreusler-Walsh moved; Kaplan seconded; Approved by the Committee.  

o Steinfeld – Kreusler-Walsh moved; Judge Bailey seconded; Approved by the Committee 

o Cichon – Approved by the Committee 

o Judge Bailey moved to expand the committee to include Gewirtz, Ocariz, Steinfeld, 

Cichon; Haas seconded.   

o Chair to confirm references and upon confirmation, Chair to submit application to 

Supreme Court.  Chair to send letters to applicants. 

 

 Adjourned.  

o Proposed next meeting agenda:  

 Promissory Estoppel (Lee Haas) 

 FDUTPA (Ronzetti/Olin) 

 Fiduciary duty (Gache) 

 Draft verdict forms 

 Adjustments to defenses and claims instructions (Long)  
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SUPREME COURT COMMITTEE ON STANDARD JURY INSTRUCTIONS 

FOR BUSINESS AND CONTRACT CASES 

 

Minutes for 6/5/14 and 6/6/14 Meeting 

 

Members Present: Manuel Farach, Richard Lee Barrett, Mark A. Boyle, Sr., Lee L. Haas, Honorable 

Paul Huey, Christine E. Lamia, Eric Lee (phone), Kurt E. Lee (phone), Maxine M. Long, Honorable Lisa 

Munyon, Robert N. Norway, Eduardo Palmer, Gera R. Peoples, Allison Ramirez, T. Tucker Ronzetti, 

Joshua B. Spector, Honorable Jeffrey E. Streitfeld, Mark M. Wall 

 

Members Absent: Honorable R. Fred Lewis, Honorable Jennifer D. Bailey, Roy E. Fitzgerald, III, 

Ronald M. Gache, James M. Kaplan, Jane Kreusler-Walsh, Honorable Barbara Lagoa, Michael S. Olin, 

Steven R. Reininger, Gary C. Rosen, Honorable Meenu Talwar Sasser, Paul K. Silverberg, Honorable 

Jack Tuter 

 

Introductions and Welcomes: 

Introduction of New Members: 

o Jerry Gewirtz is a commercial litigator and presently works with the City of Tampa. 

o Scott Cichon is a commercial litigator with Cobb Cole in Daytona Beach.  

Approval of Minutes: 

 Motion by Ronzetti to approve the minutes as drafted; Seconded by Norway; Motion carries 

unanimously.  

Old Business: Instructions and Areas of Inquiry: 

Instruction Incorporating Rule 2.451 Update (Kreusler-Walsh): 

o The Instruction has been submitted to the Florida Supreme Court and is pending review.  

Committee discussed the importance of this issue due to an incident in the 15
th
 Judicial 

Circuit where a juror posted on Facebook during a jury trial.   

Verdict Forms (Wall, Palmer, Lamia): 

o Drafter prepared initial drafts of the verdict forms based on the published Instructions to 

which they are tied and following the format of published verdict forms from SJI Civil.   

o Contract Formation Verdict Form: 

 Drafter noted that this verdict form ties to this Committee’s Instruction 416.3 and 

relates to CACI verdict form 303.  

 Member corrected two grammatical items in part 3 of the verdict form.  

 Member suggested that the phrase “and your verdict on this claim is for ______” 

should add “on this cause of action/claim” since many cases have multiple causes 

of action. 

 Members noted that all three questions should be answered by the jury, rather 

than the following questions only being answered if the former answer was in the 

affirmative.   

 Member emphasized the importance that the jury answer each question 

to preserve issues on appeal.   

 Committee discussed whether each question should be answered if one 

or more of the questions is not at issue.   

o Member noted that SJI Civil has a standard Instruction at the 

beginning of the verdict forms section that essentially states that 

the parties should not include items/questions not in dispute and 

should change the verdict forms as appropriate.   

 Member suggested that at the end, we add something to the effect of:  If 

any of your answers to the foregoing questions is NO, then your verdict 
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is for the defendant.  If you answered YES to all three questions, then 

you should proceed to the next question.  

 Member suggested that questions 2 and 3 be switched. 

 Committee reasoned that the order of the questions on the verdict form 

should stand as is because the Instruction is in the same order.   

 Committee discussed that it makes logical sense to switch questions 2 

and 3 so that the line of questions is as follows:  Were the terms clear 

enough?  Did the parties agree to give each other something of value? 

 Members discussed how detailed each of the questions on the verdict forms 

should be.  For example, should question 2 be clarified in instances of unilateral 

contracts, detriment as consideration for a promise, etc..  Member noted that in 

this instance, the question on the verdict form is true to the Instruction, but the 

Committee further discussed whether options or Notes on Use should be utilized 

in the verdict forms.  Committee noted that SJI Civil’s verdict forms do contain 

Notes on Use as appropriate and some contain introductory comments.   

 Committee discussed whether cross-references should be provided to refer the 

reader to the Instruction, and thus the options and Notes on Use. 

 Committee found that this would be helpful to the bench and bar and 

agreed to follow a similar format to that used by SJI Civil.   

 Draft Note on Use:  Questions 1, 2, and 3 should be used in connection 

with Instruction 416.3. 

 Committee voted on whether to use brackets, Notes on Use, introductory 

comments, or some combination thereof.  The Committee voted unanimously to 

incorporate brackets, and to include other tools as necessary once drafted. 

 Question 2 alternatives: 

 Did the parties agree to give each other something of value [a promise to 

do something or not to do something may have value]? 

 Did the parties agree to give each other something of value [, which may 

be a promise to do something or not to do something]? 

 Did the parties agree to give each other something of value? [A promise 

to do something, or not to do something, may have value.] 

 Committee discussed whether the parties must agree to give consideration or 

actually give it and found that the former is enough.   

 Committee discussed general format of the verdict form and reasoned that each 

claim, the defenses thereto, and the damages component would all be included in 

one form to be compiled by the attorneys.   

 Motion to approve verdict form as modified by Palmer; Seconded by Huey.  

Motion carried unanimously.   

o Breach of Contract Damages Verdict Form: 

 (Draft not prepared, but concepts discussed by the Committee) 

 Committee reviewed Instruction 504.2 

o Breach of Contract Verdict Form: 

 (Reviewed by Committee in connection with verdict form for contract formation 

to determine whether the two should be combined) 

 If combined, or read in tandem, with the verdict form on contract formation, 

Member noted that question 1 of this verdict form would not be necessary.  

However, when contract formation is not at issue (which is probable), question 1 

would still be important.  Committee reasoned that question 1 would not be 

needed in any instance, because if there is a contract, the jury would be instructed 
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in that regard and if there was a dispute, the contract formation verdict form 

would be used. 

 Committee discussed at length the use of OR between the two questions that 

comprise question 2 and the interplay with the remainder of the verdict form that 

states “If your answer is NO for both options…”  

 Proposal - If your answer to question 2(a) is NO, then answer question 

2(b); If your answer to question 2(a) is YES, then skip question 2(b) and 

answer question 3.   

 Committee agreed to renumber all questions at the end to adjust for any 

additions/deletions. 

 Committee discussed whether to bracket question 3.  Member reiterated that this 

issue would be remedied by the above-referenced Instruction to use only the 

questions that are applicable to the case at bar.  

 Committee discussed whether the verbiage of question 3 adequately 

illustrates the condition precedent concept.  It may be easier to say this in 

the inverse – if Plaintiff has done all it is required to do… 

o However, Members noted that there are some third party 

performance conditions precedent. 

o Committee reasoned that question 3 is a rare occurrence and thus 

is not critical to the verdict form, but could be included in 

brackets and referenced in a Note on Use to flag the issue that it 

should be used when there is a failure of a condition precedent. 

 Proposed Note on Use:  Question 3 should only be used 

if the court finds a condition precedent issue has been 

adequately raised. 

 Committee decided that it would create individual model verdict forms for each 

topic and that the forms would be combined for trial by the practitioners into one 

document.   

 Questions 4 and 5 are directly from the Instruction.  Member suggested that the 

Committee remove the OR between the two questions comprising question 4.  

Committee decided that the second portion of question 4 would be bracketed as 

the court would decide which portion of question 4 was applicable.   

 Question 5:  “Was [claimant] harmed by that failure?” 

 Member noted that harmed should be changed to damaged. 

 Item to Revise in Instruction:  Change harm to damage in Instruction 

416.4. 

o Committee discussed whether to change this verbiage.   

 Member suggested that [prohibited conduct] be added and that failure 

should be bracketed as well. 

 Committee revised the phrase “your verdict is for defendant” by adding “on this 

claim” throughout.   

 Question 6: “What are (claimant’s) damages on this claim?” 

 Committee discussed whether causation is an element of a breach of 

contract action or if damage is presumed. Committee noted that the 

concepts of causation are imbedded within the contract damages 

Instruction (504.2).  

 Member discussed that litigants must chose the measure of damages to 

apply so question 6 should be modified in that regard.  

 Proposal:  What are (claimant’s) damages as a result of “this [failure] 

[prohibited conduct]?” 
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 Committee discussed whether note after question 3 (“if your answer to question 3 

is NO…”) should be revised so that the jury continues to answer the remaining 

questions. 

 Alternatively, Committee discussed whether to add a note that the parties 

could determine whether to request the jury to continue to ask the 

remaining questions to preserve the issues for appeal. 

 Committee discussed adding this kind of note to the introductory 

comment section (two concepts to be included – give the applicable 

Instructions and litigants can determine what questions the jury should 

answer).  

 Member expressed concern over potential conflict between questions – If 

you answer NO for question 3, but YES on other questions, then an 

appellate argument is built in.  Committee discussed at length whether 

there is a potential conflict in this instance.  

 However, Member noted that even if there is an inconsistency, all items 

must be answered in the positive for damages to be awarded. 

 Motion to approve breach of contract verdict form; Seconded by Palmer.  

Amended to add caveat that Instruction 416.4 be revised to change word “harm” 

to “damage.” Amended to revise Instruction 416.4 to change “failure” to 

“[failure] [prohibited conduct].” 

 Committee discussed whether the use of the word “damages” in the lead 

in to Instruction 416.4 is repetitive or confusing.  

 Motion carried unanimously.  

o Breach of Implied Covenant of Good Faith and Fair Dealing Verdict Form: 

 This corresponds to Instruction 416.24.  

 Member suggested that question 1 be removed.   

 Member suggested that question 3 be broken up – currently reads “Did all of the 

conditions that were required for defendant’s performance occur or were they 

excused?” 

 Member suggested that questions 2-4 could be removed if read in conjunction 

with breach of contract verdict form.  However, drafter noted that the two may 

not be read in tandem in each instance.   

 Member suggested that questions 4 and 5 from this form be included as options 

in the breach of contract verdict form.  Another Member noted that this area 

should have a stand-alone verdict form, with a Note on Use.  Member reiterated 

that these verdict forms will ultimately be combined into one form for use by 

practitioners, so there is limited utility in this concept being a stand-alone verdict 

form.   

 Committee discussed that the verbiage of questions 4 and 5 is cumbersome, but 

Committee reasoned that it is from applicable case law and mirrors the verbiage 

of Instruction 416.24.  Member suggested that a Note on Use be added to alert 

the bench and bar that a specific provision of the contract needs to be identified 

to which the implied covenant pertains.  

 Member reiterated that the jury will receive both the Instruction and the verdict 

form.   

 Item to Revise in Instruction: Committee concluded that Instruction 416.24 

should similarly be revised to change the word “harm” to “damage.” 

 Member suggested that questions 5 and 6 be inversed.  Committee reasoned that 

this should not be done as the verdict form as drafted comports with the existing 

Instruction.   
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 Committee discussed at length whether questions 4 – 6 should be added to the 

breach of contract verdict form.  Member noted that this becomes cumbersome 

and not user friendly since practitioners will not be able to find it under a 

separate heading etc..  Member noted that there could ultimately be separate 

verdict forms for each cause of action and defense.  Member reminded the 

committee that our initial charge was to prepare a sample of verdict forms and 

this Committee has not yet undertaken to draft verdict forms for each cause of 

action and defense.  

 Committee reached consensus that questions 4-6 should be a separate verdict 

form and add a Note on Use that this should be used when Instruction 416.24 is 

read.   

 Member noted that each verdict form should have a similar Note on Use 

to avoid reversible error.  

 Proposal:  This verdict form should be used in conjunction with other 

verdict forms for contract formation and breach of contract, as needed to 

include all the required elements of the cause of action.  

 Motion to approve verdict form as drafted (questions 4 – 6) as a separate verdict 

form and change “harm” to “damage” in Instruction 416.24; Motion carried 

unanimously. 

o Mutual Mistake of Fact Verdict Form: 

 Starting on Friday. 

 Based on Instruction 416.25.   

 Member suggested that question 1 be changed to “both parties” from “the 

parties.”  Committee discussed that there may be more than two parties.  Member 

suggested that these two phrases be bracketed as optional to be revised 

accordingly by practitioners.  

 Member suggested that this verdict form may not be necessary since this scenario 

is relatively rare in practice.  Member noted that this defense is sometimes plead 

in fraud-related cases.  

 Member suggested that the verbiage between questions be revised to comport 

with the verdict forms prepared in yesterday’s session. However, Member noted 

that question 1 is really a threshold matter here – was there a mistake – and thus, 

if there was no mistake, the jury should not answer any further questions.   

 Member noted that questions 2a and 2b may be a bit cumbersome for the jury.   

 Member suggested that a new question 1 be added to the effect of - was there a 

mistake?   

 Committee discussed at length whether materiality of the mistake would be a 

question for the judge or jury, and the Committee found that it could be either.  

Member noted that materiality is a component of the Instruction in the Note on 

Use to 416.25 and indicates that materiality is a question for the court.  

 Committee reached consensus that we verify that the judge is the gate keeper on 

the materiality question.  Judge Huey to research the issue for the next meeting.  

If the judge is not always the gatekeeper, then the Committee agreed to consider 

modification to the existing Instruction.  Member noted that there is case law that 

indicates the finder of fact should determine whether the mistake was material.  

 Member noted that this Committee has not defined the term material.  Member 

stated that this Committee has traditionally used the term essential instead.  

 Member suggested that question 2 be rephrased as it may be difficult for the jury 

to understand as drafted.   

 Committee reviewed in detail the references to plaintiff and defendant throughout 

the verdict form since it will be used on the context of an affirmative defense.  
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Committee further discussed at length which party bears the burden of proof.  

Committee expressed concern that the Instruction is written in the negative as to 

the Defendant, but that the verdict form is expressed in the affirmative, which 

conflict is leading to the confusion. 

 Necessary Revision to Instruction:  Committee agreed that phrase “defendant 

had only limited knowledge” should be changed to “claimant had only limited 

knowledge.” 

 Proposal for question 2: 

 Did the defendant bear the risk of mistake – yes or no.   

 Did the defendant prove that the defendant did not bear the risk -  yes or 

no.  

o Member noted that a and b options are not really necessary in the 

verdict form because the jury will have the Instruction as well.  

o Member discussed that it may be helpful to practitioners to have 

the jury answer the two parts for appellate purposes.  Member 

suggested that a Note on Use be added that practitioners can 

decide to include specific interrogatories to the jury in 

accordance with the Instruction.   

 Did defendant not bear the risk of mistake – yes or no.  

o Committee expressed concern with use of the double negative as 

it is very confusing to the jury.   

o Committee rephrased in the affirmative – Did defendant bear the 

risk of mistake?   

 Committee noted that this can be proven by Defendant 

either proving that Defendant did not bear the risk or that 

Claimant bore the risk.  

 Member noted that mutual mistake of fact can also be a claim and the Committee 

should consider drafting an Instruction in this regard.  

 Committee discussed several factual scenarios where mutual mistake of fact may 

arise in practice.  

 The proponent of the mutual mistake of fact bears responsibility for showing that 

they did not bear the risk.  Thus, in the context of the affirmative defense, the 

defendant must prove that it did not bear the risk, not that the claimant did bear 

the risk.   

 There is a mutual mistake when the party trying to avoid the contract shows they 

did not bear the risk.  

 Committee discussed whether language of Instruction 416.25 should be changed 

from “A party bears the risk of a mistake when…” to “The Defendant bears the 

risk of a mistake when…” 

 Member noted that Sources on point use the phrase “a party.”  However, 

Member noted that the Restatement is party neutral because mutual 

mistake of fact can be used as both a claim and defense.  

 Committee reviewed the Restatement and some examples therein. 

 Committee revised verbiage between questions on the verdict form. 

 Discussion regarding revisions to Instruction 416.25: 

 Use of words “substantial, competent evidence”  

o Maxine Long to research origin of this language 

 Motion by Haas to approve verdict form as revised and revise Instruction 416.25 

to change “A party” to “(Defendant)”; seconded by Ronzetti.  Motion carries 

with one dissension.  
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o Statute of Limitations Verdict Form:  

 Member noted that there should be a clarification in the Instruction that it does 

not apply to the statute of repose. 

 Member noted that the four or five year reference in verdict form may 

not be correct in instances when the statute of repose applies. 

 This verdict form corresponds with Instruction 416.32. 

 Member noted that the jury is not told when the law suit was filed.  Rather, this 

verbiage should be replaced with a hard date, to be determined by the judge.  

 Did the defendant’s breach of contract occur before [insert hard date]? 

 Committee discussed whether a Note on Use should be inserted to 

indicate that the judge will determine the date.   

o The court determines the elements of a breach of contract and 

the jury determines the date the last element accrued.  This may 

not apply in cases in which the statute of repose is applicable.  

 Member expressed concern with language of Instruction 416.32 that states “any 

breach of contract.” 

 Committee discussed addition of a Note on Use to the effect of “The 

court may modify this form in cases which there are multiple or 

continuing breaches of contract.” 

 Committee discussed whether to table this discussion until the Supreme 

Court decides the Katz Deli case.  Norway provided update on this case. 

 Committee discussed whether to remove the language after question 1 that 

instructs the jury to sign the form etc. and to instead provide a sample of the 

formatting of the verdict form as a whole to show the bench and bar. 

 Motion to adopt verdict form as revised by Judge Streitfeld; Seconded by Lamia.  

Motion carries unanimously.   

 Verdict Form Subcommittee to prepare verdict form template with jury signature 

etc.  

Old Business: Committees: 

Website (Spector): 

o New Members to be added to the website.   

o Chair requested that the application section be modified to note that the Committee is not 

currently accepting applications until 2015. 

Hot Topics (Norway): 

o Committee following Katz Deli case currently pending before the Florida Supreme Court.  

The 3
rd

 DCA issued an opinion that the applicable measure of damages for a business that 

was destroyed is the amount of lost profits.  Court to consider whether this was 

appropriate, or whether the incremental value of the lease measure should have been 

used. 

o Agile case discussed application of the rule of construction against the drafter.  This 

affects our Instruction because at the time the Instruction was prepared, there was no case 

law interpreting contract provisions prohibiting construction against the drafter.  

Committee agreed to change to Instruction 416.20 Note on Use 2 to reference Agile 

Insurance case.  

o Dirico – Case discusses the determination of when the contact is ambiguous.  Committee 

discussed whether it should be added as a case cite.  Committee found that so long as the 

case is consistent with existing law, that modification to the existing Instruction is not 

necessary.  

Book (Palmer): 

o Member noted that book to be published late this summer.   
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Promissory Estoppel (Haas): 

o Outstanding issue being considered by drafter was how the “injustice” element of 

promissory estoppel should be explained in the Instruction. Drafter noted that various 

courts use different phrases to describe this concept – injustice, justifiable reliance, etc.. 

o Earliest cases where promissory estoppel was brought as a cause of action were in the 

1960’s and 1970’s. These cases talk about the reasonableness of the promisee’s reliance.  

Another series of cases were in the charitable subscription area.  W.R. Grace in 1989 then 

cites the Restatement of Contracts, which is much broader than the reasonableness of the 

reliance.  There is a split between Florida law and the Restatement, and the W.R. Grace 

case combines the elements.   

o Drafter has only been able to find cases about the reasonableness of the promisee’s 

reliance and the definite and substantial character of the remedies sought. 

o Restatement discusses those, plus the formality and characteristics of the promise. 

o Drafter unable to find references to formality of promise post-W.R. Grace.  

o Committee discussed that W.R. Grace is from the Florida Supreme Court, and thus is the 

pronouncement of applicable law.  

 Proposal: 

 Paragraph 2 – insert “reasonable” before reliance 

 Paragraph 1 – indicate that the promise was sufficiently definite and of 

an essential/material 

o Member discussed idea that injustice is somewhat inherent if the 

first two prongs are met.  However, the Committee felt that it 

was necessary to address the injustice concept because it is in the 

applicable law.  

 Restatement’s interpretation of the injustice element indicates that the 

damages/remedy may be reduced due to injustice.  Thus, this element is 

important to the analysis. 

o Committee noted that this is really a measure of damages. 

Committee discussed case law where juries awarded damages for 

promissory estoppel.   

o Member clarified that the third element should be modified to 

read “Injustice would result only if the promise is not enforced.” 

o Member suggested that we include in Notes on Use that the 

Court can consider whether and how to modify the language of 

the third element.   

o Committee decided element of injustice must be stated within 

the Instruction.  Remaining question for the Committee is how to 

explain injustice.  

o Committee noted that this Instruction will need to be renumbered to be in the claims 

category, rather than in the affirmative defense category. 

 Instruction rephrased to be stated in the form of a claim.  

o Members discussed whether it would be possible to obtain the jury Instructions used in 

other cases in this area.   

o Member noted that burden of proof should not be in the Note on Use, rather in the body 

of the Instruction.   

 Potential Revision to Existing Instructions:  Member suggested that prior 

Instructions be reviewed in this regard.  

o Ultimately, Committee decided that Instruction is in good shape, subject to further 

discussion and modification of explanation of injustice.  
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 Drafter to do the following: (1) try to obtain Instructions used in other 

promissory estoppel claims (Devin Medical), (2) propose language regarding 

explanation of injustice (after review of other jury Instructions on this point), (3) 

research whether judge is a gatekeeper for whether injustice exists (Ronzetti to 

research). 
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SUPREME COURT COMMITTEE ON STANDARD JURY INSTRUCTIONS 
FOR BUSINESS AND CONTRACT CASES 

 
Minutes for 10/1/14 and 10/2/14 Meeting 

 
Members Present: Manuel Farach, Chair; Richard Lee Barrett; Mark A. Boyle, Sr. (Thursday only); 
Scott Cichon; Roy E. Fitzgerald, III; Ronald M. Gache; Jerry M. Gewirtz; Lee Haas; Hon. Paul Huey; 
Jane Kreusler-Walsh; Hon. Barbara Lagoa (Thursday only); Christine Lamia; Eric Lee; Kurt Lee; Maxine 
Long; Hon. Lisa Munyon; Robert Norway; Humberto Ocariz; Michael Olin; Gary Rosen; Joshua Spector; 
David Steinfeld; Hon. Jeffrey Streitfeld; Allison Ramirez; Jeff Cohen, SJI Civil Liaison; and Heather 
Telfer, Bar Liaison  
 
Members Absent: Honorable R. Fred Lewis; Honorable Jennifer D. Bailey; James M. Kaplan; Eduardo 
Palmer; Gera R. Peoples; T. Tucker Ronzetti; Honorable Meenu Talwar Sasser; Honorable Jack Tuter; 
and Mark M. Wall. 
 
Introductions and Welcomes: 

• Chair welcomed the Members in the room and on the phone. Chair recognized Jeff Cohen, a 
liaison to this committee from the SJI Civil Committee. Chair then asked the new Members to 
introduce themselves.  
 

Approval of Minutes: 
• Chair asked if Members had reviewed the minutes. Judge Streitfeld moved to approve the 

minutes, Humberto Ocariz seconded the motion, and the minutes were approved without 
opposition. 
 

Old Business: Instructions and Areas of Inquiry: 
A. Instruction Incorporating Rule 2.451 Update (Kreusler-Walsh) 

o Jane Kreusler-Walsh reported on the status of Rule 2.451.  At this time, we await entry of 
the Supreme Court’s order approving the Rule as proposed.  
 

B. Promissory Estoppel (Haas) 
o At the last meeting, Committee determined that the proposed instruction was in good 

shape, subject to further discussion and modification of the explanation of “injustice.”  
o Committee discussed whether a Note on Use should be added to cite the one case the 

drafter was able to find where promissory estoppel was used as a defense – Marin v. 
Seven of Five Ltd., 921 So. 2d 699 (Fla. 4th DCA 2006).  In Marin, the lower court 
entered summary judgment in favor of the bank in a residential foreclosure case.  Fourth 
DCA held that the summary judgment was entered in error because the defenses raised, 
including promissory estoppel, were legally sufficient.  Committee found that due to the 
procedural posture of this case, it is of limited utility for determining whether promissory 
estoppel may be properly raised as a defense. 

o Committee also discussed promissory estoppel as addressed by the courts in Doe v. 
Allstate Ins. Co., 653 So. 2d 371 (Fla. 1995) and Crown Life Ins. Co. v. McBride, 517 So. 
2d 660, 661 (Fla. 1987). 

o Lengthy discussion ensued regarding whether to add a Note on Use regarding promissory 
estoppel as a defense and whether the Committee should state an opinion about the use of 
promissory estoppel as a defense or address the matter at all.  Committee discussed 
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various alternatives for such Note on Use, including language to the effect of “the law is 
not sufficiently clear to opine, but see Marin” and “promissory estoppel may be used as a 
defense (Marin), but there is not a body of case law on point to justify an instruction on 
same.” 

o Motion to add Note on Use regarding Marin to form of instruction from last meeting.  
Motion carries unanimously.  

o Committee discussed whether additional explanation of the element of injustice was 
required within the form of the instruction.  Member suggested that if a judge feels 
additional instruction is warranted on the definition of injustice, the judge of course can 
issue an additional instruction but that this can be done on an as-needed basis.  

o Committee discussed whether to add a Note on Use regarding the absence of a definition 
of injustice.  Committee reviewed various materials regarding the definition of injustice 
(and by analogy other similarly amorphous concepts like unjust enrichment), including 
the definition of injustice from Black’s law dictionary, which the Committee found 
circular and unhelpful for its purposes.  

o Member suggested removal of portion of quoted language from Note on Use #1 which is 
from the Restatement (Second) of Contracts § 90 (1979). 

o Member noted that if the Committee agrees that injustice is an element of the claim of 
promissory estoppel, why would a Note on Use regarding the inability to define injustice 
be useful to the bench and bar?  Member reasoned that it would obviate the need for 
duplicative research.  

o Motion to adopt the instruction as drafted (including Note on Use #2’s language from 
W.R. Grace including definitional language of injustice).  Approved with one objection. 
 

C. FDUTPA (Ronzetti) 
o Tabled today because Drafter is unable to attend the meeting due to an emergency 

hearing. 
 

D. Breach of Fiduciary Duty (Gache)  
o Drafter’s charge was to research breach of fiduciary duty and consider whether an 

instruction in this area is appropriate.  Drafter noted that SJI Civil is currently 
undertaking a similar charge, and SJI Civil initially passed an instruction which is subject 
to final review at that committee’s upcoming meeting. 

o Drafter noted various statutory and other factual situations where breach of fiduciary duty 
arises (clergy/parishioner, principal/agent, broker/customer etc.). 

o Drafter presented SJI Civil’s instruction on breach of fiduciary duty and emphasized the 
desire for continuity between the two committees’ instructions.  

o Drafter felt that SJI Civil’s instruction was well-researched and prepared and felt this was 
an appropriate starting place for review by this Committee.  

o SJI Civil has been considering this instruction for several years and how to appropriately 
address the concept in an instruction when there are so many factual scenarios that are 
encompassed within this topic.  SJI Civil ultimately arrived at the presented draft – a 
basic, general, breach of fiduciary duty instruction.  Member noted that it is still in draft 
form (for example, damages are not addressed within the body of the instruction).  
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o SJI Civil is not currently drafting or reviewing scenario-specific breach of fiduciary duty 
instructions.   

o Member suggested that this Committee work with SJI Civil to draft a uniform and 
mutually endorsed instruction.  Member noted that this was problematic as the two 
committees do not meet in tandem.  In light of the fact that SJI Civil is fairly far down the 
road on drafting this instruction, Committee found that it should review, make 
suggestions and request that SJI Civil consider this Committee’s recommendations to the 
form of instruction.   

o Drafter noted that the instruction as drafted contains the appropriate elements of the 
claim, but Committee felt that the instruction requires insertion of appropriate formatting 
and supportive case law.  

o Member suggested that the Drafter reformat this instruction for the next meeting for this 
Committee’s review and approval. Committee agreed that the first goal should be to draft 
a basic, general, instruction on breach of fiduciary duty. Committee noted the breadth and 
depth of this charge as the case law in this area is voluminous.  Judge Huey to join the 
subcommittee to assist in drafting this instruction. 

o Committee members discussed the frequency in which breach of fiduciary duty cases are 
brought today, for example in the limited liability company context between members.  
However, drafter noted that the limited liability company statute outlines applicable 
duties. 

o Member suggested that the first instruction from this Committee be an omnibus, breach 
of fiduciary duty instruction.  Drafter agreed to present this Committee with a refined, 
draft instruction at the next meeting.   
 

How to Use this Book 
o There is a section of the jury instructions book that contains introductory instruction, 

including a section called “How to Use this Book.”  There are a few errors in this section 
of the book, as utilized by all three SJI committees (i.e. errant website and rule number 
references and verbiage).  Committee noted that because the instructions were included in 
the Supreme Court’s opinion approving the instructions, a revision to the “How to Use 
this Book” section will require a further order of the Court.  Motion to make corrections 
to introductory instructions and submit for approval of the Court. 
 

E. Trade Secrets 
o Drafter presented an instruction at the March meeting and solicited feedback from the 

Committee on how to address certain issues.  Based on that guidance, subcommittee 
redrafted the instruction. 

o Subcommittee stressed that it tried to avoid deviating from the language of the statute, 
but noted that certain clarifications were necessary to make the instruction less 
cumbersome and more readable than the statute.  

o Section 688.004, Florida Statutes sets forth the damages component of trade secrets 
claims.  Drafter noted that nominal damages are not provided for as a remedy under the 
statute pursuant to case law.  However, Committee noted that this was at the federal, 
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district court level.  Committee further noted the importance of nominal damages awards 
for prevailing party attorneys’ fees awards. 

o Member discussed a case in which she was involved where nominal damages were 
awarded by the Court. 

o Committee discussed whether damages should be included as an element of the cause of 
action.  Member noted that the legislature has not included damages as an element in this 
instance, but the legislature certainly has done so in other instances.  Thus, the Member 
suggested that damages should not be included as an element of the cause of action 
outlined in this instruction. 

o Other Member suggested that the instruction be limited to the liability portion of the 
cause of action and prepare a separate instruction to outline the three available measures 
of damages. 

o Drafter suggested that references to “secret information” throughout be changed to “trade 
secret.” 

o Member discussed whether to change introduction of instruction to read “Claimant had a 
trade secret such as….” 

o Committee discussed whether the fact that the trade secret is not readily ascertainable is 
an element of the claim or a defense.  Committee found that it is an element of the claim 
(not generally known and not readily ascertainable).  Committee had lengthy discussion 
about how to incorporate these two elements into the instruction without being too 
cumbersome.  Committee ultimately determined that it should split the two portions of 
this element (not generally known and not readily ascertainable) into parts (a) and (b). 

o Committee re-read the precise language of the statute with the proposed instruction and 
tried to streamline the verbiage to stay very close to the statutory language while still 
making it more reader-friendly.  

o Committee discussed use of the word “including” as the lead-in to the list of formula, 
pattern, compilation, program etc.  Committee felt the phrase “such as” was preferable to 
impart that not all of the listed items need to be included to fall within the scope of 
“including.” 

o Drafter noted that other jurisdictions have created a separate instruction to outline what 
constitutes a trade secret. 

o Committee engaged in lengthy discussion regarding verbiage of instruction, including 
grammar, verb tense and readability. Committee discussed whether to revise the 
references to “misappropriation” throughout the instruction to “stole.”  Committee noted 
that “stole” has a criminal connotation, whereas “misappropriation” can occur by 
mistake. Drafter noted that phrase “improperly took” could be used since that phrase is 
used in the statute.  Member reminded the Committee that this instruction would be read 
after the entire trial where the parties have been using the phrase “misappropriation” and 
thus the jury would be familiar with this term. 

o Break for the evening. 
 

o Trade Secret Continued: 
o Committee reviewed the various modes/theories which address the various forms of 

misappropriation per §688.002.  Drafter noted that the various modes are listed in 
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brackets to indicate that they are optional and should be given as appropriate in a given 
case.  Member noted that the various modes should be numbered consistently with prior 
instructions. 

o Committee discussed the accident or mistake theory and Drafter noted that the proposed 
instruction verbiage tracks the language of the statute very closely.  Members noted that 
they have not had cases using this mode previously and discussed whether case law 
interpreting same was available.  Members reviewed applicable comments in the uniform 
act for guidance on this point, but were unable to glean additional information therefrom.  

o Member noted that formatting of the instruction as drafted should be revised to comport 
with the “How To Use this Book” instruction, including the addition of a note to the 
judge in italics to give only the instruction for the applicable theory.  Committee 
discussed whether the statutory references currently included in the instruction should 
remain and the Committee reasoned that they should to aid the Judge and practitioners in 
understanding the source of the various theories.  

o Committee discussed whether the phrase “material change” from the statute should be 
changed to “important change.”  Member noted that phrase “essential” was used in the 
breach of contract instruction, for example, in lieu of “material.”  

o Committee discussed whether the concept of threatened misappropriation should be 
removed from the instruction.  Committee agreed that this should not be included because 
it only applies in the context of an injunction.  

o Motion to approve instruction as drafted; seconded.  
o Member suggested that the instruction be sent back to the subcommittee to give the 

instruction a final read through and fine tuning.  Member suggested that because there is 
relatively limited case law in this area, that as a result this Committee is left with only the 
statute, that an instruction may not be necessary, and may be viewed as this Committee’s 
interpretation of the statute.  However, the Committee noted the importance of an 
instruction given the frequency of these cases and the desire to help the bench and bar by 
providing a standard instruction ready for use.  Member noted that SJI Criminal’s 
instructions are largely statutorily based and often there is limited case law interpreting 
same.  Bar liaison agreed to fine tune formatting outside of the Committee meeting. 

o Member suggested addition of the definition of “information” to the Sources and 
Authorities.  Committee later revised this to define “trade secret.”  Member suggested 
that this definition be deleted as this issue would have already been vetted by the 
attorneys at the trial. 

o Member suggested deletion of the citation to the Del Monte case and associated language.  
Committee discussed that this instruction is the “liability” portion of the trade secret 
analysis, and that damages will be addressed separately.  Member suggested that a note 
be added to refer the bench and bar to the damages instruction. 

o Committee then reviewed the language of each of the modes/theories.  
 Acquisition: 

• Committee discussed use of the phrase “received or took” rather than 
“acquired.”  Members felt it was better to use the language of the statute 
and agreed to revise to “acquired.”  

 Disclosure: 
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• Committee agreed to change phrase “get” to “acquire” throughout.  
• Statute uses the phrase “misrepresentation” and the instruction as drafted 

uses the phrase “lies.”  Committee agreed to use the phrase from the 
statute. 

• Statute uses phrase “breach or inducement of a breach” and instruction as 
drafted uses “breach of duty to keep secrets.”  Committee agreed to 
bracket “induce” to be used as appropriate. 

• Statute uses phrase “espionage through electronic or other means.”  
Committee discussed whether that was too wordy for the jury.  Member 
noted that a statute is being discussed now called CADRA which will 
likely address theft of trade secrets by electronic means.  

• Committee adjusted use of (defendant) throughout to [he][she][it] to 
enhance readability.  

• Statute uses phrase “disclosed or used” and instruction uses “shared.”  
Committee agreed to revise to be consistent with the language of the 
statute.  

• Statute uses “express or implied consent” and instruction uses 
“permission.”  Committee discussed whether a note should be added to 
illustrate for the bench and bar that additional guidance on the phrase 
“express or implied consent” may be necessary if that is an issue in the 
case. 

• Change “keep secrets” to “maintain secrecy” throughout.   
• Committee made a multiple other verbiage changes to more closely track 

statutory language and improve readability. 
• Subcommittee agreed to rework the damages instruction as a separate 

instruction for the next meeting.   
• Member expressed that the instructions should simplify the statute as 

much as possible.   
o Committee reread the entire instruction and found: 

 Element 1(a) was very wordy.  To alleviate confusion the Committee rearranged 
the phrase “actual or potential.”  

 Committee discussed whether the first element should be “Claimant had a trade 
secret.”  Committee felt that this is truly a threshold matter and if there is no 
trade secret, then there is no need for the jury to continue down the verdict form.   

• Proposal -  
o To prove that claimant had a trade secret, the claimant must 

prove that: . . .  
o If you find that there was a trade secret, Claimant must prove 

that the trade secret was misappropriated by proving that. . .   
 Lengthy discussion ensued about verbiage of element 2.  

 Committee discussed whether the verbiage should be has a trade secret or had a 
trade secret. 

 Motion to approve instruction as drafted.  Seconded.  Approved unanimously.  
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F. Adjusting Defenses/Claims Instructions (Long) 
o At the last meeting, the Committee requested further review of two issues related to the 

affirmative defense of mutual mistake of fact. 
 416.25 – Where does the language regarding “substantial, competent evidence” 

come from?  The language originates in Boole v. Florida Power and Light, 3 So. 
2d 335 (1941), which states “there was substantial, competent evidence. . . .”  
The Committee felt that the referenced cases do not require substantial, 
competent evidence, but rather were discussing the level of evidence available in 
those instances.  Drafter recommended that the burden of proof be clarified in the 
instruction to be clear and convincing evidence and that the corresponding Note 
on Use be updated.  

 Committee agreed to delete the language “competent, substantial evidence” from 
the language that is indicated with ** in the published instruction.   

 The research reviewed by the Committee indicated that mutual mistake of fact 
requires a different burden of proof when mutual mistake of fact is brought as a 
claim or defense.  Lengthy debate ensued regarding whether this was the case as 
various Members have not seen such a scenario. 

 Member suggested that perhaps the Committee withdraw the instruction for an 
affirmative defense of mutual mistake of fact. 

 Motion to delete the language “competent, substantial evidence” from the 
language that is indicated with ** in the published instruction.  Seconded.  
Approved unanimously.  

o At the last meeting, Member was requested to research what role the judge has in 
determining whether the mutual mistake was material.  Member was unable to find case 
law on point.  
 

G. Restrictive Covenant (Lamia)  
o Kurt Lee agreed to help Christine Lamia in drafting the instruction on restrictive 
covenants for this Committee’s next meeting. 

 
H. Verdict Forms (Wall, Palmer, Spector) 

o Bar liaison noted that the verdict forms are ready to be published, subject to minor 
typographical revisions.  

o Member noted that as the verdict form for breach of contract is drafted currently, it is 
confusing as to whether the two subparts are read together or if they are optional.  
Member noted that there are scenarios where the two questions could each be asked.  
Thus, Committee agreed to bracket the language [either part of] in the sentence beginning 
“If your answer to question 4. . .” to address the scenario where both parts of the question 
are given.  

o Committee discussed whether to add a note to the judge that judge can require an answer 
to either part or both parts of question 4.  Committee agreed to insert language “Judge 
may require the jury to answer either or both parts of question 4.” 
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o Member noted that the instruction’s conclusion regarding signing and returning the 
verdict form would not apply if there are multiple claims.  Committee felt this would be 
addressed by the judge and lawyers given the circumstances. 

 
Old Business - Committees 

• Website (Spector) 
o Nothing new to report.  New members, please ensure your name and information appear 

correctly on the website. 
• Hot Topics (Norway) 

o Subcommittee has been following the Katz Deli case regarding measure of lost profits 
when the value of the business declined over time.  The Florida Supreme Court declined 
to exercise certiorari.   

o At the last meeting, we agreed to add citation to Agile Insurance to Instruction 416.20.  
However, the citation is not yet available. 

• Book (Palmer) 
o Members may purchase their own committee instruction books if they so desire.  

Alternatively, the instructions are available on the Florida Supreme Court website in both 
word and pdf formats.  
 

New Business – Upcoming Meetings 
• Next meeting February 12 and 13 in Tampa.  Precise location TBD.  Currently scheduled for the 

Tampa Airport, but might be held at Tampa Campus of Second DCA. 
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SUPREME COURT COMMITTEE ON STANDARD JURY INSTRUCTIONS 
FOR BUSINESS AND CONTRACT CASES 

 
Minutes for 2/12/15 and 2/13/15 Meeting 

 
Members Present:  
Manny Farach, Chair 
Richard Lee Barrett 
Mark A. Boyle, Sr. 
Scott Cichon 
Ronald Gachè 
Jerry M. Gewirtz 
Lee L. Haas 
Honorable Paul Huey 
Jane Kreusler-Walsh 
Maxine M. Long 
Humberto Ocariz 
T. Tucker Ronzetti 
Mark M. Wall 
Jeffrey Cohen 
Eric Lee (phone) 
Michael S. Olin (phone) 
David Steinfeld (phone) 
 
Members Absent:  
Honorable Barbara Lagoa (en banc) 
Christine E. Lamia (jury trial) 
Honorable Lisa Munyon (trial & Supreme Court meeting) 
Gera R. Peoples (emergency hearing) 
Joshua B. Spector (trial) 
Honorable Jeffrey E. Streitfeld (unable to attend) 
Honorable Jack Tuter 
Gary C. Rosen 
Allison Perez Ramirez 
Honorable Meenu Talwar Sasser 
Kurt E. Lee 
James M. Kaplan 
Roy E. Fitzgerald 
Honorable Jennifer D. Bailey 
 
Administrative Matters: 

• Introduction of new bar liaison, Gregory Zhelesnik <GZhelesnik@flabar.org>– Greg 
Zhelesnik was introduced as the new Bar liaison by Krys Godwin, Florida Bar Director of 
Publications. Greg can be reached at (850) 561-5709. 
 

• Introduction by Benjamin H. Hill – The Committee thanked Mr. Hill and Committee member 
Mark Wall for the graciousness of Hill, Ward & Henderson for the use of their offices during the 
Committee meetings.  
 

• Minutes – The minutes of the Committee meeting on October 2 and 3 were reviewed and Long 
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moved for approval; the motion was seconded by Gewirtz. 
 

Rule 2.451: 
 

• Kreusler-Walsh reported on Rule 2.451, and reported that it has been approved and implemented. 
No issues have arisen with regard to the Rule as of the time of the meeting. 

FDUTPA:  

• Ronzetti reported on FDUTPA and Third DCA opinions interpreting the statute; and further 
asked for volunteers. Judge Huey volunteered for the sub-committee.  

Breach of Fiduciary Duty: 

• Member Gache’ reported on the breach of fiduciary duty instruction and discussion was had 
regarding how to approach the issue since there are so many possible permutations of breach of 
fiduciary duty. Member Haas will redraft the provision. 

Restrictive Covenants: tabled until next meeting. 

Breach of Implied Covenant (416.24) 

• The Committee reviewed the comments made to the published instruction made by Mark 
Wolfson, Esq. and Mark Nichols, Esq. 

• After extensive discussion, Gewirtz moved to remove paragraph 4 of 461.24 and seconded by Lee 
Haas. The motion carried unanimously. 

• Ronzetti moved to eliminate the language regarding Claimant’s reasonable expectations seconded 
by Judge Huey. The motion carried. 

• Discussion continued regarding 416.224. Long moved to take out prefatory paragraph of 416.24, 
seconded by Huey. Motion carried unanimously. 

• Lee moved adoption of revised version seconded by Gewirtz; motion carried unanimously. 

Reporter for Committee 

• The Committee also discussed adding Stephanie Serafin as the Reporter for the Committee. A 
motion to approve Serafin as Reporter was made by Gewirtz; second by Long. The motion 
carried unanimously. 

Stand-alone Book or Part of SJI - Civil 

• The Committee also held a discussion regarding whether the jury instruction book should be 
renumbered and whether it should be a stand-alone book (as opposed to folded into SJI – Civil). 
Chair Farach agreed to call Justice Lewis to ascertain his thoughts regarding an independent 
book. 
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Misappropriation of Trade Secrets: 416.41 

• The Committee then reviewed Mr. Ostroff’s comments regarding the published version of 
416.41. Barrett moved not to adopt Ostroff comments to e1, e2, and e3; seconded by Bert. The 
motion carried unanimously. 

• Lee moved to adopt the changes to e4, seconded by Gache; motion carried 
• Huey moved to reject changes to e5 and e6; seconded by Ocariz. The motion carried. 
• Lee moved to approve e7; seconded by Mark wall. Approved unanimously 

There being no further business, the Committee adjourned at 12:05 on 2/13. 
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SUPREME COURT COMMITTEE ON STANDARD JURY 
INSTRUCTIONS FOR CONTRACT AND BUSINESS CASES 

 
Minutes for Committee meeting held on June 4-5, 2015  

 
Members present:  Manny Farach (Chair), Hon. Jennifer D. Bailey, Richard Lee 
Barrett, Mark A. Boyle, Sr. (Friday), Ronald M. Gachè, Jerry M. Gewirtz (by 
phone), Lee L. Haas, Hon. Paul Huey, Jane Kreusler-Walsh, Christine E. Lamia, 
Eric Lee (Friday), Maxine M. Long, Humberto Ocariz, Gary C. Rosen, Joshua B. 
Spector, David Steinfeld (by phone, Friday), Hon Jeffrey E. Streitfeld, Hon Jack 
Tuter, Mark M. Wall 
 
Members absent:  Scott Cichon, Jeffrey Cohen (excused), Roy E. Fitzgerald, 
James M. Kaplan, Hon. Barbara Lagoa, Kurt E. Lee, Hon. Lisa Munyon (excused), 
Michael Olin (excused), Gera Peoples, Allison Perez Ramirez, Tucker Ronzetti 
(excused), Hon. Meenu Talwar Sasser  
 
Guests present:  Hon. Spencer Levine, Stephen Padula, Martin Sipple, Stephanie 
Serafin (Friday) 
 
Welcome and Administrative Matters: 

• The Chair called the meeting to order. 
• Introduction of Gary C. Rosen - The Committee thanked Mr. Rosen 

for the graciousness of Becker & Poliakoff, P.A. for the use of their 
offices during the Committee meetings. 

• Introduction of New Members – The Committee welcomed the 
following new members who were in attendance:  The Honorable 
Spencer D. Levine, Stephen Padula, and Martin B. Sipple.  New 
member Jeffrey Cohen was not in attendance. 

 
Approval of Minutes: 

• The minutes of the Committee meeting on February 12 and 13, 2015, were 
reviewed.  Ronald Gachè moved for approval; the motion was seconded by 
Mark Wall and carried unanimously. 

 
Old Business - Instructions and Areas of Inquiry: 
 

• Breach of Fiduciary Duty instruction: 
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o Ronald Gachè and Lee Haas presented a proposed jury instruction on 
breach of fiduciary duty and explained the instruction; discussion 
ensued with particular attention focused on the standard of causation 
required and other issues. 

o The Honorable Jennifer D. Bailey moved that the instruction be 
redrafted so as to split out the issue of whether a duty is owed, so that 
this portion of the instruction need not be given if there is no dispute 
as to whether the duty was owed; the motion was seconded by The 
Honorable Paul Huey and carried unanimously. 

o Joshua Spector moved to modify the second paragraph of the 
instruction as presented to include a note on use to the effect that the 
proposed instruction does not cover all factual scenarios; the motion 
was seconded by Maxine Long and carried unanimously.               

• The Chair explained that there is a mixing of the issues of existence and 
damages in the draft instruction.  The Committee may need to draft separate 
instructions for these issues. 

• The discussion turned to the language regarding the existence of a fiduciary 
duty.   

o One member suggested that the language should be more restrictive 
than that in the draft instruction.   

o Another member disagreed, suggesting that Quinn v. Phipps, 113 So. 
419 (Fla. 1927), defines the duty very broadly.  Other members 
concurred that the cases do not put a limitation on the fiduciary 
relationship and, in some instances, are inconsistent with regard to 
that relationship. 

o Jane Kreusler-Walsh moved to accept the instruction as to the 
existence of the fiduciary relationship (paragraph 1); The Honorable 
Jennifer Bailey seconded the motion.  After further discussion, the 
motion carried. 

• Member asked whether the instructions should be more specific about the 
type of relationship that creates a fiduciary duty.  Suggested giving the judge 
optional instructions on relationship.   

• Another member suggested that there are three types of relationships that the 
Committee has been discussing: (1) financial; (2) confidential/private; and 
(3) “clergy abuse” type relationships.   

o Committee discussed using SJI Civil draft regarding the types of 
relationships.  SJI Civil created instructions for the first two 
categories, but did not create an instruction for the “clergy abuse” type 
of relationship. 
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• The Committee discussed whether there should be an instruction on a 
“heightened standard.”  The general consensus was that there should not. 

• The Committee then worked on drafting the paragraph defining the specific 
types of relationships that constitute a fiduciary relationship. 

o Member suggested making this instruction easier for juries to 
understand. 

o Member suggested using language such as “loyalty and care,” citing a 
Florida Bar Journal article. 

o Member suggested using language “position of trust” for the “clergy 
abuse” relationship. 

o There was some discussion about whether the Committee should defer 
to SJI Civil to draft the instruction regarding the “clergy abuse” 
relationship since most claims that require this instruction are non-
business tort claims.  Member proposed including a note in the 
Contract and Business instruction stating that there are other types of 
fiduciary relationships and the instruction is not an exhaustive list. 

o Member suggested changing the word “dissemination” in paragraph 
2b of the draft instruction to a simpler word, such as “release” or 
“disclose.” 

o Drafter explained that paragraph 2a comes from SJI Civil instruction, 
but is not in the case law.  Drafter asked what the phrase “duty to 
exercise good faith” means.   
 Committee discussed other options for this language, such as 

removing “good faith.”  The instruction would read, “duty to 
protect (Claimant’s) financial or property interests.” 

o Member asked whether juries will understand the difference between 
“confidences” and “private information” in paragraph 2b.  There was 
discussion on how to modify this language.   
 One member suggested using “secrets” instead of 

“confidences.” 
 Another member suggested keeping all three terms and 

bracketing them. 
o The discussion turned to paragraph 2c 

 Member suggested that the instruction should say “special 
relationship with,” followed by brackets containing specific 
fiduciary positions.  Another member disagreed, explaining that 
this issue is fact-driven.  Member gave alternative suggestion to 
rely on note on use.  Another member concurred with this 
alternative suggestion and recommended citing the relevant 
Florida Bar Journal article and case law in the note. 
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 Member suggested adding a note on use to explain the types of 
relationships encompassed in paragraph 2c.  Several members 
agreed with this suggestion. 

 Member asked whether the word “special” will be confusing to 
juries.   

 Member suggested substituting “to refrain from” for “not to 
abuse.”  Several Committee members voiced disagreement with 
this proposed change. 

 There was discussion of the circumstances in which the 
instruction in paragraph 2c would be given.  

 Member suggested adding the language “for the defendant’s 
self-interest” at the end of paragraph 2c.  Another member 
suggested “for the defendant’s personal benefit.”  The 
Committee then discussed whether this language would be too 
restrictive. 

 Member submitted that paragraph 2c is too broad, as drafted, 
unless the note on use further defines the types of relationships 
covered by this instruction. 

 The Committee then revisited the discussion of whether the 
Contract and Business instructions should include this 
instruction, at all.  Member suggested deleting paragraph 2c and 
including a note on use that there may be other claims for 
breach of fiduciary duty in the tort context. 

• Several members agreed with deleting paragraph 2c.  The 
Committee worked on drafting language for the note on 
use. 

• The Committee reviewed the revised draft rule for grammatical and 
technical issues. 

o The Committee discussed the need for introductory language to 
paragraph 2.  Member suggested that the note on use would be 
sufficient to instruct the judge to give the appropriate instruction. 

o Member suggested adding the language “under this relationship” after 
“duty” in paragraph 2a and 2b because the duty stems from the 
fiduciary relationship.  Several Committee members agreed with this 
change. 

o Committee discussed the structure of the rule and decided to remove 
the “a” and “b” designations under paragraph 2. 

o Member suggested changing “and” to “or” under paragraph 2 to show 
that these are two different scenarios.  The Committee decided to use 
“[and] [or]” and to add a note on use telling the court to determine 
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whether the claim is for one or both of the categories under paragraph 
2. 

o Member suggested removing “to refrain from using” in paragraph 2.  
The Committee agreed. 

o Member suggested removing “from [release] [disclosure] [transfer]” 
because this does not relate to duty, which is the subject of the 
instruction.  The Committee agreed. 

o Member suggested that the note on use regarding other breaches of 
fiduciary relationships should not use the word “tort.”  Instead, 
member suggested “non-business and contract cases.” 

o Maxine Long moved to approve paragraph 2, Existence of Fiduciary 
Duty Dispute; Lee Barrett seconded the motion.  The motion carried. 

• The Committee moved on to discuss the instruction on breach. 
o Drafter explained that portions of the breach instruction were deleted 

because they were moved into the Existence of Fiduciary Duty 
instruction. 

o Member questioned whether this instruction will be given when the 
duty is admitted, contested, or both.  Drafter explained that it will be 
given under both circumstances.  There was discussion of how to 
frame this rule so that it reads correctly under either circumstance. 

o Member questioned whether the language “takes advantage” is 
appropriate in the second sentence of this part of the instruction.  
Suggested that this language may not be broad enough.   
 The Committee looked to the Existence instruction. 
 Member suggested that the language in the Existence and 

Breach instructions must be consistent, or else it will lead to 
confusion.   

 The Committee discussed whether to revise the language in the 
existence instruction that read “failed to protect the 
(Claimant’s) . . . .”  Member voiced opposition to this language 
as vague.  Several Committee members concurred that this 
language is vague and should be revised. 

o The discussion turned to the paragraph on legal cause.  The 
Committee made some revisions to the draft language at the 
suggestion of a member.   
 Committee discussed whether “legal cause” should be defined 

in these instructions the same way it is defined in other tort 
instructions.   

 Member urged that the language in tort instructions on “legal 
cause” must be consistent, so as not to cause confusion.  
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Member also explained that the words “more likely than not” in 
the draft instruction do not exist in other tort instructions. 

• There was lengthy discussion on whether “more likely 
than not” is supported by the case law.  One member 
suggested that the Florida Supreme Court has used that 
language (for example, in Sanders v. ERP Operating Ltd. 
P’ship, 157 So. 3d 273 (Fla. 2015)).  There was 
discussion of whether Sanders changed the causation 
standard.  Several members suggested that it did not.  
One member pointed out that the language is only used in 
the Gooding v. University Hospital Building Inc., 445 So. 
2d 1015 (Fla. 1984) context (i.e., death cases).   

o The Honorable Jeffrey Streitfeld moved to adopt the standard legal 
causation instruction; The Honorable Paul Huey seconded the motion.  
The motion carried. 

o The Committee then modified the standard legal cause language to 
apply in the breach of fiduciary duty context. 

o Member suggested that concurring and intervening cause instructions 
would be applicable in this context.  Another member agreed.  The 
chair tabled this discussion for the next meeting. 

• The Chair discussed meeting dates for 2016.  The proposed dates are 
February 4-5, 2016; June 9-10, 2016 (depending on whether the judicial 
education conference overlaps those dates); and October 6-7, 2016.  The 
locations are to be determined. 

• The meeting adjourned at 12:05 p.m. on June 5, 2015. 
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SUPREME COURT COMMITTEE ON STANDARD JURY 

INSTRUCTIONS FOR CONTRACT AND BUSINESS CASES 

Minutes for Committee meeting held on October 15-16, 2015 

Members present: 
Manny Farach, Chair 

Hon. Paul Huey, Vice-Chair 

Richard Lee Barrett 

Mark A. Boyle, Sr. (Thursday) 

Scott Cichon 

Jeffrey A. Cohen 

Ronald M. Gache 

Jerry M. Gewirtz 

Lee L. Haas 

Christine E. Lamia 

Hon. Spencer D. Levine 

Hon. Lisa Munyon 

T. Tucker Ronzetti 

Martin B. Sipple 

Joshua B. Spector 

Mark M. Wall 

Stephanie Serafin, Committee Reporter 

Members Appearing By Phone: 

Jennifer D. Bailey 

Humberto Ocariz 

Stephen J. Padula (Thursday) 

David Steinfeld (Thursday) 

Members Excused: 

Eric Lee 

Maxine M. Long 

Michael Olin 

Members Absent: 

Hon. Barbara Lagoa 

Gera R. Peoples 

Gary C. Rosen 

Hon. Jeffrey E. Streitfeld 

Hon. Jack Tuter 
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Welcome 
The Chair called the meeting to order at 1:19 p.m. on October 15, 2015. 

 

Approval of Minutes 

The Chair called for approval of the minutes from the Committee meeting on June 

4-5, 2015.  Ronald Gache moved for approval; Jeff Cohen seconded.  The 

motion carried unanimously. 
 

Old Business: Instructions and Areas of Inquiry  

 

Existence of Fiduciary Duty Disputed instruction  

 Gache and Haas presented a draft instruction on Existence of Fiduciary 

Duty.  Haas explained that the Committee resolved a dispute over this 

instruction at the last meeting and there have been no significant court 

decisions since that meeting.  Sanders v. ERP Operating Limited 

Partnership, 157 So. 3d 273 (Fla. 2015), is the last significant decision on 

point. 

 A Member recalled that the Committee has discussed sub-paragraphs a, b, 

and c of the Breach of Fiduciary Duty instruction at prior meetings.  The 

Chair explained that the Notes on Use state that these instructions do not 

encompass all possible breach of fiduciary duty claims. 

 The discussion turned to whether the Breach of Fiduciary Duty instruction 

should use legal cause or proximate cause.  The Committee discussed the 

differences, if any, between legal cause and proximate cause and the 

potential benefits to using a legal cause instruction: consistency with the 

civil instructions and better understanding by the jury.   

 The Chair asked the Committee to review the draft Existence of Fiduciary 

Duty and Breach of Fiduciary Duty instructions for any conflict.     

o A member asked why the Committee chose to use “relationship” 

instead of “duty” in the sentence preceding paragraphs a, b, and c.  

Several members agreed that “duty” should be used in this instruction.   

 The Chair asked whether there needs to be an instruction on damages. 

o Several members commented that a damage instruction is not 

necessary.  A member stated that the issue of damages is case-specific 

so an instruction might not be possible. 

o Members noted that damages are related to the legal/proximate cause 

issue.  The damages have to result from the breach. 
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 The Committee then discussed whether these fiduciary duty instructions 

apply to claims of negligence, as well as claims of intentional conduct.  The 

Committee also discussed the role of Fabre defendants in fiduciary duty 

cases. 

o Several members commented that negligence is covered by these 

instructions.   

o A member brought to the Committee’s attention the cases of Horizons 

Rehabilitation v. Health Care & Retirement Corp., 810 So. 2d 958 

(Fla. 5th DCA 2002), and Palafrugell Holdings, Inc. v. Cassel, 825 

So. 2d 937, 939 n.1 (Fla. 3d DCA 2001), which hold that breach of 

fiduciary duty can be negligent or intentional. 

o Another member mentioned La Costa Beach Club Resort & 

Condominium Ass’n v. Carioti, 37 So. 3d 303 (Fla. 4th DCA 2010), 

which seems to be the only decision that does not recognize negligent 

breach of fiduciary duty.  The Committee discussed this decision and 

one member noted that he does not read La Costa as excluding 

negligent breach of fiduciary duty.  Several members commented that 

this issue is fact specific.  

o Another member asked whether the issue of Fabre defendants is 

something the SJI Civil Committee should handle.   

 Committee members suggested referring to Civil instruction, 

possibly in Note on Use #2 in the Breach of Fiduciary Duty 

instruction.   

 The Chair asked for the Committee’s thoughts on adding this 

Note on Use.  The Committee agreed. 

o The Committee then discussed situations where negligence 

instructions would be appropriate in a breach of fiduciary duty case 

(e.g., where a bank accidentally releases customers’ private 

information), and which negligence defense instructions might apply.  

 Member commented that comparative fault defense may not 

apply.  The Committee engaged in further discussion on this 

topic.   

 The Committee discussed Drew v. Tenet St. Mary’s, Inc., 46 

So. 3d 1165 (Fla. 4th DCA 2010), and Regions Bank v. Capital 

Square, Inc., 83 So. 3d 900 (Fla. 3d DCA 2012).  In Drew, the 

Court used fiduciary duty and comparative negligence in same 

thought.  In Regions Bank, the court reversed and said that trial 

court should have given a Fabre instruction.   

 The Chair asked the Committee whether there are any cases 

supporting proposed Note on Use #2 (referring to the 
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negligence instructinos) in the Breach of Fiduciary Duty 

instruction.  The Chair commented that this Note should not be 

included unless the Committee can find case law in support of 

it. 

o One member raised the concern that the instruction, as drafted, applies 

to all breaches of fiduciary duties (negligent or intentional) and 

essentially makes the fiduciary a guarantor.   

o The Chair responded that parties can use additional (non-standard) 

instructions, where they are appropriate. 

o The Committee discussed potential language to add to the Notes on 

Use in the breach instruction to indicate that other instructions can be 

given, where appropriate. 

 Suggested language- “As the facts dictate, appropriate defense 

instructions may be necessary.  The committee gives no opinion 

as to the instructions that may be necessary as they are specific 

to the factual circumstances of each case.” 

 Member suggested deleting the second sentence of the 

suggested language.  Another member agreed with this “less is 

more” approach. 

 Another member suggested moving the first sentence of this 

suggested language – “As the facts dictate, appropriate defense 

instructions may be necessary” – into Note on Use #3.  The 

Chair and Committee members voiced agreement with this 

change. 

 The Committee then discussed whether the Breach of Fiduciary Duty 

instruction should include concurring or intervening cause of harm. 

o One member explained that he has not found a case that addresses 

concurring cause/intervening cause in a breach of fiduciary duty 

context.  Another member responded that causation is an issue in all 

tort cases.   

o The Committee discussed whether proposed Note on Use #3 would 

cover this, or whether additional language should be added to that 

Note.   

o A member suggested referring to the SJI Civil causation instructions. 

o A member questioned whether these are damages concepts.  There 

was further discussion of this issue. 

o Member brought the case of Tardif v. People for Ethical Treatment of 

Animals, 829 F. Supp. 2d 1219 (M.D. Fla. 2011), to the Committee’s 

attention.  This federal case applies intervening cause in a breach of 

fiduciary duty context.  
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o Another member suggested a separate instruction on causation that 

would incorporate these concepts. 

 The Chair asked for the Committee’s thoughts on a separate causation 

instruction. 

o A member commented that the Committee already considered this 

idea. 

o There was further discussion on this topic, including a mention that 

the SJI Civil instructions include a separate causation instruction.  

o A member suggested that the Committee should give this idea more 

thought because a separate instruction on causation would apply to all 

of the SJI Contract & Business instructions.  

 A member noted that the title of instruction – “Existence of Fiduciary Duty 

Disputed”--is inconsistent with the instruction, itself.  The instruction 

presumes there is a duty.  The Committee then had a lengthy discussion on 

the court’s role and jury’s role in determining whether a fiduciary duty 

exists.   

o The Chair suggested that this is a two-step inquiry.  First, the court 

decides whether the duty falls into the broad category of duties 

covered by this cause of action.  Then, jury decides whether there are 

facts to support a duty.   

o Several members commented that the instruction should tell the jury 

how to determine if a duty exists (if this is a fact question) or that the 

court has already determined a duty exists (if this is not a fact 

question). 

o A member gave an example of a situation where the nature of the 

relationship suggests it is a fiduciary relationship, but the facts could 

prove that there is no fiduciary relationship (e.g., stock broker and 

client get together to take on some other financial enterprise outside 

the broker/client relationship).  This would be question for the jury. 

o The Chair suggested that many of these issues will have been resolved 

by the time the case gets to trial.  A member concurred. 

o The Committee then discussed the case law on this issue.  A member 

pointed to a footnote in Gracey v. Eaker, 837 So. 2d 348 (Fla. 2002), 

that suggests the existence of a duty is a question for the court.  

Another member referred to McCain v. Florida Power Corporation, 

593 So. 2d 500 (Fla. 1992), which implied that the question of duty is 

one for the court.  

o A member commented that there is a Third District Court of Appeal 

decision holding that there was no duty under the relationship at issue 

in that case, as  matter of law (case name was not mentioned).  The 
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existence of the relationship, alone, was insufficient to establish cause 

of action. 

o A member raised concern that the Committee is broadening this cause 

of action through the language in the draft instruction. 

 The Chair recalled that the Committee took out the word “special” from the 

Existence of Fiduciary Duty instruction at a prior meeting.  The Chair 

explained that the Committee thought “special” was too broad to define.  

The Chair asked whether there should be an element in the instruction 

asking whether the relationship is “special.”  There was further discussion 

on this issue.   

o A member noted that the Committee would have to define what 

makes the relationship special. 

o Another member recommended that the Committee read Building 

Education Corp. v. Ocean Bank, 982 So. 2d 37 (Fla. 3d DCA 2008).  

There, the jury was asked to determine only the underlying facts that 

would create a fiduciary duty. 

 The Chair suggested this is the court’s gatekeeper role.  The 

Chair also suggested citing to Ocean Bank in a Note on Use. 

o A member suggested amending the rule to say that the jury’s role is to 

decide whether there is a confidential relationship.  Then, the court 

decides whether that relationship imposes a duty.  The Committee 

discussed this suggestion, with some members saying this could over-

complicate the instruction, and other members saying that a Note on 

Use on this issue would be helpful. 

o A member then proposed the following change to the language in 

element 2 of the Existence of Fiduciary Duty Disputed instruction--

“The relationship obligated the defendant to protect this financial or 

property interest.”  

o Returning to the topic of the word “special,” a member proposed the 

following change to element 1 of the proposed Existence of Fiduciary 

Duty Disputed instruction--“A special relationship existed . . . .”   

 The Chair called for any suggestions on paragraph 1 of the Existence of 

Fiduciary Duty Disputed instruction.  

o One member suggested adding the word “special” before 

“relationship” in paragraph 1 and then breaking that paragraph into 

two paragraphs.  However, another member commented that the two 

parts of paragraph 1 are not severable. 

 The Chair then called for suggestions on paragraphs 2a & 2b of the 

Existence of Fiduciary Duty Disputed instruction. 
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o A member suggested substituting “had an obligation” for “had a duty” 

under paragraph 2a. 

o Another member suggested “this relationship required the (Defendant) 

to protect the (Claimant’s) financial or property interests.”  One 

member concurred; another member was concerned with the word 

“required.” 

o Another member suggested “the nature of this relationship obligated 

the (Defendant) . . . .” 

 The Committee turned back to the discussion of special relationships and 

whether to break paragraph 1 into two separate paragraphs. 

o The Chair suggested there are two concepts in paragraph 1 – the 

special nature of the relationship and the placing/accepting of trust. 

 The Committee discussed whether there are any other 

circumstances, besides placing/accepting trust, that could create 

a “special” relationship. 

o A member commented that the term “special” might be difficult to 

define. 

o Member noted that the fundamental case, Quinn v. Phipps, 113 So. 

419 (Fla. 1927), does not require a “special relationship.”  That case 

explains that the relationship is created by the confidence of the 

material. 

o Member commented that the instruction already leads to the 

conclusion that the relationship was special. 

o The Chair suggested taking out “special” from paragraph 1 and, 

instead, putting the special relationship concept in Note on Use #4, 

which would read, “The existence of a fiduciary duty requires a 

special relationship.”  The Chair also suggested changing the word 

“relationship” in paragraph 2 to “obligation.”   

 The Committee then discussed whether paragraphs 1 and 2 encompass the 

same concept, and whether paragraph 2 is necessary.  This led back to the 

discussion of whether duty is a question for the court or the jury.  Several 

members expressed the opinion that paragraph 1 is a jury question when 

there are conflicting facts. 

o The Committee discussed whether to add requirement in paragraph 1 

that the trust must be related to the particular matter.  

o The Chair asked for will of the Committee on taking out paragraph 2 

altogether.  Discussion ensued.   

 The Chair called the question on Existence of Fiduciary Duty Disputed 

instruction.  There were no objections to paragraph 1.  However, there were 

several objections to paragraph 2.   
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o Haas moved to remove paragraph 2 altogether.  Lamia seconded.  

The motion failed.  

o Cohen moved to modify the language in paragraph 2 to limit the 

scope of the duty to the specific transaction in the case.  A member 

commented that changing “obligation” back to “relationship” in 

paragraph 2 would resolve this issue. 

o Wall moved to change “obligation” back to “relationship” in 

paragraph 2; Ronzetti seconded. The motion carried.  However, 

one member voiced objection.  

o The Chair then suggested putting the concepts of paragraph 2 into 

paragraph 1. 

 The language would read “A relationship existed between 

(Claimant) and (Defendant) in which (Claimant) put 

[his][her][its] trust in the (Defendant) to protect the 

(Claimant’s) [financial or property 

interests][secrets][confidences][private information] and the 

(Defendant) accepted that trust.”  Paragraph 2 would be deleted.  

o A member asked whether the Committee needs to incorporate the 

concept in paragraph c of the Breach of Fiduciary Duty instruction 

into this Existence instruction (“the defendant used such information 

to the detriment of claimant”).   Another member opposed this 

suggestion, commenting that it would make the instruction too 

difficult for the jury to digest. 

o Cohen moved to combine paragraphs 1 and 2, using the language 

noted above; Ronzetti seconded.  The motion carried. 

 The Chair asked the Committee to address the gatekeeper concept in 

proposed Note on Use #2 of the Existence of Fiduciary Duty Disputed 

instruction.   

o The Committee again discussed the issue of the court’s role vs. the 

jury’s role.  One member suggested that the facts the jury must find 

are those the court finds are necessary to establish a duty.  

o The Chair suggested the following language for Note on Use #4-- 

“Whether a fiduciary duty exists under the facts as alleged by the 

Claimant is a question determined by the court.”   

 Several Committee members opposed this language. 

 One member commented that this Note is unnecessary because 

the court is always the gatekeeper. 

 Per the will of the Committee, this Note was not included in the 

draft instruction. 
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o The Committee discussed whether this issue will have already been 

decided if the case gets to trial.  The Committee also discussed 

whether the court can decide there is no duty even if the jury finds all 

the necessary facts for a duty to exist. 

 A member commented that the relevant cases state that the 

judge decides this issue (see Ocean Bank, which cites to 

Gracey, which cites to McCain). 

o A member noted that when the Committee thinks the law is unsettled, 

it usually discusses whether it is even appropriate to have an 

instruction.  The member suggested that the Committee settle on a 

case that sets forth the law on breach of fiduciary duty (possibly Doe 

v. Evans, 814 So. 2d 370 (Fla. 2002)).   

o There was a motion to remove Note on Use #2, which is no longer 

necessary because the Committee combined paragraphs 1 and 2; 

Sipple seconded.  The motion carried.   

 The Chair stated that the instruction for existence of fiduciary duty is 

complete. 

 

Breach of Fiduciary Duty Instruction 

 The Committee turned its focus back to the Breach of Fiduciary Duty 

instruction.   

 A member asked whether the instructions should include a definition of 

fiduciary duty.  Several members opposed this. 

 Cohen moved to include definition of fiduciary duty in the Notes on Use; 

seconded by by Ronzetti.  The motion was withdrawn after discussion. 

 Ronzetti moved to break out the causation paragraph in the breach 

instruction and mimic the civil instruction (402.6), and to adopt the 

remainder of the Breach of Fiduciary Duty instruction, as drafted.  The 

Committee discussed this.   

o A member commented that this draft instruction only includes legal 

cause, not concurring or intervening cause.   

o The Chair asked whether the causation instruction (which would 

include concurring/intervening cause) would apply to intentional 

breaches.  A member responded that it would apply.   

o The Committee discussed the meaning of intervening cause, with one 

committee member noting that Tardif discusses this concept.  

 The Chair suggested taking out the paragraph defining breach of fiduciary 

duty and dealing with that separately.   
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 A member commented that these instructions do not need to cover all of the 

potential defenses (e.g., intervening cause) because a litigant can request 

other instructions covering defenses raised.  The Committee discussed this 

further. 

o Member asked whether proximate cause is a catch-all for legal cause, 

concurring cause and intervening cause, citing Sanders, Gracey and 

Gooding v. University Hospital Building, 445 So. 2d 1015 (Fla. 1984). 

o Member suggested a Note on Use like that in SJI Civil instruction 

402.6. 

o The Committee decided to keep the existing paragraph defining 

breach of a fiduciary duty. 

o The Committee discussed the language for Note on Use #4 concerning 

defenses. 

 The following language was proposed: “In the appropriate case, 

the court should consider whether to give instructions on 

concurring or intervening cause.” 

 The discussion then moved to Sources and Authorities in the Breach of 

Fiduciary Duty rule.  Gache moved to put the Sources and Authorities in 

the Existence of Fiduciary Duty instruction; a member seconded.  The 

motion carried.   

 A member suggested including a damages instruction that repeats the 

language in SJI Civil instruction 409.13.  The Chair asked the Committee 

to look at cases on damages in the fiduciary duty context and then 

revisit this issue at the next Committee meeting. 

 The Chair called for a vote on the Breach of Fiduciary Duty instruction.  

Ronzetti moved to approve the instruction; Judge Huey seconded.  

Discussion continued. 

o A member asked whether the concepts of negligent and intentional 

breach are sufficiently covered in this instruction, followed by 

discussion by the Committee.  

o A member asked whether a litigant can get punitive damages for an 

intentional breach of fiduciary duty.  Several Committee members 

responded in the affirmative.  One member noted that this would be a 

separate instruction.   

o The Chair asked whether the cases make a distinction between 

negligent and intentional breach.  A member responded that this 

distinction goes to which affirmative defenses are available. 

o The Committee discussed whether there are different elements for 

negligent breach and intentional breach, and generally agreed that the 
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elements are the same.  The Committee also discussed defenses that 

apply only to negligent breach.   

 Ronzetti moved to approve Breach of Fiduciary Duty instruction.  Wall 

seconded the motion.  The motion carried. 

 

Restrictive Covenant Instruction 

 Lamia presented the proposed Restrictive Covenant instruction. She 

generally tracked the language of section 542.335, Florida Statutes.  She 

asked for input on the court’s role in deciding some of the issues in this draft 

instruction. 

o There was some disagreement among Committee members on 

whether “reasonably necessary” is a fact question or an issue for the 

court.   

o A member noted that this statute is an exception to the general 

concept that restraints on trade are improper, and asked whether the 

court must determine the restrictive covenant is enforceable before 

trial.   

o A member responded that these cases do go to jury trial sometimes, 

where there are fact issues (e.g., whether there is a trade secret, 

whether there is a reasonable business interest).   

o The discussion turned to whether the reasonableness of the duration of 

the restraint is a question for the court or the jury. 

o The drafter noted that she highlighted the terms “substantial 

relationship,” “confidential’” and “professional” as potential fact 

issues for the jury.   

 Member asked whether the instruction should define terms like “substantial 

relationships” and “goodwill.”   

 Committee members generally agreed that this instruction should move 

forward and be published, in some form. 

 The Chair asked for thoughts on paragraph #1 of proposed instruction. 

o A member asked about abbreviating F.S. for Florida Statutes.  

Another member noted that most jury instructions include language 

from the statute, rather than reference to the statute. 

o A member noted there is a predicate finding that must be made that 

the plaintiff is a party to the contract or an assignee, and suggested 

that question be posed earlier in the instruction.   

o The Committee discussed whether there can be multiple business 

interests at issue. The Committee modified the language in the second 

sentence of this instruction to read: “(Claimant) must next prove that 
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the restriction is reasonably necessary to protect (Claimant’s) 

legitimate business interest[s].” 

o The Chair asked about simplifying the first sentence of this instruction

to read: “(Claimant) claims that (Defendant(s)) breached the contract

restricting (Defendant(s)) from [insert the specific restraint].”

o The Committee discussed whether the instruction should require the

claimant to prove there is a written contract.

 The Chair suggested changing the language preceding the numbered

paragraphs to: “(Claimant) claims [he][she][it] had a legitimate business

interest in:”  This would allow the litigants and the court to tailor the list of

business interests to the facts of the case.  A member suggested adding

“[insert all that apply]” before the list of potential legitimate business

interests.  The Committee generally agreed.

 The Committee discussed progress of the separate instruction on trade

secrets and whether to tie that into this instruction.

 The Committee discussed whether establishing the business interest or

establishing whether the restriction is reasonably necessary should go first in

the instruction.

o A member commented that the first inquiry is whether there is a

written contract.  The next inquiry is whether there is a legitimate

business interest.  Several Committee members agreed.

 The discussion turned back to paragraph #1 on trade secrets.  A member

suggested that the language track the statute on trade secrets.  The

Committee worked on modifying the language in the draft instruction.

o First sentence under paragraph 1 would read “A ‘trade secret,’ which

is information, including a formula, pattern, compilation, program,

device, method, technique or process that . . . .”

 The Chair called for discussion on paragraph #2, which relates to

confidential or professional information that does not qualify as a trade

secret.

o A member asked whether the language “that does not qualify as trade

secrets” is necessary, especially if the jury is not given the instruction

in paragraph #1.  After discussion, the Committee agreed to bracket

this language and include a Note on Use about when to read the

bracketed information.

 The Chair called for discussion on paragraph #3, which deals with

substantial relationships with specific prospective or existing customers,

patients and clients.
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o The Committee agreed to bracket “[customers], [patients], or

[clients].”

 The Chair called for discussion on paragraph #4, which deals with goodwill.

o The Committee agreed with the language, as drafted.

o A member suggested bracketing the various options under paragraph

#4 (e.g., [trade name][trademark][service mark][trade dress]),

followed by discussion of whether there are any other forms of

goodwill.

 The Chair asked for discussion on paragraph #5, which deals with

extraordinary or specialized training.

 The Chair asked Committee members to discuss the language “including but

not limited to” that appears in section 542.335 before the list of legitimate

business interests.

o A member suggested a Note on Use.  The Committee worked on

drafting language for Note on Use #5, and agreed to the following:

“The committee notes that section 542.335, Florida Statutes, identifies

specific examples of legitimate business interests but provides that

these examples are not exhaustive.  The committee takes no position

as to what other legitimate business interests are subject to

protection.”

o The Committee then decided to make this Note on Use #4.

 The Chair asked if the defenses should be broken out into a separate

instruction.  Committee members expressed agreement that it is important to

make clear that these defenses apply to a breach of restrictive covenant

claim.

o The Committee generally agreed with breaking out defenses and

moving up the sections on third-party beneficiaries and

assignee/successor.  Those sections would follow the instruction

saying the claimant must prove there is a written contract.  Each

section (third-party beneficiary and assignee/successor) would be

bracketed.  The Committee worked on the language of these sections.

 The Chair questioned whether these are defenses.  Several

Committee members noted that they go to standing, which is an

affirmative defense.

 The Committee further discussed this issue and concluded that

these are things the claimant must prove.  The Committee

modified the language, as necessary.

 A member asked whether the instruction should include the statutory

language that any other restrictive covenants are void and unenforceable.
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 A member noted that the section of the instruction on assignee or successor

is a condition precedent, not a defense.  He commented that this section

should be left in this instruction in brackets if the defenses are moved to a

separate instruction.

 There was disagreement about whether the claimant must prove the contract

is reasonable in time, area, and line of business.  The Committee discussed

this at length.

o The Chair asked for a vote on this issue.

o A member noted that federal cases hold once the claimant proves a 
prima facie case, the burden is on the defendant to prove that the 
restriction is overbroad, overlong or not reasonably necessary.

o A member suggested that the burden is on the claimant only when the

restraint goes beyond the presumptive reasonable term.  If the restraint

falls within the statutory presumption, the burden is on the defendant.

o A member cited USI Insurance Services of Fla., Inc. v. Pettineo, 987

So. 2d 763 (Fla. 4th DCA 2008), where the court held that it is the

defendant’s burden to prove overbreadth or over-length once the

plaintiff proves a prima facie case.

 Another member asked, in response, whether the plaintiff has to

affirmatively establish these elements (reasonable length and

breadth) as part of the prima facie case.  There was further

discussion on this issue.

 A member noted that section 542.335(1)(c) addresses this issue

and does not include overbreadth and over-length as part of the

plaintiff’s prima facie case.  However, reasonable necessity is

an element of the prima facie case under the statute.

o The Committee members generally agreed that overbreadth and over-

length are defenses.

o The Chair stated that the critical question is whether breadth and

duration are defenses or elements.  The Chair asked the

Committee to follow up on that issue and take it up at the next

meeting.

 The Committee made several additional modifications to the draft

instruction.

o The Committee modified language in paragraph # 1b to state, “which

are reasonable under the circumstances.”

o The Committee added “and/or” before the list in paragraph # 4.

o The Committee deleted the language in Source and Authority #4 and

substituted a cite to USI Ins. Servs. of Fla., Inc. v. Pettineo, 987 So. 2d

763 (Fla. 4th DCA 2008), a case that discusses the prima facie case.
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 The Chair called for a vote on this instruction.  Judge Huey moved to 
approve the instruction; Gewirtz seconded.  The motion carried.

Old Business: Instructions Published for Comment but Not Filed 

 The Chair addressed publication comments by Mark Miller & Kristie

Hatcher Bolin on instruction 416.24 (Breach of Implied Covenant).  Miller

asserted that the language in paragraph #4 – “claimant’s reasonable

expectations” should be changed to “parties’ reasonable expectations.”

Sipple moved to approve this change; Gewirtz seconded.  The motion

carried.

 The Chair addressed comments by Eric Ostroff on instruction 416.41

(Misappropriation of Trade Secrets).  A member explained that Ostroff is

changing the language in the statute.  Haas moved to reject these

comments; Judge Huey seconded. The motion carried.

New Business 

 The Chair addressed the equitable estoppel and unilateral mistake of fact

instructions, and asked Spector to address DePrince v. Starboard Cruise

Services, 163 So. 3d 586 (Fla. 3d DCA 2015), at the next Committee

meeting.

Adjournment 

 The Chair stated that next meeting is March 3-4, 2016, at the Florida

Supreme Court in the Judicial Meeting Room.  Chair noted that the

Committee needs to decide the rest of the 2016 meeting dates and locations.

 The Chair reminded the Committee that applications for the Committee will

be available in January 2016.

 The Chair adjourned the meeting at 12:16 p.m. on October 16, 2015.
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Scott Cichon 
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T. Tucker Ronzetti 
Gary C. Rosen 
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Richard Lee Barrett  
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Hon. Jennifer D. Bailey 
Hon. Barbara Lagoa 
Humberto Ocariz 
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Hon. Jeffrey E. Streitfeld 
Hon. Jack Tuter 
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Welcome 
The Chair called the meeting to order at 1:27 p.m. on March 3, 2016. 
 
Approval of Minutes 
The Chair called for approval of the minutes from the Committee meeting on 
October 15-16, 2015.  Mark Boyle moved to approve the minutes; Stephen 
Padula seconded.  The motion carried unanimously. 
 
New Business: Committee Applications 

• The Chair took this item out-of-order on the agenda. 
• Padula moved to re-nominate all current committee members who have 

applied, on the recommendation of the nominating subcommittee; 
Cohen seconded.  The motion carried unanimously. 

• Subcommittee Chair Boyle called for discussion on how many spots the 
Committee needs to fill. 

o The Chair explained that Justice Lewis, the Committee’s Supreme 
Court liaison, has advised that the Committee can have as many 
members as are necessary. 

o There are currently 28 members on the Committee.  Several members 
are not re-applying for the Committee. 

o Member stated that the SJI Civil committee has 30 members.   
o The Chair asked for a vote on the number of committee members.  

Padula moved for 30 members; Boyle seconded.  The motion 
carried. 

o Bar Liaison pointed out that the Committee needs to fill 5 spots to 
reach 30 members. 

• The Committee discussed the new applicants.  The Committee voted to 
recommend the following new applicants to the Supreme Court for 
membership: 

o Richard Benrubi 
o Adina Pollan 
o Scott Rost 
o Donna Solomon 
o Teresa Verges   

• The Committee discussed term limits.  Subcommittee Chair Boyle explained 
that the Supreme Court has suspended term limits for the committee in the 
past, but it is not clear that it will do so with this round of recommendations. 

o Term limits would affect Farach, Boyle and Long 
• Cohen moved to close the nominations; Gewirtz seconded.  The motion 

carried unanimously and the Chair closed the nominations. 
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Old Business: Instructions 
 
 Fiduciary Duty 

• Member confirmed that that the Committee had completed work on the 
existence of fiduciary duty instruction and had approved the breach of 
fiduciary duty instruction at the October 2015 meeting.  

• The Chair explained that the SJI Civil committee also has been working 
on a breach of fiduciary duty instruction. 

o Member who is also a member of the SJI civil committee 
recounted the prior work on this instruction by both committees. 

o Member explained that members of SJI Civil committee are 
concerned that their breach of fiduciary duty instruction is not 
formatted the same way as the Contract and Business breach of 
fiduciary duty instruction.   

o The SJI Civil committee would like to discuss and resolve these 
inconsistencies with our committee before the next committee 
meeting.  

o The Chair noted that this Committee began with an instruction 
similar to the SJI Civil instruction, but later adopted the CACI 
approach and created a more “plain language” instruction.  As a 
result, there are stylistic differences between the two instructions. 
 As an example, the Chair explained that the civil instruction 

breaks out legal cause, intervening cause and concurring 
cause into separate instructions.   

 member pointed out that SJI Civil has only one instruction 
on fiduciary duty; this Committee decided to break up the 
instruction into two instructions. 

o Member stated that the concerns raised by the SJI Civil committee 
are with the formatting and some wordsmithing in this 
Committee’s instruction.   

• The Chair explained the options for the Committee: (1) the Committee 
could publish the instructions and then discuss the inconsistencies with 
the SJI Civil committee; or (2) the Committee could discuss the issues 
with the SJI Civil committee before publishing the instructions. 

o The Chair noted that the Chair of the SJI Civil committee 
requested that this Committee not publish our instructions yet. 

o The Chair commented that the two committees will have to get 
together to discuss these issues, whichever option the Committee 
chooses. 
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o The Committee engaged in further discussion of these options.  
o Member commented that the SJI Civil committee believes the 

Supreme Court might instruct the committees to combine their 
instructions into a single fiduciary duty instruction.   

o The Chair noted that this Committee has been instructed to get as 
complete a set of instructions ready for publication as soon as 
possible. 

o Member stated that it would be helpful to the judiciary to get the 
fiduciary duty instruction published sooner rather than later. 

• Padula moved to publish the Committee’s instructions on existence 
of fiduciary duty and breach of fiduciary duty and then meet with 
the SJI Civil committee to discuss; Haas seconded.  The motion 
carried unanimously. 

 
 Restrictive Covenants 

• Lamia presented a revised draft instruction on restrictive covenants, as 
well as additional supporting materials. 

• Lamia recounted the Committee’s discussion at the last meeting.  The 
Committee decided that the plaintiff must prove the restrictive covenant 
is reasonably necessary and then the defendant has to prove that it is 
overly broad or not reasonably necessary.  The Committee separated out 
these two issues into prima facie case and a defense.   

• Lamia submitted cases discussing the plaintiff’s prima facie case which 
she said supported a separate defense instruction. 

• Lamia explained the changes she made in the revised draft instruction on 
restrictive covenants: 

o changes to the format for presumptions of reasonableness; 
o a change to Note on Use #4; and 
o the addition of paragraph #6 to the notes on use, pursuant to the 

minutes from the October 2015 meeting. 
• Lamia discussed the recent decision from the Fourth District on referral 

sources, Infinity Home Care, L.L.C. v. Amedisys Holding, LLC, 180 So. 
3d 1060 (Fla. 4th DCA 2015).  The Fourth District held that referral 
sources are a legitimate, protectable business interest.   

• Lamia recommended against a Note on Use for referral sources because 
the district courts are in conflict.  She noted that current Note on Use #4 
states that the examples of legitimate business interests are not exhaustive 
and the Committee takes no position on other legitimate business 
interests. 
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• Lamia recommended that the Committee use the word “exclusive” 
instead of “exhaustive” in Note on Use #4.  She noted that the statute 
uses “not limited to.” 

• The discussion turned to Note on Use #4 and whether the Committee 
should include anything about referral sources. 

o Member commented that this may not be essential to the jury 
instruction.  Most of these cases are resolved at the preliminary 
injunction stage and do not reach the jury trial stage.  Another 
member agreed.  

o Member noted that Infinity has been voluntarily dismissed in the 
Supreme Court.  However, the Fifth District recently issued a 
decision on referral sources called Hiles v. Americare Home 
Therapy, Inc., 183 So. 3d 449 (Fla. 5th DCA 2015). 

• The Committee then discussed the term “exhaustive” in the notes on use.  
Lamia asked whether the Committee was comfortable with this change.  
No one spoke up otherwise. 

• The Committee worked on wordsmithing this instruction. 
o A member pointed out that the word “presume” is missing in the 

paragraph that begins, “In determining the reasonableness in time” 
in the part of the instruction for “Seller of a business or interest.”  
The sentence should read, “In determining the reasonableness in 
time of a post-term restrictive covenant predicated upon the 
protection of trade secrets, you shall presume that a restraint of 5 
years or less is reasonable in time and shall presume that a restraint 
of more than 10 years in duration is unreasonable in time.” 

o Member suggested taking out “the” in the second and third 
paragraphs of the instruction, before the words “Defendant” and 
“Claimant.” 

o Member suggested taking out “that is” under heading 1.e and 2.e, 
Employee or agent, and to change the capital “I” to a lower case 
“i” in “is reasonable” under heading 3, Seller of a business or 
interest. 

• Member asked whether it is absolutely clear in the law that the 
presumptions of reasonableness are rebuttable presumptions, not 
vanishing instructions.  The Committee discussed this question. 

o Member stated that this is a statutory presumption, not an 
evidentiary presumption. 

o Member raised example from the products liability statute.  The 
SJI Civil committee struggled with whether to include the 
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presumption in the jury instruction and ultimately declined to do 
so.  The Supreme Court approved. 

o Member commented that the jury is usually asked only to 
determine damages.  Member questioned how the presumption 
would come up in that context.  

o Committee members discussed whether reasonableness is a 
question for the court or the jury.   

o Committee members discussed whether the instruction, 
“Defendants can rebut this presumption of reasonableness” would 
be given for the time spans without presumptions (e.g., between 6 
months and 2 years).  The Committee generally agreed that it 
would not be given in that circumstance.  Member suggested 
bracketing that language. 

o Member commented that the language about rebutting the 
presumption of reasonableness.  It could apply to either the 
plaintiff or the defendant.  The Committee decided to change the 
relevant language in paragraphs 1, 2, and 3 to “The presumption 
may be rebutted.” 

o Member suggested putting the language “you shall presume” in 
non-bold italics to indicate it is an instruction to the judge, since 
there is no presumption for certain lengths of time.  Another 
member agreed. 

o Member suggested that the statements in the instructions about 
reasonableness in time should be broken out into two different 
parts: 
 Read if the covenant is for 6 months or less: you shall 

presume that a restraint 6 months or less in duration is 
reasonable in time.   

 Read if the covenant is for more than 2 years: you shall 
presume that a restraint more than 2 years in duration is 
unreasonable in time. 

 Then the language saying the presumption can be rebutted is 
optional. 

• Member commented that there are two issues: (1) whether the 
presumptions should be in the instruction or the Note on Use; and (2) 
whether legitimate protectable interest is a question of law or fact. 

o Member stated that there are benefits to having this instruction – 
there are sometimes jury trials on damages and the jury 
instructions help to encapsulate the law. 

o Another member noted that the issue of a legitimate protectable 
interest is usually resolved on summary judgment, and that the jury 
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does not decide whether a restrictive covenant is overbroad or 
overlong. 

• The Chair asked the Committee to discuss the potential jury questions in 
these kinds of cases. 

o The Chair suggested that the questions are usually: (1) what does 
the contract say; and (2) was there a breach?  Another member 
agreed. 

o Member noted there could be other jury questions, such as the 
scope of the agreement. 

• The Chair asked the Committee to consider whether there is a way to 
shorten this instruction, which has become very long.  There was 
significant discussion on this.  Some members expressed concern that 
there are so many factors to consider that it is difficult to formulate a 
proper instruction. 

• The discussion turned to whether the Committee should proceed with its 
work on this instruction.  Several members commented that the 
instruction may not be that helpful because it is complicated and jury 
trials do not happen very often in these cases. 

• The Chair asked for a vote on whether to proceed with work on this 
instruction.  Vice-Chair Huey moved to stop further work on this 
instruction; Gewirtz seconded.  The motion carried unanimously. 

 
 Unilateral Mistake of Fact 

• Sipple introduced his memo on the unilateral mistake of fact instruction 
and recent case law. 

• In DePrince v. Starboard Cruise Services, Inc., 163 So. 3d 586 (Fla. 3d 
DCA 2015), the Third District criticized instruction No. 416.26.  The 
Court stated that the instruction has never been cited or adopted in 
Florida. 

• Sipple concluded that the Third District’s decision in DePrince was 
partially wrong.  The Committee adopted Instruction No. 416.26 based 
on the Restatement (Second) of Contracts, §§153-54.  That section of the 
Restatement was quoted in Orkin Exterminating Co. v. Palm Beach Hotel 
Condominium Ass’n, 454 So. 2d 697 (Fla. 4th DCA 1984), so there was a 
basis for adopting the instruction.   

• Sipple explained that DePrince was correct to point out there are several 
tests for unilateral mistake of fact in Florida case law.  Sipple pointed to 
the decisions in Rachid v. Perez, 26 So. 3d 70 (Fla. 3d DCA 2010), and 
Garvin v. Tidwell, 126 So. 3d 1224 (Fla. 4th DCA 2012), as examples of 
courts applying different tests.  Ultimately, unilateral mistake of fact can 
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be traced back to Maryland Casualty Co. v. Krasnek, 174 So. 2d 541 
(Fla. 1965). 

• Sipple explained that the Florida Supreme Court has not weighed in since 
its decision in Krasnek, in 1965.  The question is whether the Committee 
should try to revise our instruction or wait for further guidance from the 
Supreme Court. 

• Rosen and Spector also reviewed the unilateral mistake of fact instruction 
and DePrince.  They agreed with Sipple that there is lack of uniformity in 
this area of the law.  Rosen stated that there are important differences in 
the different tests the district courts use.  Rosen suggested that the 
Committee retract this instruction and allow the law to become settled. 

• The Chair suggested that the Committee submit what it believes to be the 
law, but explain the inconsistencies in the law.  Then, the Supreme Court 
can decide what to do.  There was discussion about this course of action.   

• Member asked whether this is a jury issue.  Krasnick says that the 
defense is equitable.  His research shows that it is not error to instruct the 
jury on this issue, but a litigant could argue it is a question for the court. 

o Member stated that the reference in Kransnick to an equitable 
defense may not mean the court is referring to the distinction 
between law and equity. 

o Another member expressed the view that this is not an issue for the 
court. 

• The Chair asked for the will of the Committee and reviewed the potential 
courses of action.  There was additional discussion. 

o Member suggested that the Committee delete the body of this 
instruction and leave an editor’s note to preserve the instruction 
number for future use. 

o The Committee discussed whether the Supreme Court would issue 
an advisory opinion on this issue.  Bar Liaison suggested the Court 
likely would not issue an opinion 

o There was further discussion about the inconsistency in the law 
and the tests set forth in Krasnick and DePrince.  One member 
suggested adopting the 4-prong test from DePrince.  Another 
member disagreed, noting that DePrince and Krasnick appear to be 
inconsistent and the Committee should not try to do something if 
the law is not clear.  The Chair agreed that the Committee should 
not act if the law is not clear. 

• Ronzetti moved to withdraw the instruction on unilateral mistake of 
fact and draft a Note on Use telling the Supreme Court that the 
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Committee believes the law is unsettled.  Rosen seconded.  The 
motion carried unanimously. 

• On day 2 of the Committee meeting, Sipple presented revised Instruction 
No. 416.26.  As revised, the instruction was deleted and a Note on Use 
was added.   

o After some wordsmithing by Committee members, the Note on 
Use read, “The Committee does not find sufficient clarity in the 
law at this time to warrant a standard instruction on the affirmative 
defense of unilateral mistake to a breach of contract action.” 

o Gewirtz moved to adopt the revised instruction; Sipple seconded.  
The motion carried unanimously. 

 
New Business: Fraudulent Non-Disclosure 

• Haas explained the Fifth District’s decision in Atlantica One, LLC v. 
Adragna, 177 So. 3d 89 (Fla. 5th DCA 2015).  The question, after Atlantica 
One, is whether the Committee should create a separate jury instruction for 
claims arising under Johnson v. Davis, 480 So. 2d 625 (Fla. 1985).   

• Haas drafted a tort instruction for fraudulent nondisclosure (residential), 
based on Johnson v. Davis. 

o The Chair commented that there is no scienter element to this claim. 
o Haas noted that after the decision in Johnson v. Davis, the FAR/BAR 

contract included standard “W.” 
• The Chair commented that business people often use the residential 

FAR/BAR contract for a business transaction, thereby contracting 
themselves into the Johnson v. Davis requirement. 

• The Committee discussed the economic loss rule and the fact that the 
Supreme Court said it does not apply here. 

• The Committee also discussed how a tort duty gets written into a contract 
and the effect of that.  The Committee talked about where the duty to 
disclose arises from. 

• The Committee discussed the point at which the duty to disclose arises.  
Members generally agreed that a sale has to close for the duty to arise. 

o The Chair commented that the line between pre-contract tort and post-
contract breach may not be clear, citing Justice Pariente’s concurrence 
in Tiara Condominium Ass’n v. Marsh & McLennan Cos., 110 So. 3d 
399 (Fla. 2013). 

o Member suggested that once parties enter into a contract, there is only 
a breach of contract claim, not a tort claim. 

• The Committee discussed the inconsistency of having both breach of 
contract and fraudulent nondisclosure claims go to the jury. 
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• The Committee continued discussing case law on fraudulent nondisclosure, 
including Marian Farms, Inc. v. Suntrust Bank, Inc., 135 So. 3d 363 (Fla. 
5th DCA 2014). 

• Member asked whether a party can waive the Johnson v. Davis requirements 
by contract.  Another member noted that there are cases holding that a party 
cannot avoid Johnson v. Davis with an “as-is” contract.  The Chair stated 
there is Third District case law holding that a party can waive the tort of 
fraudulent misrepresentation through the use of very specific waiver 
language in a contract; the Vice-Chair agreed. 

• The discussion turned back to the proposed instruction.   
o The Chair suggested changing the title of the instruction to “Breach of 

Duty to Disclose – Residential.”  Using the word “fraudulent” implies 
a scienter requirement.  The Chair suggested a Note on Use discussing 
Atlantica and stating it is not clear whether there can be a breach of 
contract claim and a tort claim at the same time. 

o Committee changed “residential real property” to “(describe real 
property)” in the first sentence. 

o Member asked whether the jury is supposed to be told about 
rescission.  There was further discussion on this issue. 
 The Chair and other members stated that rescission should be 

kept in the instruction for now.  The Chair suggested a Note on 
Use. 

 Member stated that a party who asks for a jury trial is entitled to 
have the jury decide fact issues.  The Court can then decide 
whether to grant the equitable remedy of rescission. 

 Member suggested the following language: “To prevail on a 
claim for breach of the duty to disclose, the claimant must 
prove the following,” followed by a Note on Use that explains 
how the instruction applies to money damages and rescission. 

o The Committee discussed why Atlantica may be wrongly decided as it 
requires a “knowing” nondisclosure, which is not the standard for 
Johnson v. Davis claims. 

o The discussion turned to the words “defective condition” in the 
proposed instruction.  There was disagreement about whether the 
word “defective” is necessary and whether the condition must be a 
“defect” to give rise to a claim.  

o  The Committee discussed whether to substitute the word “fact” for 
“condition.”  Member commented that Johnson v. Davis uses “fact.” 
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o There was discussion of when the duty to disclose applies, either the 
time of contract or the time of sale.  Member pointed out that the law 
is unsettled.  Another member suggested a Note on Use. 

o The Chair asked how the instruction should deal with damages.  
Members stated this is a verdict form issue, not something that needs 
to be in the instruction. 

o Member asked about causation language.  The Committee discussed 
whether it was necessary, with a member noting that the SJI Civil 
committee always includes a causation element in their instructions.  
Members discussed adding a causation element, which would read 
“Which nondisclosure was the legal cause of the damages to 
(claimant).” 

o The Committee discussed the term “materially affected.”  Several 
members commented that this is a jury question, and one member 
noted that it is an objective test.  The Chair suggested addressing this 
in a Note on Use and adding reference to Billian v. Mobil Corp., 710 
So. 2d 984 (Fla. 4th DCA 1998). 

o Lamia moved to combine elements #1 and 2; seconded by Boyle.  The 
Committee discussed this motion. 
 The Chair commented against this motion, noting that 

combining these two elements takes emphasis off of “facts.”  
Other members agreed with the Chair. 

 Several members commented in favor of the motion, noting that 
a separate element #1 puts too much emphasis on “facts.” 

 The Chair called for a vote on the motion to combine 
elements #1 and 2.  The vote was 5-4 in favor of combining 
these elements.  5 members abstained from the vote.  The 
revised language would read, “(Defendant) knew of fact(s) that 
materially affected the value of the property at (property 
address/legal description” 

 The Chair suggested further discussion on this issue at the next 
meeting. 

o Haas presented the first proposed Note on Use, which reads, 
“Materiality of fact is to be determined objectively by focusing on the 
relationship between the undisclosed fact and the value of the 
property.  Billian v. Mobil Corp., 710 So. 2d 984, 987 (Fla. 4th DCA 
1998).” 

o Haas presented the second proposed Note on Use, which reads, “This 
instruction may also be read in a breach of contract case where a 
contractual representation has been made that there are no facts 
known to seller materially affecting the value of the property which 
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are not readily observable or which have not been disclosed to buyer, 
including a commercial real estate case.  Atlantica One, LLC v. 
Adragna, 177 So. 3d 89 (Fla. 5th DCA 2015).” 
 The Committee discussed this note, including whether the note 

is incomplete because the fact must also not be known to the 
buyer. 

 The Committee revised the note to read, “This instruction may 
also be read in a breach of contract case, including a 
commercial real estate case, where the duty to disclose is 
expressed in the written contract.”  See Atlantica One, LLC v. 
Adragna, 177 So. 3d 89 (Fla. 5th DCA 2015).”  The Committee 
generally agreed with the revised note. 

• The Chair asked the Committee to review the entire proposed instruction, as 
revised.     

o The Chair suggested changing “subsequent” to “some” in the last 
sentence of the notes on use.  This will send a signal that the 
committee is not taking a position on whether this is correct. 

o Member asked if the Committee was going to try to write a damages 
instruction.  The Chair agreed this is a good idea and something to 
discuss at the next meeting.   

o Bar Liaison suggested changing substituting “real property” for 
“property” in element #1.  The Chair agreed. 

• The Chair stated that the Committee will take up final approval of this 
instruction and the damages instruction at the next meeting.   
 

New Business: Florida Bar Journal article on material breach 
• Vice-Chair Huey explained a Florida Bar Journal article written by John 

Crabtree and published in March 2016 on behalf of the Business Law 
Section of The Florida Bar. The article takes umbrage with use of the term 
“material” in the Breach of Contract Instruction, No. 416.4.  The author says 
this instruction is inconsistent with the law in 49 states. 

o The Vice-Chair commented that Instruction No. 416.4 is correct and 
consistent with appellate decisions in Florida, many of which hold the 
breach must be material. 

o The Vice-Chair suggested that the Committee need not revise the 
instruction, but may want to write a letter to the editor of the Florida 
Bar Journal to address this issue.  The Chair agreed that the 
Committee should respond to this article and that a Committee 
member should call the author of the article to explain the position of 
the Committee. 
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Old Business: Committees 
 

Website 
• Spector stated that he will update the website re: applications and new 

members when appropriate.  He will also update the instructions on the 
website. 

 
Hot Topics 
• The Chair asked for discussion on hot topics.  None was heard. 

 
Book 
• Bar Liaison announced that all Committee members should have 

received a copy of the book of instructions. 
• The Chair thanked the Bar Liaison for her help in getting these books for 

the Committee. 
 
New Business: Instructions 
 
 Promissory Estoppel 

• Sipple explained that he had a case dealing with breach of an oral 
contract and promissory estoppel.  He realized that there is not an 
instruction on promissory estoppel and believes there should be one.  He 
offered to try to draft an instruction. 

• Members discussed whether the Committee had done any work on this 
instruction.  The Chair recalled that the Committee was still grappling 
with whether this is a claim or a defense.   

• Member commented that there is a Florida Supreme Court decision 
stating promissory estoppel is a claim and setting forth the test for that 
claim. 

• The Chair stated that the Committee withdrew its consideration of the 
instruction when a district court judge suggested there might be 
confusion on this issue after the district court opinion and before the 
Supreme Court opinion in DK Arena, Inc. v. EB Acquisitions I, LLC, 112 
So. 3d 85 (Fla. 2013). 

• Member noted that the Committee had drafted a Note on Use saying the 
law is not clear on whether promissory estoppel is a defense.  The 
Committee drafted the instruction as a claim. 

o Member commented that estoppel is an established defense and 
promissory estoppel is a subset of estoppel. 
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o Member cited W.R. Grace & Co. v. Geodata Services, 547 So. 2d 
919 (Fla. 1989), as the Supreme Court case establishing this claim. 

• Member suggested using the definition of “clear and convincing 
evidence” from the civil instructions.  That is the standard for proving 
promissory estoppel. 

• The Chair asked Haas and Sipple to work on a promissory estoppel 
instruction for the next meeting. 
 

 Joint Subcommittee – jurors’ social media background checks 
• The Chair explained that SJI Civil declined to adopt the request made by 

the General Counsel of the Eleventh Judicial Circuit with regard to an 
instruction on jurors’ social media background checks. 

• Lee explained that the joint subcommittee met and decided the current 
instructions cover this issue.  There was concern that instructing jurors 
further on this issue would cause jurors to delete information from social 
media.  Lee is going to circulate a Daily Business Review article on this 
topic. 

• Lee moved not to adopt the request from General Counsel of the 
Eleventh Judicial Circuit; Vice-Chair Huey seconded.  The motion 
carried unanimously. 

 
Upcoming Meetings 

• The next meetings will be on June 9-10, 2016, and October 6-7, 2016.   
• The Committee decided to meet in South Florida in June and Tampa in 

October.  Committee member Long will confirm whether her office 
(Shutts & Bowen) is available to host the June meeting. 
 

Adjournment 
Boyle moved to adjourn; the motion carried.  The Chair adjourned the meeting at 
12:17 p.m. on March 4, 2016. 
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SUPREME COURT COMMITTEE ON STANDARD JURY 
INSTRUCTIONS FOR CONTRACT AND BUSINESS CASES 

 
Minutes for Committee meeting held on June 9, 2016 

 
Members Present In Person: 

Hon. Paul Huey, Vice-Chair 
Mark A. Boyle, Sr. 
Lee L. Haas 
Christine E. Lamia 
Maxine Long 
Stephen Padula 
Gary C. Rosen 
Martin B. Sipple 
Joshua B. Spector 
Mark Wall 
Stephanie Serafin, Committee Reporter 

Members Appearing By Phone: 

Scott Cichon 
Jeffrey A. Cohen 
Jerry Gewirtz 
Eric Lee 
Hon. Lisa Munyon 
Humberto Ocariz 
David Steinfeld 
 

Members Excused: 

Manuel Farach, Chair 
Richard Lee Barrett 
Hon. Spencer Levine 
Hon. Jack Tuter 

Members Absent: 

Hon. Jennifer D. Bailey 
Ronald M. Gache 
Hon. Barbara Lagoa 
Michael Olin 
Gera R. Peoples 
T. Tucker Ronzetti 
Hon. Jeffrey E. Streitfeld 

 

 
 
 
I. Welcome 
The Vice-Chair, Judge Paul Huey, called the meeting to order and thanked Gary 
Rosen for hosting the meeting. 
 
II. Approval of Minutes 
The Vice-Chair called for approval of the minutes from the Committee meeting on 
March 3-4, 2016.  Rosen moved; Gewirtz seconded.  The minutes were approved 
unanimously. 
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II. Old Business: Instructions and Areas of Inquiry 
 
  A. Response to Comments:  The Vice-Chair noted that the Committee  has 
 not yet received any comments on the published instructions. 
 
 1. 416.26 Affirmative Defense – Unilateral Mistake of Fact 

• The Vice-Chair reminded the Committee that it is going to request 
that the Florida Supreme Court withdraw this instruction. 

• Bar Liaison Gregory Zhelesnik noted that this instruction has been 
published and has not received any comments. 

 
 2. ###.## Existence of Fiduciary Duty Disputed (Haas and Cohen) 

• Haas and Cohen have been working with members from SJI Civil 
on this instruction.  SJI Civil has made comments on our 
instruction.  Pages 23-24 and 29-30 in the Agenda are the 
instructions published by this Committee.  Pages 21-22 and 26-28 
include the changes suggested by SJI Civil, indicated by double-
strikethrough and double-underlining. 

• The Vice-Chair explained that this Committee intentionally limited 
application of its instruction because breach of fiduciary duty can 
happen in business and non-business contexts.    

• Haas reviewed the history of this instruction.  He reminded the 
Committee that it had decided to split the instruction into two 
separate instructions, based on whether the existence of the 
fiduciary duty is disputed.  SJI Civil liked our instruction but had 
some changes. 

o SJI Civil suggested a single fiduciary instruction that would 
apply in business and non-business cases.  SJI Civil 
suggested adopting the first two parts of our instruction and 
adding their causation instruction. 

o SJI Civil suggested adding language to the third statement in 
the Breach of Fiduciary Duty instruction, so that instruction 
would read:  “A breach of a fiduciary duty occurs when the 
(Defendant) failed to act [with the utmost good faith, 
fairness, and honesty] [with the highest and finest loyalty] 
and:” (See Agenda, p. 26). 

o The second Note on Use in the Existence of Fiduciary Duty 
Disputed instruction was revised to eliminate the limitation 
this Committee placed on the instruction.  The revised Note 
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on Use will still indicate that there can be circumstances that 
do not fall in the instruction, citing Doe v. Evans, 814 So. 2d 
370 (Fla. 2002). 

o SJI Civil suggested adding a third paragraph to the Sources 
and Authorities in the Existence of Fiduciary Duty Disputed 
instruction.  That paragraph states, “These instructions 
address cases in which a breach of fiduciary duty creates a 
jury instruction.  But see King Mountain Condominium 
Ass’n v. Gundlach, 425 So. 2d 569 (Fla. 4th DCA 1982) 
(holding that a plaintiff seeking purely equitable relief for 
breach of fiduciary duty is not entitled to a jury trial).”   

• The Vice-Chair mentioned that Committee Chair Manuel Farach 
suggested the Committee label the breach instruction, “Breach of 
Fiduciary Duty (Existence of Duty Admitted)” (See Agenda, p. 
25).  The Vice-Chair asked if the joint Committee group discussed 
this suggestion. 

o Haas said the joint group did not discuss this.  Haas 
explained that the breach instruction will be read whether 
the duty is disputed or undisputed.   

o Haas suggested possibly adding an instruction to the judge 
to go straight to the breach instruction where the existence 
of the duty is undisputed.  Haas commented that this is 
probably not necessary; the Vice-Chair agreed. 

• The Vice-Chair asked the Committee to discuss whether to adopt 
the changes suggested by SJI Civil. 

o Haas and Cohen suggested that the Committee approve the 
changes so that this Committee and SJI Civil can send a 
unified instruction to the Florida Supreme Court. 

• Haas moved to adopt the changes to the Existence of Fiduciary 
Duty Disputed instruction on pages 21-22 of the agenda; Gewirtz 
seconded. 

o A member asked why the new third paragraph under 
Sources and Authorities is not under Notes on Use.  Haas 
suggested it would make more sense to put this paragraph in 
Notes on Use.  The Committee agreed to move this 
paragraph to Notes on Use, making it paragraph 2 in Notes 
on Use. 

o The Committee discussed making slight changes to the 
language of that new paragraph.  The Committee agreed to 
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change “creates a jury instruction” to “creates a jury 
question.”   

• The Vice-Chair called for a vote on this instruction, with the 
changes made by SJI Civil and the changes made by this 
Committee.  Haas moved; Gewirtz seconded.  The motion 
carried unanimously. 

 
 3. ###.## Breach of Fiduciary Duty (Haas and Cohen) 

• Haas explained that SJI Civil added their instruction for legal cause 
to this Committee’s Breach of Fiduciary Duty instruction (See 
Agenda, pp. 27-28).  The idea is that the legal cause instruction 
will be a separate instruction, just as in the civil jury instructions. 

• Haas explained the purpose of the language that SJI Civil added to 
the third statement in this instruction (See Agenda, p. 26).  A 
fiduciary is not responsible for every bad thing that happens (e.g., 
stock market crash).  This language is based on Gossett v. St. Paul 
Fire & Marine Insurance Co., 427 So. 2d 386 (Fla. 1983). 

• The Committee discussed the legal cause instruction.  A member 
asked for clarification and Haas explained that SJI Civil would like 
this Committee to use their cause instruction for consistency.   

• The Vice-Chair called for discussion on the new language in the 
third statement regarding “utmost good faith” and “highest and 
finest loyalty.”   

o The Vice-Chair questioned whether this language, which 
creates a heightened standard, represents the law.  Several 
members echoed this concern. 

o Haas explained that the language comes from Gossett, which 
cites Donahue v. Davis, 68 So. 2d 163 (Fla. 1953).  
Donahue talks about “a duty of the finest and highest 
loyalty.”  The Committee discussed citing Donahue in 
addition to Gossett. 

o The Committee decided to revise Note on Use #1 to read: 
Courts have described the standard for a fiduciary’s duty as 
being “the finest and highest loyalty,” Donahue v. Davis, 68 
So. 2d 163 (Fla. 1953), and “utmost good faith, fairness, and 
honesty,” Gossett v. St. Paul Fire & Marine Ins. Co., 427 
So. 2d 386, 387 (Fla. 4th DCA 1983). 

• Haas moved to accept the Breach of Fiduciary Duty 
instruction, as modified by SJI Civil and by this Committee’s 
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change to Note on Use #1; Padula seconded.  The motion 
carried unanimously. 

• The Vice-Chair reminded the Committee that it needs to separate 
out the cause instructions (See SJI Civil instruction 401.12 as an 
example). 

 
  B. Fraudulent Non-Disclosure Instruction (Haas) 

• The Vice-Chair recapped the Committee’s discussion of this instruction at 
the last meeting, which can be found on pages 11-14 of the minutes from 
March 3-4, 2016. 

• The Committee discussed the various circumstances when this instruction 
applies in commercial real estate transactions, e.g., when commercial 
transactions use the residential real estate contract form.   

• A member stated that the pinpoint citation for the quote from Johnson v. 
Davis, 480 So. 2d 625 (Fla. 1985), in Sources and Authorities is p.629.  
Another member noted that the Committee should italicize citations rather 
than underlining them. 

• Long moved to adopt this instruction; Rosen seconded.  The motion 
carried unanimously. 

 
  C. Equitable Estoppel (Haas and Sipple) 

• Haas provided the background of this instruction.   
• Sipple explained that the draft instruction is based on W.R. Grace & Co. v. 

Geodata Services, Inc., 547 So. 2d 919 (Fla. 1989), in which the Florida 
Supreme Court adopted the Restatement (Second) of Contracts § 90 (1979).  
He noted that the first sentence in the draft instruction is introductory. 

• Sipple directed the Committee to paragraph 3, which talks about reliance.  
The Committee discussed whether reliance must be “reasonable” or only 
“detrimental.”  Haas explained that the cases require only that the reliance 
was “detrimental” to the promisee. 

• The Committee then discussed the distinction between equitable estoppel 
and promissory estoppel, including whether they are defenses or causes of 
action. 

o A member mentioned that promissory estoppel can be a defense, 
citing Crown Life Insurance Co. v. McBride, 517 So. 2d 660 (Fla. 
1987), and Doe v. Allstate Insurance Co., 653 So. 2d 371 (Fla. 1995). 

o Another member cited Marin v. Seven of Five Ltd., 921 So. 2d 699 
(Fla. 4th DCA 2006), as an example of promissory estoppel as a 
defense. 
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• The Committee discussed whether to add “to its detriment” to paragraph 3, 
in light of the discussion about detrimental reliance.  A member commented 
that the instruction already defines “change behavior.”  The Committee 
decided not to make changes to paragraph 3. 

• Several members noted that they like the introductory language in this 
instruction and would leave it in.  One member asked whether other 
instructions include such introductory language and whether the language is 
supported by the law.  A member noted similar introductory language in 
instructions 416.8 and 416.9 and support in Crown Life and DK Arena, Inc. 
v. EB Acquisitions I, LLC, 112 So. 3d 85 (Fla. 2013). 

• A member suggested changing the first sentence of this instruction to “. . . 
has not contracted to do something . . . .” 

• The Committee then discussed adding a “clear and convincing evidence” 
instruction. 

o A member suggested using the language in SJI Civil instruction 
404.13 and putting it in the last paragraph of the Promissory Estoppel 
instruction, between the first and second sentence.  The Committee 
agreed. 

o The new language reads: “Clear and convincing evidence” differs 
from the “greater weight of the evidence” in that it is more compelling 
and persuasive.  “Clear and convincing evidence” is evidence that is 
precise, explicit, lacking in confusion, and of such weight that it 
produces a firm belief or conviction, without hesitation, about the 
matter in issue. 

• The Committee also discussed whether to add a “preponderance of the 
evidence” instruction or refer to the civil instruction on “preponderance of 
the evidence.” 

• Discussion turned back to “clear and convincing evidence.”  The Committee 
evaluated whether there are any other instructions that require this language, 
but concluded there are none. 

• The Vice-Chair asked whether paragraph 2 of this instruction should state, 
“(Defendant) should reasonably have expected the promise to change 
(claimant’s) behavior.” 

• The Committee then discussed an e-mail from Committee member Jerry 
Gewirtz.  Gewirtz suggested adding a fourth paragraph to Sources and 
Authorities to explain that promissory estoppel applies to government only 
under exceptional circumstances, citing State of Florida, Department of 
Health & Rehabilitative Services v. Law Offices of Donald Belveal, 663 So. 
2d 650 (Fla. 2d DCA 1995), and United Sanitation Services of Hillsborough, 
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Inc. v. City of Tampa, 302 So. 2d 435 (Fla. 2d DCA 1974).  He sees a lot of 
litigation on this issue and thinks this explanation would be helpful. 

o Member suggested, as an alternative to this new paragraph, adding to 
paragraph 3 that there may be additional restrictions to the use of 
promissory estoppel. 

o Member disagreed with adding paragraph 4 because it focuses on a 
narrow area of the law.  

o The Committee then discussed whether the statement in the Belveal 
decision, that “the theory of promissory estoppel applies to the 
sovereign only under exceptional circumstances,” is supported by the 
cases cited in that decision.  Several members were concerned that the 
cases cited for that proposition relate to equitable estoppel, not 
promissory estoppel. 

o The Vice-Chair explained that the Committee could approve the 
instruction as-is, send it out for comment, and then take time to review 
Gewirtz’s suggestion in more detail. 

• The Committee made some minor, editorial changes to the citations in the 
instruction. 

• Padula moved to approve the instruction; Wall seconded.  The motion 
carried unanimously. 

 
  IV. Old Business: Committees 
 A. Website (Spector)  

• The last round of updates have been added to the website.   
• The list of Committee members will be updated as soon as the new 

members are added. 
 
 B. Hot Topics 

• The Committee discussed Billington v. Ginn-LA Pine Island, 
5D14-2177 (Fla. 5th DCA 2016).  The Vice-Chair noted the 
Committee may want to review its instructions to see if this new 
decision has any impact. 

 
V. Upcoming meetings  
The Vice Chair announced that the next meeting will be on October 6-7, 2016 at 
the Second District Court of Appeal in Tampa.  
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  VI. New Business 
• Zhelesnik explained that there is a problem with the numbering of 

the instructions.  SJI Civil filed new instructions using number 
416, without realizing that this Committee’s instructions use 
number 416.   

• This Committee will have to decide whether to change the 
numbering of its instructions.  If the Committee keeps the 
numbering of its instructions, SJI Civil will pick up their 
instructions with 417. 

• The same numbering issue comes up in the 500s.  SJI Civil uses 
instructions 501-503.  This Committee uses 504. 

 
VII. Adjournment 
The Vice-Chair thanked those Committee members who are cycling off the 
Committee: Maxine Long, Judge Jennifer D. Bailey, Judge Barbara Lagoa, Judge 
Jack Tuter and Judge Jeffrey E. Streitfeld.  The meeting was adjourned at 4:35 
p.m. 
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SUPREME COURT COMMITTEE ON STANDARD JURY 
INSTRUCTIONS FOR CONTRACT AND BUSINESS CASES 

 
Minutes for Committee meeting held on November 3-4, 2016 

Stetson Law Center, Tampa, FL 
 

Members Present in Person: 
Manuel Farach, Chair 
Mark Boyle, Sr. 
Jeffrey A. Cohen 
Ronald M. Gache 
Jerry M. Gewirtz 
Lee L. Haas 
Stephen J. Padula 
Adina Pollan 
Scott Rost 
Martin B. Sipple 
Donna Solomon 
Teresa J. Verges 
Stephanie Serafin, Committee Reporter 
Krys Godwin, Bar Liaison 
 

Members Appearing by Phone: 
Richard Lee Barrett 
Richard Benrubi 
Scott Cichon 
Hon. Spencer Levine 
Humberto Ocariz 
David Steinfeld 
 

Members Excused: 
Hon. Paul Huey, Vice Chair 
Hon. Lisa Munyon 
Mark M. Wall 
 

Members Absent: 
Christine E. Lamia 
Eric Lee 
Gera R. Peoples 
Gary C. Rosen 
Joshua B. Spector 

 
 
 

1. Welcome 
The Chair called the meeting to order at 1:37 p.m.  Committee members made 
introductions. 
 
2. Approval of Minutes 
The Chair called for approval of the minutes from the Committee meeting on June 
9, 2016.  Cohen moved; Gewirtz seconded.  The minutes were approved 
unanimously. 
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3. Subcommittee reports 
 
 A. Website: The Chair briefly addressed the Committee’s website. 
 
 B. Hot Topics – Billington v. Ginn-LA Pine Island, Ltd., 192 So. 3d 77 

(Fla. 5th DCA 2016) 
• The Chair asked for thoughts on whether the Committee should 

move forward with an instruction based on Billington.  The 
Chair’s recommendation was to table this issue until there is 
more clarity in the law, reminding the Committee that its charge 
is to synthesize clear law.  The Chair mentioned that the 
litigants in Billington did not ask for Supreme Court review. 

• Member asked whether the Committee has a way to hold this 
case and revisit the issue later. The Chair responded that the 
Committee’s minutes will reflect discussion of this case, but 
also suggested the possibility of a new section on the 
Committee’s website for issues like this. 

• The Committee engaged in further discussion about the holding 
in Billington and related cases, including Johnson v. Davis, 480 
So. 2d 625 (Fla. 1985). 

• The Chair noted that the Committee could work on an 
instruction and state that the Committee feels the law is not 
crystalized on this issue, citing Billington, Lower Fees, Inc. v. 
Bankrate, Inc., 74 So. 2d 517 (Fla. 4th DCA 2011), and 
Hillcrest Pacific Corp. v. Yamamura, 727 So. 2d 1053 (Fla. 4th 
DCA 1999). 

• Member noted that SJI Civil has a set of fraud instructions so 
this Committee might not want to propose another set.  Member 
suggested looking at all of the SJI Civil instructions to see if we 
need to provide SJI Civil with input on those instructions. 

o Potential areas of overlap between this Committee’s 
instructions and SJI Civil instructions are tortious 
interference, misrepresentation and fiduciary duty. 

o Cohen agreed to lead the coordination effort.  He also 
explained that SJI Civil and this Committee are thinking 
of numbering the fiduciary duty instruction so that it will 
be in both instruction books. 
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• The Chair announced that the Committee will pass on 
publishing an instruction on Billington for now, and continue to 
follow this issue in the District Courts. 
 

C. Book – the Committee had nothing new to report 
 
D. Nominating Committee: Select Chair and Members 

• The Chair announced that the Committee will ask for applications for 
new members in December and January 2017, with the application 
period closing in late January.  The Committee will consider 
applications at its Spring 2017 meeting. 

• The Chair will chair the nominating committee this year.  Gewirtz and 
Padula volunteered to join the nominating committee. 

• The Chair asked whether there are any areas the nominating 
committee should focus on when considering applications. 

o Members suggested lawyers from the Panhandle, members of 
the District Courts of Appeal, applicants who have applied in 
the past. 

• The Chair noted that this Committee’s members are not term limited 
because this is a young committee.   

 
4. Old Business 
  
 A. 416.xx Business as a Separate Legal Entity 

• David Steinfeld and Jeffrey Cohen worked on this instruction. 
• The Committee discussed whether this instruction is worthwhile. 

o Member answered that the instruction is worthwhile and should be 
in the 200 instructions because it applies in all civil cases.  

o Member noted that the “equal before the law” concept seemed to 
be the most important concept for this instruction, based on similar 
instructions from other jurisdictions. 

• The Committee discussed when this instruction would typically be 
given.  Member suggested it would be given after voir dire and before 
the evidence, when the 200 instructions are read.  As an alternative, it 
could go in the 700 instructions.   

• The Committee was in favor of taking up this instruction. 
• Discussion turned to simplifying the instruction. 
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o Member noted that the Committee can look to similar instructions 
in other jurisdictions.  The most important point is that businesses 
act through people.   

o Member stated the draft instruction is not patterned on any other 
jurisdiction and is meant to teach jurors something about the law. 

• The Committee discussed the sentence, “You are a legal person.” 
o Concern was raised about using the term “legal.” 
o The Chair suggested taking out the whole sentence, “You are a 

legal person” and starting with the second sentence. 
• The Committee talked about what this proposed instruction is trying 

to accomplish. 
o Member suggested the purpose of the instruction is equal 

treatment. 
o Another member stated that the intent in drafting the proposed 

instruction was to provide a mechanism where the court could 
make clear to the jury that the corporation is separate from the 
litigants.   

o A member commented that it is a good idea to have the jury 
recognize the distinction between an individual and corporation 
and understand that both have legal rights.   

• After discussion, the Committee agreed to take out the language, 
“You are a legal person,” from the proposed instruction. 

• Member suggested starting the second paragraph was a sentence 
stating, “Like you, a business entity, such as a [corporation or 
LLC/LLP], is a legal person that can own things, can sue, and be 
sued.” 

• The Committee discussed using the Delaware instruction for ideas on 
how to draft this Committee’s instruction. 
o Cohen moved to adopt the Delaware instruction without the last 

sentence of the first paragraph. 
o The Committee engaged in further discussion. 
o Member suggested that the Committee keep the testimonial aspect 

of the instruction drafted by the members of the Committee.  
Another member suggested this could be a separate instruction in 
the 600 instructions. 

o Member commented that there are two separate concepts with 
respect to this instruction: (1) legal entities are equal; and (2) 
liability for acts of agents.  Another member noted that this 
Committee should have an instruction on vicarious liability. 
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o The Committee worked on wordsmithing the Delaware instruction. 
o The Committee discussed whether to include partnerships in this 

instruction, with several members commenting that this instruction 
would not apply with a general partnership.  The Chair suggested a 
Note on Use to explain this. 

o The Committee also looked at the Kansas instruction as an 
example. 

• The Chair suggested that the Committee coordinate the vicarious 
liability idea within this instruction with SJI Civil.   

• Several Committee members suggested that the draft instruction 
included too many different concepts.  This instruction should only 
include the concept of fair and impartial treatment.  The other 
concepts should be in different instructions.  The Committee worked 
on crafting a narrower instruction, which would not include the 
concept of the business working through its agents, officers, and 
employees or the concept of testifying through those individuals. 

• The Committee, after some discussion, decided to take out the 
sentence, “The fact that plaintiff/defendant is a type of business 
should not affect your decision in any way.” 

• The Chair called for a vote on the following language:  
 

xxx.xx Consideration of type of business party: 
 
[Plaintiff] [Defendant] is a (type of business entity).  A (type 
of business entity) is a person under the law.  All persons, 
whether a (type of business entity) or human, are entitled to 
equal treatment under the law. 
 

• Rost moved to adopt this part of the instruction; Gewirtz 
seconded.  The motion carried. 

• The Chair called for discussion on the other subparts. 
o The Committee discussed what concepts the other subparts 

should cover. 
o The Committee debated where to put the instruction on 

testimony—before the evidence or in the 600 instructions. 
o The Committee generally agreed that the testimony instruction 

should go in the 200 instructions. 
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• The Committee discussed where to put the instruction that was just 
approved.  The two options were in the 200s or in the 600s.  The 
Committee decided to put this instruction in the 200s. 

• The Committee discussed the part of the instruction addressing the 
business entity acting through individuals.  The Committee decided 
Notes on Use would be appropriate to address the situation where an 
individual is testifying on behalf of the business entity. 

• The Committee changed the title of the approved instruction to 
“Appearance of business entity.” 

• The Chair called for a vote on the following language as the second 
paragraph in the instruction approved earlier in the meeting: 

 
A (type of business entity) can act only through its 
[agent(s)][employee(s)][officer(s)][director(s)][manager(s)][
member(s)][partner(s)]. 
 
Notes on Use 
 
1.  In an appropriate situation, it might be necessary for the 
Court to instruct the jury whether the agent, employee, officer, 
director, manager, member, or partner of the business entity is 
testifying on behalf of him/herself or on behalf of the business 
entity. 
 
2.  This may not be able to be used for all business types, such 
as, but not limited to, corporations, limited liability companies, 
limited liability partnerships, limited partnerships, and 
government entities. 
 

• The Chair called for a vote.  Padula moved; Rost seconded.  The 
motion carried. 

• Member suggested sending the draft instruction to SJI Civil for their 
consideration. 

• After further discussion, there was a suggestion to change the title of 
this instruction to “Legal Status of Business Entity.”  Gewirtz 
moved; Solomon seconded.  The motion carried. 

• The Committee decided to make plural the list of individuals through 
which the business entity can act. 
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• The Committee discussed a third Note on Use to address the situation 
where a business acts through more than one agent. 

• The Committee worked on wordsmithing the language in the 
instruction. 

o “Human” was changed to “an individual.” 
o The first paragraph was amended to read as follows: 

 
All persons, whether (type of business) or individuals, 
are entitled to equal treatment under the law. 

o No changes were made to the second paragraph of this 
instruction. 

o The Committee amended Note on Use #1 (which was 
renumbered as #3) to read, “In an appropriate situation, it may 
be necessary for the court to instruct the jury whether the agent, 
employee, officer, director, manager, member, or partner of the 
entity is testifying on behalf of himself/herself, the entity, or 
both.” 

o The Committee amended Note on Use #2 to read, “The list of 
individuals through which an entity can act is not exhaustive.  
Additionally, individuals may act in more than one capacity on 
behalf of an entity, and an entity may act through more than one 
individual. The court should tailor this instruction as the 
circumstances of the case require when the entity is recognized 
under the law as a legal person.” 

o The Committee changed the title of the instruction to “Legal 
Status of Entities” 

o The Committee added Note on Use #3 (which was renumbered 
as Note on Use #1).  That Note on Use reads, “Not every entity 
(e.g., sole proprietorships and general partnerships) may 
constitute a legal person, and the court should only give this 
instruction when the entity is recognized as a separate legal 
person. A government organization may be a separate legal 
person under the law and, as determined by the court, may be 
deemed a business entity within the meaning of this 
instruction.” 

• The Chair called for approval of the entire instruction and notes on 
use, which read as follows: 
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  2XX.XX. LEGAL STATUS OF ENTITIES 
 
 [Plaintiff] [Defendant] is a (type of business entity). A (type of 
business entity) is a person under the law. All persons, whether (type 
of business entity) or individuals, are entitled to equal treatment 
under the law.   
 
 A (type of business entity) can act only through its [agent(s)] 
[employee(s)] [officer(s)] [director(s)] [manager(s)] [member(s)] 
[partner(s)]. 
 

  NOTE ON USE FOR 2XX.XX 
 

 1. Not every entity (e.g., sole proprietorships and general partnerships) 
may constitute a legal person, and the court should only give this instruction when the 
entity is recognized under the law as a separate legal person. A government 
organization may be a separate legal person under the law and, as determined by the 
court, may be deemed a business entity within the meaning of this instruction. 
 
 2. The list of individuals through which an entity can act is not 
exhaustive. Additionally, individuals may act in more than one capacity on behalf of 
an entity, and an entity may act through more than one individual. The court should 
tailor this instruction as the circumstances of the case require when the entity is 
recognized under the law as a legal person. 
 
 3. In an appropriate situation, it may be necessary for the court to instruct 
the jury whether the agent, employee, officer, director, manager, member, or partner 
of the entity is testifying on behalf of himself/herself, the entity, or both. 

 
• The Committee approved.  The Chair would like to publish this 

instruction now, at the same time it is sent to SJI Civil. 
• During this discussion, Solomon and Rost agreed to work on a 

piercing the corporate veil instruction. 
 
B. 416.26 Affirmative Defense – Unilateral Mistake of Fact 
 

• This instruction was published on May 15, 2016, and then withdrawn. 
• The Chair asked if there was any further discussion on this instruction.  

Only one comment was made―changing “which” to “that” in the first 
Note on Use. 
 

 C. Fiduciary Duty 
• Cohen updated the Committee on the joint effort with SJI Civil on this 

instruction.  There is a joint subcommittee that approved the version 
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of the instruction in the agenda.  That instruction is going out for 
comment. 

• The Committee discussed the issue with the placement of this 
instruction.  The joint subcommittee thinks it may be numbered 451 
and appear in both books of instructions (SJI Civil and SJI Contract 
and Business). 

• The Committee discussed whether to include an introduction to the 
fiduciary duty instructions and whether to add a damages instruction 
to the fiduciary duty instructions.   

o The Committee decided that the introduction issue can be 
worked out in the joint subcommittee. 

o Member commented that some SJI Civil instructions have a 
damages instruction within the substantive instruction, but not 
all. 

o The Chair decided that the Committee will publish the 
instruction as written, and work on a damages instruction at the 
same time. 

• The Chair noted that fiduciary duty instructions on Existence and 
Breach have been published, but the Legal Cause instruction has not 
been published.  All three instructions will be republished together. 

 
 D. Instructions to be published 

• The Committee discussed the instruction for Tort-Fraudulent Non-
Disclosure. 

o The Committee discussed whether the Billington decision 
affects this instruction.   

o The Committee discussed the relationship between the duty in 
Johnson v. Davis and the duty addressed in Billington.   

o The Committee considered whether this tort is really a fraud, 
and whether it is a negligence tort or strict liability tort. 

o Based on this discussion, the Committee made the following 
revisions to the instruction: 
 Amended the title of this instruction to “Breach of Duty 

to Disclose – Residential” 
 Deleted “fraudulent” from the first sentence of the 

instruction. 
 Deleted the last sentence in Note on Use #1. 

o The Committee discussed the meaning of “defective 
condition.”  Member asked whether Johnson v. Davis is 
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limited to a condition directly touching the property or 
conditions outside of the property that affect the property. 
 The Chair suggested deleted the word “defective” in the 

first element and just saying, “There was a condition in 
the property that:” 

o The Committee added Note on Use #2, which reads, “As 
crafted by the supreme court, the materiality of a fact is to be 
determined objectively by focusing on the relationship between 
the undisclosed fact and the value of the property.  Billian v. 
Mobil Corp., 710 So. 2d 984 (Fla. 4th DCA 1998).” 

o The Committee discussed whether to add a damages element.  
A member noted that many of these cases are rescission bench 
trials. 

o The Committee discussed whether to add Note on Use #3 
about actual vs. constructive knowledge.  There was some 
disagreement on this.  The majority of those in attendance 
voted in favor of adding this Note on Use.   
 Note on use #3 reads, “The committee takes no position 

on the precise parameters of the ‘readily observable’ 
standard, as that is generally a question of fact for the 
jury to determine.  Compare Nelson v. Wiggs, 699 So. 
2d 258 (Fla. 3d DCA 1997); M/I Schottenstein Homes, 
Inc. v. Azam, 813 So. 2d 91 (Fla. 2002); Newbern v. 
Mansbach, 777 So. 2d 1044 (Fla. 1st DCA 2001).” 

o The Committee approved the revised instruction and Notes 
on Use. 

• The Committee discussed the Promissory Estoppel instruction. 
o The Chair noted that the view of the Committee has been not to 

have explanatory portions in an instruction.  After discussion, 
the Committee deleted the first two sentences of the 
instruction. 

o The Committee changed the third element to read, “(Claimant) 
changed (claimant’s) behavior in reliance on (defendant’s) 
promise; and”  

o The Committee put the paragraph after element 4 in brackets 
and changed “person” to “(claimant)” in that paragraph. 

o Member asked whether there are any cases saying promissory 
estoppel is a jury question, not an equitable issue. 
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 Another member noted that the Committee brought this 
instruction back because of DK Arena, Inc. v. EB 
Acquisitions, 112 So. 3d 85 (Fla. 2013). 

 The Chair tabled this instruction and asked for more 
research on whether this is a jury question.  If it is not a 
jury question or the law is not clear, the Committee may 
want to draft a placeholder instruction. 
 

E. Published instructions to be filed for adoption in a Committee 
 Report to the Supreme Court 

• The Chair asked the Committee to review the published 
instructions listed in section 4E of the Agenda. 

 
5. New Business 
 
 A. Verdict Forms Subcommittee 

• The Chair would like to finish verdict forms for all instructions the 
Committee has drafted.   

• The Chair will send out these verdict forms by e-mail for the 
Committee to review. 

 
B. Publication and Filing Subcommittee 

• The Committee decided not to form a Publication and Filing 
Subcommittee. 

• The Chair suggested forming a “Coordination with SJI Civil” 
committee to coordinate instructions that overlap between civil and 
contract/business. 

 
C. Membership Applications (see earlier discussion) 
 
D. Terms ending in 2017 

• There are 9 Committee members whose terms end in 2017.  Those 
members will need to reapply to stay on the Committee. 

 
6. Upcoming Meeting 
 The next meeting will be February 16-17, 2017, at the Florida Supreme 
 Court.  The Chair will confirm this meeting when it is finalized. 
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7. Adjournment
The Chair adjourned the meeting after motion by Gache and second by
Gewirtz.
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SUPREME COURT COMMITTEE ON STANDARD JURY 

INSTRUCTIONS FOR CONTRACT AND BUSINESS CASES 

 

Minutes for Committee meeting held on February 16-17, 2017 

 

Members Present in Person: 

Manuel Farach, Chair 

Hon. Paul Huey, Vice Chair 

Jeffrey Cohen (Thursday) 

Jerry Gewirtz 

Lee Haas 

Christine Lamia 

Hon. R. Fred Lewis 

Stephen Padula 

Gera Peoples 

Adina Pollan 

Scott Rost 

Stephanie Serafin, Reporter 

Martin Sipple 

Donna Greenspan Solomon 

Joshua Spector 

Teresa Verges 

Mark Wall 

 

Members Appearing by Phone: 

Richard Lee Barrett 

Richard Mark Benrubi 

Mark Andrew Boyle 

Eric Lee 

Hon. Lisa Munyon 

Gary Rosen 

David Steinfeld 

Members Excused: 

Humberto H. Ocariz 

Jeffrey Cohen (Friday) 

Members Absent: 

Scott Wallace Cichon 

Ronald Gache 

 

 

 

Welcome and Introductions 
The Chair called the meeting to order at 1:40 p.m. and Committee members 

introduced themselves. 

 

Approval of Minutes 
The Chair called for approval of the minutes from the November 3-4, 2016, meeting.  

Cohen moved to approve the minutes; Gewirtz seconded.  The minutes were 

approved by proclamation. 
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Subcommittee Reports 

 

 Piercing the Corporate Veil (Scott Rost and Donna Solomon) 

 Rost explained that the subcommittee’s goal was to make a broad, neutral 

statement about the doctrine of piercing the corporate veil and then talk 

about contextual considerations in the Notes on Use.  As drafted, the 

instruction focuses on corporations, but the Committee should consider 

whether to take a broader view. 

 Rost also asked that the Committee look at the language at the end of Note 

on Use #2, which was meant to address the concept that an entity is 

separate from the individuals who own and operate it. 

 The Committee discussed whether the instruction covers cases with 

multiple levels of piercing.  Rost explained that Note on Use #1 is supposed 

to address those situations. 

 The Committee made several modifications to the draft instruction, as 

follows: 

o Deleted “individual” in “distinct from the individual shareholder(s) 

who own(s) it.”  The shareholder might not be an individual. 

o Modified first sentence to read, “A corporation is a legal entity 

separate from its owner(s).” 

 The Vice Chair asked whether the Committee wanted to broaden 

“shareholder” to include other kinds of owners (e.g., members).   

o After discussion, the Committee added a new second sentence that 

reads, “An owner can be an individual, a shareholder, or any type of 

corporation.” 

o The Committee further discussed whether an LLC veil can be 

pierced and looked for statutory authority.  A member pointed out 

that chapter 608, Florida Statutes, expressly contemplated veil 

piercing, but chapter 605 does not contain that language.  The 

Committee discussed what this suggests about legislative intent. 

o The Committee decided to add Note on Use #3 to address this 

uncertainty.  It reads, “Though this instruction applies to corporate 

entities, there appears to be no reason why this instruction may not 

also apply to other types of companies, such as limited liability 

companies.  See Houri v. Boaziz, 196 So. 3d 383 (Fla. 3d DCA 2016) 

(discussing piercing the veil of limited liability companies).” 

o In addition, the Committee added a fifth source and authority, which 

reads, “Under the case law construing now repealed chapter 608, 

courts have applied this veil piercing doctrine to limited liability 
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companies.  Chapter 605 has supplanted chapter 608, but no cases 

have yet construed piercing the veil under Chapter 605.” 

 The Chair called for discussion of the third sentence in the instruction, “In 

this case (Claimant) seeks to ‘pierce the corporate veil’ between 

(Corporation) and (Shareholder), so as to impose obligations upon 

(Shareholder) which otherwise would be owing, if at all, solely from 

(Corporation).” 

o The Committee discussed whether the phrase “piercing the 

corporate veil” will be confusing to the jury.  Two members 

commented that the phrase is descriptive and that it is up to the 

lawyers to tell the jury what it means. 

o The Vice Chair suggested taking out “by a preponderance of the 

evidence” in the second paragraph because another instruction 

already covers this.  Another member agreed, and that phrase was 

deleted. 

 The Committee discussed whether piercing the corporate veil is a jury 

question.  While one member commented it usually comes up post-

judgment, several other members noted that they have had cases in their 

own experience or read case law where it is a jury question. 

 The Committee revised Source #1 to read, “Dania Jai-Alai Palace, Inc. v. 

Sykes, 450 So. 2d 1114, 1120 (Fla. 1984), is the seminal case on this topic.”  

The Chair suggested that the Committee add parentheticals for the other 

sources. 

 The Committee took out the word “personally” in the second paragraph 

because the veil piercing might not be directed to an individual. 

 The Committee corrected a typo in element 1.a., changing “identify” to 

“identity.” 

 Two members asked why the instruction uses the word “lawfully” in 

element 1.a. 

o Solomon explained that it comes from case law.  Rost further noted 

that it is important to tell the jurors there was some impropriety in 

maintaining the legitimacy of the business entity. 

o The Committee changed this language to read, “separate identity 

was not sufficiently maintained.”   

 The Committee made several additional revisions to the draft instruction, 

as follows: 

o Added as a second sentence, “The owner(s) are not liable for the acts 

of the corporation unless there is a piercing of the corporate veil.” 
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o Changed “shareholder” to “owner” throughout the instruction 

because “owner” is a broader term. 

o In the second paragraph and the elements, changed “Corporation” 

to “form of business entity” or “business entity.” 

o Changed element 2 to read, “The corporate form of (business entity) 

was [formed][used] for a fraudulent or improper purpose; and” 

o Changed element 3 to read, “(Claimant) was damaged by the 

fraudulent or improper [formation][use] of the corporate form of 

(business entity).” 

o Changed element 1.b. to read, “(form of business entity) lacked an 

existence separate from (Owner); and” 

o Changed “corporation” to “form of business entity” throughout the 

first paragraph. 

 A member asked whether the damages element should be in this instruction 

since this is not really a cause of action. 

o The Committee discussed whether a plaintiff has to prove the third 

element, that the plaintiff was damaged or injured by the 

fraudulent/improper use of the corporate form. 

o A member commented that Beltran v. Miraglia, 125 So. 3d 855 (Fla. 

4th DCA 2013), includes a damages element. 

o The Committee discussed whether to use “harmed,” “injured,” or 

“damaged.”  It decided to use “harmed.” 

 The Chair called for discussion of the Notes on Use. 

o The Committee changed the first sentence of Note on Use #2 to read, 

“The requirements of the first element may require the jury to reach 

fine distinctions where a small, close corporation is the subject of 

the veil piercing claim.” 

o The Committee changed “corporation” to “business entity” in the 

second sentence and “corporation” to “form of business entity” in 

the third sentence of Note on Use #1. 

o The Committee changed the second sentence of Note on Use #2 to 

read, “The fact that one or very few individuals own the corporation, 

standing alone, is not sufficient to establish the first element 

required to pierce the veil.”  

o The Committee changed “corporation” to “entity” in the last 

sentence of Note on Use #2. 

o Ultimately, the Committee decided to eliminate Note on Use #2 as 

it appears in the draft instruction. 

o The Chair suggested including the following quote and citation to 

Dania Jai-Alai: “The mere fact that one or two individuals own and 
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control the stock structure of the corporation does not lead inevitably 

to the conclusion that the corporate entity is a fraud or that it is 

necessarily the alter ego of its stockholders to the extent that the 

debts of the corporation should be imposed upon them personally.  

Dania Jai-Alai Palace, Inc. v. Sykes, 450 So. 2d 1114, 1120 (Fla. 

1984).”  This became Note on Use #2. 

o The Chair asked the Committee to draft parentheticals for the 

citations to Beltran v. Miraglia, 125 So. 3d 855 (Fla. 4th DCA 

2013), and Gasparini v. Pordomingo, 972 So. 2d 1053 (Fla. 3d DCA 

2008), in the Sources and Authorities. 

 The discussion turned back to whether a plaintiff has to prove the lack of 

adherence to corporate formalities caused harm and what type of harm.  

The Committee discussed whether the harm could be suffered by a tort 

claimant or breach of contract claimant.  There was some disagreement 

among the committee members on this issue. 

o The Chair noted that the law may not be clear on this issue.  If so, 

the Committee should not put the damages element into the 

instruction. 

o A member commented that the Committee seemed to agree causing 

harm is a requirement; the disagreement was on the scope. 

o Another member stated the current damages element is a correct 

statement of the law. 

 The Chair called for discussion of the Sources and Authorities. 

o The Committee added the following parenthetical for the citation to 

Gasparini v. Pordomingo, 972 So. 2d 1053 (Fla. 3d DCA 2008): 

“(only one or few owners would not permit piercing of corporate 

veil even if it were the alter ego of the shareholder)” 

o The Committee added the following parenthetical for the citation to 

Steinhardt v. Banks, 511 So. 2d 336 (Fla. 4th DCA 1987): “(illegal 

purpose, fraud, or evading existing obligations)” 

 The Chair called for a final read of the full instruction, the Notes on Use, 

and the Sources and Authorities. 

o There was additional discussion of Note on Use #3.  The Committee 

changed it to read, “Though this instruction applies to corporations, 

it appears case law may open the application of this instruction to 

business entities such as limited liability companies.  See Houri v. 

Boaziz, 196 So. 3d 383 (Fla. 3d DCA 2016).” 

o The Committee discussed whether the instruction should address 

only corporations and state, in Note on Use #3, that it may have a 

broader application.  The Chair asked for the will of the Committee.  
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The majority was in favor of leaving the scope broad.  A member 

commented that the cases strongly suggest entities other than 

corporations can be pierced.  A member mentioned Estate of 

Canavan v. National Healthcare Corp., 889 So. 2d 825 (Fla. 2d 

DCA 2004), which discusses piercing the veil of an LLC. 

 Wall moved to approve the instruction; Vice Chair Huey seconded.  

The motion carried.  This vote was as to the instruction, only. 

 After approving the instruction, the Committee continued to discuss Note 

on Use #3 and whether there are cases holding that piercing the corporate 

veil applies to LLCs.  A member pointed out that a statement by the Third 

District in Houri v. Boaziz supports a broader instruction.  The Third 

District stated, “Although the doctrine arose in the corporate context, case 

law appears to apply this doctrine to other business entities such as limited 

liability companies.” 

 Haas moved to adopt the entire instruction, including the Notes on Use 

and Sources and Authorities; Spector seconded.  The motion carried. 

 The following instruction was approved by the Committee: 

 

416.xx PIERCING THE CORPORATE VEIL 

A (form of business entity) is a legal entity separate from its owner(s). An 

owner can be an/a [individual] [(form of business entity)]. The owner(s) are not 

liable for the acts of the (form of business entity) unless there is a piercing of 

the corporate veil. In this case, (Claimant) seeks to “pierce the corporate veil” 

between (form of business entity) and (Owner) so as to impose obligations upon 

(Owner) which otherwise would be owing, if at all, solely from (form of 

business entity). 

In order to pierce the corporate veil and hold (Owner) liable for 

obligations of (form of business entity), (Claimant) must show that:  

1. (Owner) dominated and controlled (form of business entity) 

such that: 

a. (form of business entity)’s separate identity was not 

sufficiently maintained, and 

b. (form of business entity) lacked an existence 
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independent from (Owner); and 

2. The corporate form of (business entity) was [formed] [used] 

for a fraudulent or improper purpose; and 

3. (Claimant) was harmed by the fraudulent or improper 

[formation] [use] of the corporate form of (business entity). 

NOTES ON USE FOR 416.xx 

1. The context of each case dictates what terms should be inserted into 

the bracketed spaces. Sometimes, plaintiffs or other claimants sue both the 

business entity and the individual who are the subjects of the veil piercing claim, 

so the form instruction identifies the defendants as “(form of business entity)” and 

“Owner,” but this may not be appropriate in all cases. There may also be more than 

one entity or individual in any particular case. 

2. “The mere fact that one or two individuals own and control the stock 

structure of a corporation does not lead inevitably to the conclusion that the 

corporate entity is a fraud or that it is necessarily the alter ego of its stockholders to 

the extent that the debts of the corporation should be imposed upon them 

personally.” Dania Jai-Alai Palace, Inc. v. Sykes, 450 So. 2d 1114, 1120 (Fla. 

1984). 

3. Although this doctrine arose in the corporate context, case law 

appears to apply this doctrine to other business entities such as limited liability 

companies. See, e.g., Houri v. Boaziz, 196 So. 3d 383 (Fla. 3d DCA 2016) 

(discussing piercing the veil of limited liability companies). 

SOURCES AND AUTHORITIES FOR 416.xx 

Dania Jai-Alai Palace, Inc. v. Sykes, 450 So. 2d 1114, 1120 (Fla. 1984) 

(citing Advertects v. Sawyer Industries, Inc., 84 So. 2d 21, 23, 24 (Fla. 1955)), is 

the seminal case on this topic; Beltran v. Miraglia, 125 So. 3d 855 (Fla. 4th DCA 

2013) (causality of harm arose from improper conduct of the defendant); Gasparini 

v. Pordomingo, 972 So. 2d 1053 (Fla. 3d DCA 2008) (only one or few owners 

would not permit piercing of corporate veil even if it were the alter ego of the 

shareholder); Steinhardt v. Banks, 511 So. 2d 336 (Fla. 4th DCA 1987) (illegal 

purpose, fraud, or evading existing obligations). 
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New Business - Membership Applications 

 Stephen Padula presented the report from the nominating subcommittee.  The 

Committee received 8 new applications and 3 renewal applications. 

 The subcommittee recommended all 3 renewal applicants, Mark Boyle, Jerry 

Gewirtz and Lee Haas.  Spector moved to recommend these three members 

for another term; Wall seconded.  The motion carried. 

 The subcommittee recommended Vice Chair Huey as the new Chair and Mark 

Boyle as the new Vice Chair.  Wall moved to adopt these 

recommendations; Verges seconded.  The motion carried. 

 The Committee discussed the new applicants.  The Committee voted to 

recommend the following new applicants for membership on the Committee: 

o Ronnie Bitman 

o Mark A. Nation 

o Mark R. Osherow 

o Steele T. Williams 

 The Committee discussed modifying the membership application to ask for 

more information from applicants.  The Chair agreed this can be done. 

 

Subcommittee Reports 

 

 416.### Promissory Estoppel (Marty Sipple) 

 Sipple explained that the Committee approved the language of this 

instruction at the last meeting but an issue came up about whether 

promissory estoppel is an issue for the judge or the jury. 

 Sipple conducted additional research and concluded the law is not clear.  

The appellate courts have not directly addressed the issue.  A case from 

Washington held promissory estoppel is not a jury issue.  Sipple noted that 

the cause of action is being tried to juries in Florida. 

 Sipple crafted a Note on Use that acknowledges the lack of clarity in the 

law. 

 Sipple did not find a case that held promissory estoppel is not a jury issue.  

Another member stated the law is not unclear; there are cases 

acknowledging jury trials on promissory estoppel. 

 The Chair stated the Committee may want to give the instruction to the 

Florida Supreme Court to see if the Court is comfortable with the 

instruction.  The Chair would like to submit the instructions and verdict 

forms to the Supreme Court before June.  The Committee could raise this 

issue in the petition to the Court. 

 The Committee then worked on revising the draft Note on Use. 
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o There was agreement that the Committee should not include the 

Washington case in the Note on Use. 

o The Committee deleted the sentence, “However, courts in other 

jurisdictions have held that there is no constitutional right to a jury 

trial for a promissory estoppel claim, based on an analysis of 

whether such a claim was considered legal or equitable in nature at 

the time of the state’s adoption of its constitution.  See, e.g., Kim v. 

Dean, 135 P.3d 978 (Wash. App. 2006).” 

o The Committee took out the word “similarly” in the following 

sentence. 

o The Committee discussed whether to say “courts have held it is 

appropriate to submit the issue to the jury” instead of “courts have 

indicated.”   Sipple explained he intentionally did not use “held.” 

o The Committee wordsmithed the Note on Use to read, “No Florida 

court has directly decided the issue of whether the Court or a jury 

should decide the issues related to a promissory estoppel claim; 

however, there are several Florida appellate decisions that have 

indicated that it is appropriate to submit such a claim to a jury.” 

o The Committee deleted everything after the first sentence and 

citations in the Note on Use. 

o The Committee cross-referenced SJI Civil 405.4, the instruction 

defining the clear and convincing evidence standard.  The 

Committee made this Note on Use #1 and moved the existing note 

to Note on Use #2.  Note on Use #1 reads, “The definition of the 

clear and convincing evidence standard is set forth in Standard Jury 

Instruction – Civil 405.4.” 

 The Committee discussed the standard for estoppel as it relates to 

government entities.  State, Dep’t of Health and Rehabilitative Services v. 

Law Offices of Donald W. Belveal, 663 So. 2d 650 (Fla. 2d DCA 1995), 

says promissory estoppel applies to a sovereign only under exceptional 

circumstances.   

o The Committee talked about whether to include this citation in a 

Note on Use or as a Source. 

o The Committee decided to add to Source #1, “But see State, Dep’t 

of Health & Rehabilitative Servs. v. Law Offices of Donald W. 

Belveal, 663 So. 2d 650, 652 (Fla. 2d DCA 1995) (“The law of this 

state recognizes that the theory of promissory estoppel applies to the 

sovereign only under exceptional circumstances.”). 

o A member noted that the Supreme Court case that the Second 

District cited in Belveal was an equitable estoppel case, not a 
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promissory estoppel case.  Another member replied that the 

authorities the Second District relied on in Belveal support the 

proposition in that promissory estoppel case. 

 Sipple moved to approve the instruction; Rost seconded.  The motion 

carried. 

 The following Notes on Use were approved by the Committee: 

NOTE ON USE FOR 416.xx 

1. The definition of the clear and convincing evidence standard is set 

forth in Standard Jury Instruction—Civil 405.4. 

2. No Florida court has directly decided the issue of whether the Court or 

a jury should decide the issues related to a promissory estoppel claim; however, 

there are several Florida appellate decisions that have indicated that it is 

appropriate to submit such a claim to a jury. See, e.g., Sunshine Bottling Co. v. 

Tropicana Prods. Inc., 757 So. 2d 1231, 1232 (Fla. 3d DCA 2000) (concluding 

that trial court erred in entering a judgment notwithstanding the verdict and 

reversing and remanding for reinstatement of the jury’s award on the promissory 

estoppel claim); W.R. Townsend Contracting, Inc. v. Jensen Civil Constr., Inc., 728 

So. 2d 297, 306 (Fla. 1st DCA 1999) (reversing order dismissing promissory 

estoppel claim and remanding with instructions for a jury trial). 

 

 

 416.20 Interpretation – Construction against Drafter, Note #2 (Lee Haas) 

 Haas explained the history of this instruction.  After the Committee 

approved the instruction, a decision was issued, Agile Assurance Group v. 

Palmer, 147 So. 3d 1017 (Fla. 2d DCA 2014), that states if a contract 

contains language saying it will not be construed against the drafter, the 

court will apply that contract language.  Haas proposed removing Note on 

Use #2 as a result of Agile Assurance Group. 

 The Committee discussed whether to remove Note on Use #2 or keep it 

and add a citation to Agile Assurance Group. 

o A member explained that the intent of Note on Use #2 was to caution 

trial courts to check contracts for any provision that would 

contradict the principle of construction against the drafter.  The 

member suggested leaving in the citation to Excelsior Insurance Co. 

v. Pomona Park Bar & Package Store, 369 So. 2d 938 (Fla. 1979). 
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o The Committee decided to keep Note on Use #2 with some 

revisions.  The Committee deleted the first sentence and added the 

following sentence to the end of the note: “One district court of 

appeal has held that express contractual provisions prohibiting use 

of this principle must be enforced.  See Agile Assur. Group, Ltd. v. 

Palmer, 147 So. 3d 1017 (Fla. 2d DCA 2014).” 

 Rost moved to approve the instruction as amended; Gewirtz seconded.  

The motion carried. 

 The Committee approved the following instruction: 

 

416.20 INTERPRETATION—CONSTRUCTION AGAINST DRAFTER 

You must first attempt to determine the meaning of the ambiguous 

term[s] in the contract from the evidence presented and the previous 

instructions. If you cannot do so, only then should you consider which party 

drafted the disputed term[s] in the contract and then construe the language 

against that party. 

NOTES ON USE FOR 416.20 

1. This instruction endeavors to explain to the jury that this 

principle should be secondary to the consideration of other means of 

interpretation, principally the consideration of parol evidence that may 

explain the parties’ intent at the time they entered into the contract. See 

W. Yellow Pine Co. v. Sinclair, 90 So. 828, 831 (Fla. 1922) (the rule to 

construe against the drafter should not be used if other rules of 

construction reach the intent of the parties); The School Bd. of Broward 

Cnty. v. The Great Am. Ins. Co., 807 So. 2d 750 (Fla. 4th DCA 2002) (the 

rule to construe against the drafter is a secondary rule of interpretation 

and should be used as a last resort when all ordinary interpretive guides 

have been exhausted); DSL Internet Corp. v. TigerDirect, Inc., 907 So.  2d 

1203, 1205 (Fla. 3d DCA 2005) (the against-the-drafter rule is a rule of last 

resort and is inapplicable if there is evidence of the parties’ intent). There 

is a risk that the jury may place too much emphasis on this rule, to the 

exclusion of evidence and other approaches; therefore, this instruction 

should be given with caution. 

2. The Committee has been unable to find case law authority 

applying this principle when the contract contains language stating the contract 
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will not be interpreted against the drafter. If the contract at issue or an 

applicable statute provides that the contract will not be construed against the 

drafter, the Committee would suggest that this be taken into consideration 

before this instruction is used, particularly given the secondary rule of 

interpretation principle expressed in the preceding paragraph and established 

Florida law that every provision in a contract should be given meaning and 

effect. See Excelsior Ins. Co. v. Pomona Park Bar & Package Store , 369 So. 

2d 938, 941 (Fla. 1979) (holding that every provision in a contract should be 

given meaning); see also section 542.335(1)(h), Florida Statutes (providing an 

example in the context of not construing a restrictive covenant against the 

drafter). One district court of appeal has held that express contractual 

provisions prohibiting use of this principle must be enforced. Agile Assur. 
Group, Ltd. v. Palmer, 147 So. 3d 1017 (Fla. 2d DCA 2014). 

3. The Committee strongly recommends the use of this instruction in 

connection with a verdict form that clarifies, by special interrogatory, what the 

term or phrase is that the court has declared to be ambiguous. See First Nat’l 

Bank of Lake Park v. Gay, 694 So.2d 784, 789 (Fla. 4th DCA 1997) 

(discussing that interrogatory verdict forms should track the same issues and 

defenses in the jury instructions). 

SOURCES AND AUTHORITIES FOR 416.20 

1. The existence of this interpretation principle is well established.  “An 

ambiguous term in a contract is to be construed against the drafter.” City of 

Homestead v. Johnson, 760 So.2d 80, 84 (Fla. 2000). “Generally, ambiguities are 

construed against the drafter of the instrument.” Hurt v. Leatherby Ins. Co., 380 

So.2d 432, 434 (Fla. 1980). “[A] provision in a contract will be construed most 

strongly against the party who drafted it ….” Sol Walker & Co. v. Seaboard Coast 

Line R.R. Co., 362 So.2d 45, 49 (Fla. 2d DCA 1978). Where the language of 

contract is ambiguous or doubtful, it should be construed against the party who 

drew the contract and chose the wording. Vienneau v. Metropolitan Life Ins. Co., 

548 So.2d 856 (Fla. 4th DCA 1989); Am. Agronomics Corp. v. Ross, 309 So.2d 

582 (Fla. 3d DCA 1975). “To the extent any ambiguity exists in the interpretation 

of [a] contract, it will be strictly construed against the drafter.” Goodwin v. Blu 

Murray Ins. Agency, Inc., 939 So.2d 1098 (Fla. 5th DCA 2006); Russell v. Gill, 
715 So.2d 1114 (Fla. 1st DCA 1998). 
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2. If only one party drafted a contract, then the jury should consider that 

party to be the drafter in the context of this instruction. However, if more than one 

party contributed to drafting a contract, provision, or term, then the jury should 

consider the drafter to be the party that actually chose the wording at issue. 

Finberg v. Herald Fire Ins. Co., 455 So.2d 462 (Fla. 3d DCA 1984); Bacon v. 

Karr, 139 So.2d 166 (Fla. 2d DCA 1962). An additional tool the jury can utilize to 

determine who is the drafter is they can interpret the language at issue against the 

party which benefits from the language. Belen School, Inc. v. Higgins, 462 So.2d 

1151 (Fla. 4th DCA 1984); Watson v. Poe, 203 So.2d 14 (Fla. 4th DCA 1967). 

 

Verdict Forms (Mark Wall and Donna Solomon) 

 Wall and Solomon presented draft verdict forms.  Wall explained that the 

Committee has already approved several verdict forms (See Agenda item 

4.C). 

 The Chair explained that the goal is to present a complete package of 

instructions and verdict forms. 

 Wall noted that the numbers for the instruction and form are the same.   

 The Committee discussed how the verdict forms will appear in the 

instruction book.  They will follow the format of the previously approved 

instruction. 

 The Committee looked at form 416.26 for the affirmative defense of 

unilateral mistake of fact. 

o The Committee added check boxes for “yes” or “no” in each subpart 

of part 3. 

o The Committee discussed whether to have a statement at the end of 

the form saying, “Verdict for (plaintiff or defendant).”  The 

Committee ultimately decided not to include that statement because 

of the potential for confusion. 

o Rost moved to approve this form; Gewirtz seconded.  The 

motion carried. 
o After this discussion, the Committee recalled that the unilateral 

mistake of fact instruction, 416.26, had been withdrawn so the 

Committee should not adopt a verdict form for that instruction. 

 Next, the Committee discussed form 416.27 for the affirmative defense of 

undue influence. 

o A member asked whether we are introducing a defense of undue 

influence that will open a pandora’s box for any contract case.  The 

instruction cites to Peacock v. Du Bois, 105 So. 321 (Fla. 1925), 

which dealt with a cause of action for undue influence, not a defense.  
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o Other Committee members found cases holding that undue 

influence is an affirmative defense.   

o This verdict form was tabled until the June 2017 meeting. 

 The discussion turned to form 416.28 for the affirmative defense of fraud. 

o The Committee discussed whether element 2 is falsity or knowledge 

of falsity.   

o The Chair suggested breaking out the elements of making the 

representation and that the representation was false.   

o The Committee discussed when a statement by omission applies and 

whether the corresponding instruction applies broadly to fraud or 

just to fraudulent misrepresentation. 

o There was a suggestion to break out element 1 into: (a) 

representation; (b) falsity; and (c) materiality 

o The Chair tabled the rest of this discussion and the other verdict 

forms for the next meeting. 

 

Old Business 

 

 The Chair explained that the instructions listed in Agenda item 4 have been 

approved but not published. 

 Bar Liaison Krys Godwin explained that the goal is to get the approved 

instructions in the Florida Bar News for comment. 

 Godwin is working on the numbering for the fiduciary duty instructions with 

the Liaison for the SJI Civil Committee.  As soon as both committees approve 

the fiduciary duty instructions, they are ready to file. 

 451.1-451.4 will be placeholders for prefatory instructions. 

   

Upcoming Meeting and Adjournment. 
The next Committee meeting was tentatively scheduled for June 1-2, 2017 in 

Orlando (exact location to be determined).  The Chair adjourned the meeting at 12:05 

p.m. on February 17, 2017. 
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SUPREME COURT COMMITTEE ON STANDARD JURY 
INSTRUCTIONS FOR CONTRACT AND BUSINESS CASES 

 
Minutes for Committee meeting held on June 1-2, 2017 

Orlando, FL 
 

Members Present in Person Members Appearing by Phone 
Members Excused Members Absent 

 
Welcome and Introductions 
The Chair called the meeting to order at 1:43 p.m. on June 1, 2017. 
 
Approval of Minutes 
The Chair called for approval of the minutes from the February 2017 meeting.  Rost 
moved to approve; Verges seconded.  The minutes were approved by 
proclamation. 
 
Old Business 
 The Chair explained that the instructions listed in agenda item 4.B were 

published for comment in May.  The Chair has not received any comments. 
o Cohen explained that SJI Civil is drafting introductory charges for the 

fiduciary duty instructions, which should be circulated at the July SJI 
Civil meeting. 

o The Chair asked whether there was any discussion about the published 
instructions. 
 The Vice Chair explained that he had done additional research 

on whether to limit the instruction on piercing the corporate veil 
to corporations.  He distributed a memorandum to committee 
members, citing a White Paper by the Executive Committee of 
the Florida Bar Florida Revised LLC Act Drafting Committee.  
The White Paper was published on March 18, 2013 and updated 
October 21, 2013.  The Vice Chair commented that the note the 
Committee adopted for this instruction is consistent with the 
White Paper.  At page 23, the White Paper provides when 
discussing section 605.0304: “This Section {tracks the revised 
uniform LLC Act} and has much the same effect as Section 
608.4227 of the Existing Law . . . . This Section also pertains to 
the equitable doctrine of ‘piercing the corporate veil,’ and 
presumably the case law in the corporate context can be expected 
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to be applied in interpreting that portion of this Section, as it does 
currently under existing law.”   

 The Vice Chair noted that the White Paper does not explain why 
chapter 605 omits the language about piercing the corporate veil 
that was in chapter 608. 

 The Chair asked for a motion to include some of the discussion 
from the White Paper in the Notes on Use for Piercing the 
Corporate Veil.  Hearing no motion, the Committee left the Note 
on Use as published. 

 Bar Liaison Godwin confirmed that everything in section 4 of the agenda has 
been published.  The fiduciary duty instructions will be published jointly with 
SJI Civil.   

 
Subcommittee Reports – Verdict Forms 
 
 Form 416.33 Affirmative Defense – Equitable Estoppel 

o Member asked whether the intent is to have the jury sign each verdict 
form.  The Chair clarified that verdict forms will be combined. 

o Committee added the words “your” and “then” to the instructional 
paragraphs following each question to make the statements consistent.  

o Haas moved to approve Form 416.33; Rost seconded.  The motion 
carried. 
 

 Form 416.36 Affirmative Defense – Ratification 
o The Committee added the words “your” and “then” to the instructional 

paragraphs following each question to make those statements 
consistent.   

o The Committee discussed whether this verdict form invites inconsistent 
verdicts because it combines the affirmative defense with an element of 
the prima facie case.   
 The Committee worked on revising the language of the verdict 

form to eliminate the possible inconsistency.   
o A member commented that these verdict forms are more like special 

interrogatories and suggested the Committee include a note about this 
in the form. 
 A member raised the concern that publishing these verdict forms 

will act as an imprimatur on using special interrogatory forms for 
every case. 

 Another member disagreed, explaining that the detailed forms 
help judges to understand the case.   
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 A member commented that there are several instructions that 
may be difficult for the jury to understand.  The verdict forms 
may help with this. 

 Another member noted that detailed verdict forms are a double-
edged sword.  They help with post-verdict issues but create the 
risk of inconsistent verdicts.   

 A member added that more detail is helpful from an appellate 
perspective. 

o Discussion turned back to Form 416.36.  The Committee discussed the 
language in the first statement to the jury.   

o The Committee looked at the model form for breach of contract to make 
sure the language is consistent in the forms and to try to draft a cohesive 
form for the affirmative defense. 

o The Committee discussed whether the jury will calculate damages 
before or after considering the verdict form for the affirmative defense. 

o The Committee also discussed how this might affect determination of 
the prevailing party for purposes of attorney’s fees. 

o The Committee agreed to take out “We, the Jury, return the following 
verdict:” 
 As part of this discussion, a member noted that this verdict form 

assumes there is only one affirmative defense.  The Committee 
needs to create interrogatories that can be combined into one 
verdict form. 

 The Committee then worked on drafting introductory language 
to appear before these verdict forms.    It would appear on the 
Florida Supreme court website with a list of forms below it.  It 
would also appear in the book at the beginning of the verdict 
forms for each section. 

 The language would read: “The following Model Verdict forms 
are included as examples of how issues can be submitted to the 
jury.  They may be changed on a case-by-case basis depending 
on the rulings and facts in a particular case.  Historically, a 
general verdict form was considered appropriate.  However, with 
the advent of special verdicts and bifurcation of issues, it is now 
common for cases to be submitted to the jury with a special 
verdict form.  The committee has therefore drafted the following 
special verdict forms.  None of the following are complete 
verdicts and in cases involving multiple affirmative defenses, 
more than one of these forms or a general verdict form may be 
used.” 
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o The Committee renumbered questions 2, 3 and 4 as 1, 2 and 3 and 
changed the references in the instructional paragraphs to correspond.   

o The Committee changed to last instructional paragraph to read: “If your 
answer to question 3 is NO, then your verdict is for (Claimant) on this 
defense, and you should not proceed further on this defense and you 
should proceed to [Form (number)] [Question (number)].  If your 
answer to question 3 is YES, your verdict is for (Defendant) on this 
defense, and you should not proceed further except to date and sign this 
verdict form and return it to the courtroom.” 

o The Committee changed the first two instructional paragraphs so that 
they are consistent with the language in the last paragraph. 

o Barrett moved to approve Form 416.36; Rost seconded.  The 
motion carried. 

o The Vice Chair commented that the Committee needs to modify the 
verdict forms for every affirmative defense in the same manner that the 
Committee modified the last instructional paragraph of 416.36. 
 

 Form 416.2  Third-Party Beneficiary of Contract Claim 
o The Committee discussed whether question 1 is necessary.  The jury 

won’t get to this form if the claimant is a party to the contract.  The 
Committee decided to delete question 1 and the instructional paragraph 
after question 1. 

o The Committee modified the last instructional paragraph to read: “If 
your answer to question 1 is NO, then your verdict is for (Defendant) 
on this claim.  If your answer is YES, you should proceed further as 
follows:”  Following this sentence, the verdict form would include the 
following instruction: “[Insert further instructions regarding 
proceeding to additional questions, as appropriate.]” 

o The Committee deleted the Note on Use in the draft form and replaced 
it with the following language: “This model verdict form should be used 
in conjunction with Standard Jury Instruction 416.2.” 

o Because there is only one question remaining, the Committee deleted 
the number and the reference to that number in paragraph after the 
question. 

o Huey moved to approve Form 416.2; Haas seconded.  The motion 
carried. 
 

 Form 416.3 Contract Formation 
o The Chair explained that the Committee needs to make the language in 

these verdict forms consistent. 
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 The Committee deleted “so say we all” from each form. 
 The Committee deleted the “we, the jury” language at the 

beginning of each form. 
o Gewirtz moved to approve Form 416.3; Vice Chair Huey seconded.  

The motion carried. 
 

 Form 416.5 Oral or Written Contract Terms 
o The Chair explained that the Committee drafted the language in the 

Note on Use for instructions where the Committee believes a form is 
not necessary. 

o The Committee deleted the phrase “at this time” and added “Standard 
Jury” before “Instruction.” 

o The language now reads: “The Committee does not believe a verdict 
form is necessary for Standard Jury Instruction 416.5.” 

o Padula moved to approve this Note on Use for Form 416.5; Verges 
seconded.  The motion carried. 
 

 Form 416.6 Contract Implied in Fact 
o The Committee changed the first question to read, “1.  Was 

(Claimant’s) conduct intentional and did (Claimant) know or should 
(Claimant) have known that (Defendant) understood (Claimant’s) 
conduct created a contract.” 

o The Committee discussed whether the jury needs to consider the 
plaintiff’s and the defendant’s intent.   

o The discussion turned back to the introductory language for the verdict 
forms. 
 A member asked whether the Committee is giving an advantage 

to the defendant by putting together detailed verdict forms.  The 
Chair responded that the introduction should prevent this. 

 The Committee discussed whether courts are inclined to use a 
model verdict form if one is available.  Different committee 
members had different views on this. 

 The Chair suggested adding the following language to the 
introduction previously discussed: “The Committee takes no 
position whether a special verdict form or a general verdict form 
is appropriate in any given case and that decision is left to the 
presiding court.” 

 Gewirtz moved to keep the current language and not to add this 
language; Rost seconded.  The vote was 7 in favor, 8 opposed.  
The motion did not carry. 
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 Barrett moved to adopt the new sentence; Haas seconded.  
There was additional discussion.  The Committee moved the new 
sentence to the end of the first paragraph of the introduction. 

 Rosen moved to adopt the introduction with the new sentence 
at the end of the first paragraph; Solomon seconded.  The 
motion carried. 

o The discussion turned back to Form 416.6. 
o The Committee changed the language in the instructional paragraphs 

after the questions to be consistent with the other verdict forms. 
o The Committee discussed whether to add the following language to the 

beginning of each question in this form: “In considering the conduct 
and relationship of the parties as well as the circumstances . . .”   

o Haas moved not to include that language and, instead, to create a 
third question about other circumstances.  Sipple seconded this 
motion.  The motion carried. 

o The Committee worked on drafting the third question: “[3. Did the prior 
relationship between the parties, combined with all the circumstances 
in this case, create a contract?”  This would be followed by an 
instruction about how to proceed.  

o The Committee changed the instructional paragraph after question 1 to 
read: “If your answer to question 1 is NO, [then go to question 3 if there 
is an assertion of a prior relationship] [your verdict is for (Defendant) 
on this claim, and you should not proceed further on this claim and you 
should proceed to [Form (number)] [Question (number)].  If your 
answer to question 1 is YES, please answer question 2.” 

o The Committee added Note on Use 3: “Do not use instruction 3 unless 
there is evidence of a course of dealing, usage of trade, or course of 
performance between the parties.” 

o A member asked whether intent is an element of implied in fact 
contract.  The Committee reviewed the language of the corresponding 
jury instruction and confirmed that the verdict form conforms to that 
language. 

o Rost moved to approve; Gewirtz seconded.  The motion carried. 
 

  Form 416.7 Contract Implied in Law 
o Haas moved to approve; Rost seconded. 
o The Committee added a Note on Use that refers to Standard Jury 

Instruction 416.7. 
o Haas moved to approve the verdict form with the Note on Use; 

Judge Munyon seconded.  The motion carried. 
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 Form 416.8 Formation of Contract-Offer 
o Judge Huey moved to approve; Padula seconded.  The motion 

carried. 
 

 Form 416.9 Formation of Contract-Revocation of Offer 
o The Committee discussed whether this verdict form and corresponding 

instruction can be used alone or as a subset of 416.8.  Several committee 
members commented that 416.9 can be given alone where the facts of 
the case dictate. 

o The Committee combined Notes on Use 1 and 2 and added a reference 
to Standard Jury Instruction 416.9 in the Note on Use. 

o The Committee discussed the circumstances where question 3 could be 
used.  One Committee member commented that the claimant can prove 
any one of the three questions and win.  Another member noted that 
question 3 seems superfluous. 

o The Committee discussed whose burden it is to prove these elements 
and looked at the corresponding instruction for guidance.  The 
instruction states that “claimant must prove one of the following.”  A 
member commented that the claimant has to prove acceptance and this 
is an acceptance issue. 

o The Committee discussed changing question 1 to read: “Did (Claimant) 
prove that (Defendant) failed to withdraw the offer?” 

o Solomon moved to table this form and revisit the instruction; Haas 
seconded.  The motion carried. 

o Rost and Haas volunteered to revisit Standard Jury Instruction 416.9 to 
determine whether it is an affirmative defense or part of claimant’s 
proof. 
 

 Form 416.10 Contract Formation – Acceptance 
o The Committee changed “conditions” to “terms” in question 2. 
o A member suggested changing the instructional paragraphs after 

questions 2 and 3 to be consistent with the other verdict forms. 
o A member asked whose burden it is to prove questions 2 and 3, noting 

that it may be the defendant’s burden to prove those two elements. 
o The Committee added the following phrase to the beginning of 

questions 2 and 3: “Did (Defendant) prove that . . .”  
o The Committee bracketed questions 2 and 3 because they will only be 

used in certain cases. 
o The Committee changed the instructional paragraph after question 1 to 

read, “If you answer to question 1 is NO, your verdict is for (Defendant) 
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on this claim, and you should not proceed further except to date and 
sign this verdict form and return it to the courtroom.  If your answer to 
question 1 is YES, please [go to question 2 if there is evidence of an 
agreement to only certain terms] [go to question 3 if there is evidence 
of introduction of a new term into the bargain].” 

o The Committee discussed whether to use “terms” in questions 2 and 3, 
or to use “conditions” to be consistent with the instruction.  There was 
a motion to publish the verdict form using “terms” and amend the 
instruction to use “terms” throughout; seconded by Rost.   

o The Chair commented that the Committee can issue the verdict form 
now using “terms” and propose an amendment to the instruction.  Haas 
moved to follow this procedure; Rost seconded.  The motion 
carried. 

o Rost volunteered to work on the amendment to the instruction, looking 
at cases to see whether there is a reason to use term/condition/party.  If 
there is nothing significant in the case law, he will amend the instruction 
to use “term.” 

o The Committee added Note on Use 1 to reference the corresponding 
instruction, and renumbered the other Notes on Use. 

o Barrett moved to approve the verdict form; Pollan seconded.  The 
motion carried.   

o The instruction will go back to the subcommittee for further review. 
 

 Form 416.11 Contract Formation-Acceptance by Silence or Conduct 
o The Committee discussed whether the verdict form includes too many 

questions.  A member suggested only question 1 is necessary.  Another 
member suggested eliminating everything except question 1 and 
question 2c. 

o The Committee looked at the corresponding instruction, which includes 
three bracketed options: (1) claimant understood silence or inaction to 
mean offer was accepted; (2) defendant accepted the benefits of the 
offer; and (3) offeree had a legal duty to speak from Claimant’s and 
Defendants [past relationship][previous dealings][(identify other 
circumstances)]. 

o The Committee changed the form to include these three options as part 
of one question.  Before the options, the Committee added the following 
language: “Choose appropriate option(s).”  At the end of all of the 
options, there will a single line for the jury to answer: “Yes_____ 
No______.” 
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o The Committee changed the instructional paragraph after the options to 
read: “If your answer to [this] [any of these] question(s) is YES, your 
verdict is for (Claimant) on this claim, and you should not proceed 
further except to date and sign this verdict form and return it to the 
courtroom.  If your answer to [this] [all of these] question(s) is NO, 
your verdict is for (Defendant) on this claim, and you should not 
proceed further on this claim and you should proceed to [Form 
(Number)] [Question (Number)].” 

o A member asked whether Note on Use 2 belongs in the verdict form.  
The Committee agreed to leave it in. 

o The Vice Chair moved to approve this form; Gewirtz seconded.  
The motion carried. 

 The Chair explained that he would like to submit the verdict forms the 
Committee has approved and then work on the other forms later.  The Chair 
will let the Florida Supreme Court know that more forms will be coming. 

 
New Business 
The Vice Chair called for members of the Committee to reach out to different groups 
to apply for membership on this Committee. 
 
Upcoming Meeting 
The next Committee meeting will be November 2-3, 2017, in West Palm Beach, 
Florida. 
 
Adjournment 
The Chair adjourned the meeting at 12:08 p.m. on June 2, 2017. 
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SUPREME COURT COMMITTEE ON STANDARD JURY 
INSTRUCTIONS FOR CONTRACT AND BUSINESS CASES 

 
Minutes for Committee meeting held on November 2-3, 2017 

West Palm Beach, FL 
 

November 2 meeting: Chair Paul Huey, Vice Chair Mark Boyle, Richard Barrett, 
Manny Farach, Lee Haas, Ron Gaché, Eric Lee (by phone), Josh Spector, Judge 
Munyon, Jerry Gewitrz, Stephen Padula, Martin Sipple (by phone), Adina Pollan, 
Teresa Verges, Mark Osherow, Secretary Stephanie Serafin, Bar Liaison Krys 
Godwin 
 
November 3 meeting: Chair Paul Huey, Vice Chair Mark Boyle, Richard Barrett, 
Manny Farach (by phone), Lee Haas, Ron Gaché, Josh Boyle, Josh Spector (by 
phone), Judge Munyon, Jerry Gewitrz (by phone), Stephen Padula, Adina Pollan, 
Scott Rost, Donna Solomon, Teresa Verges (by phone), Mark Osherow, Secretary 
Stephanie Serafin, Bar Liaison Krys Godwin 
 
Welcome and Introductions 
The Chair called the meeting to order at 1:38 p.m. and introduced the new members.   
 
Approval of June 2017 Minutes 
The Chair called for approval of the minutes from the June 2017 meeting.  Lee Haas 
made one change to the minutes, to note that he was present for both days of the 
meeting.  Gewirtz moved to approve the minutes; Haas seconded.  The minutes were 
approved by proclamation. 
 
Fiduciary Duty Instructions (451.1-451.13) 
 

o The Chair reintroduced the fiduciary duty instructions and gave the history of 
this Committee’s work on the instructions. 

o Haas reported on the history of the work between this Committee and SJI 
Civil.  Subcommittees were formed on each committee.  SJI Civil wanted to 
make the instruction comprehensive, similar to the other civil instructions.  SJI 
Civil agreed to take out a few items that Haas believed were causing 
confusion.  That committee approved the fiduciary duty instructions last week 
at their meeting. 

o Brian Gowdy and Heather Telfer joined the meeting by phone to address SJI 
Civil’s work on the fiduciary duty instructions.  Telfer explained that the 
instructions were numbered to make clear they are joint instructions 
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(451.XX).  Gowdy noted that 451.4-451.6 have been approved by both 
committees.  The other instructions in this series are the set that SJI civil 
includes with all torts. 

o A member asked if there is something missing from these instructions to 
distinguish breach of fiduciary duty from fraud.  Another member noted that 
the instruction contains the elements of fiduciary duty, which are legally 
correct.   

o Haas explained that the next step is for this Committee to approve the 
instructions that SJI Civil approved at their last meeting so that both 
committees can submit the instructions to the Florida Supreme Court.  Haas 
recommended approving the instructions to promote uniformity. 

o Telfer commented that, if this Committee approves the instructions, the two 
committees would file a joint report and joint publication notice.   

o Godwin noted that the two committees would need to coordinate on any 
changes to these instructions in the future. 

o Gowdy explained that SJI Civil left out the vicarious liability instructions 
because the subcommittee was not comfortable with the case law, which says 
that breach of a fiduciary duty is a hybrid of intentional tort and negligence. 

o The Committee discussed the reason for designating the vicarious liability 
instruction a preliminary issue.  The Committee also discussed use of 
vicarious liability instruction in a fiduciary duty case.   

o Haas moved to approve the fiduciary duty instructions that SJI Civil 
approved at its recent meeting; Gache seconded.  The motion carried. 

 
Subcommittee Reports 
 Verdict Forms for Discussion: the Chair gave the history of the Committee’s 

work on verdict forms to go with each instruction.  Several forms were 
approved at the last meeting and went out for comment.  The Committee 
received no comments. 
 

 Form 416.9—Formation of Contract – Revocation of Offer 
o The Chair explained that this form was tabled at the last meeting after 

discussion. 
o Haas and Rost conducted additional research after the last meeting.  

Haas found only 2-3 cases on the issue.  Spector also researched the 
issue and could not find any definitive cases.  He believes this is an 
affirmative defense where the defendant has to introduce extrinsic facts 
to show there was a revocation.  Other Committee members expressed 
agreement. 
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o The Committee further discussed whether revocation is part of the 
plaintiff’s claim or an affirmative defense.  One member pointed out 
that instruction 416.9 requires the claimant to prove that the offer was 
not withdrawn.  Another member commented that the instruction seems 
to encompass the claim, defense and reply.   

o A member mentioned a 1929 Florida Supreme Court case that says the 
plaintiff has to set out ultimate facts that form the basis for the cause of 
action.  He argued the plaintiff does not have to anticipate affirmative 
defenses.  If the plaintiff is not required to plead something (in this 
instance, revocation), he or she should not have to prove it.  Another 
member agreed and said one would have to add an element to breach 
of contract to make revocation part of the plaintiff’s case. 

o The Chair noted the instruction includes two concepts: failure to 
withdraw an offer and acceptance before withdrawal.  The Committee 
discussed these two concepts. 

o A member asked whether any of the cited sources have been implicitly 
overruled because of technology.  The Chair stated the general rule is 
the offeree can accept using the same method by which the offer was 
made. 

o The Chair asked whether any of the authorities cited in the instruction 
state whether revocation is an affirmative defense.  The Chair also 
noted that the case law does not include revocation as an element of 
breach of contract. 

o The Committee engaged in further discussion of whether revocation is 
an affirmative defense.   

o The Vice-Chair located a case dealing with dedication of land to a 
municipality, Kirkland v. City of Tampa, 78 So. 17 (Fla. 1918).  The 
Florida Supreme Court held the burden to prove revocation was on the 
party claiming revocation.  This is not a contract case. A member 
suggested the answer may depend on whether the offeror or offeree is 
making the claim of revocation. 

o The Chair tabled the discussion until the next day of the meeting. 
 

 Form 416.12—Substantial Performance of Contract 
o The Chair called for discussion.   
o Padula moved to approve the form; Gewirtz seconded.  The motion 

carried. 
 

 Form 416.13—Modification of Term(s) of Contract 
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o A member suggested changing party identifications so they can refer to 
either party because modification can be raised by a claimant or 
defendant.  Another member noted the corresponding instruction 
currently uses “claimant.”  This may cause confusion.  A member 
suggested a note on use to address this issue. 

o The Committee made the following changes to the form: 
 Change first sentence to read: “Did (Claimant) prove that the 

parties agreed to a modification of the contract?” 
 In the first sentence in the instructive language, change “your 

verdict is for (defendant)” to “your verdict is against (claimant).” 
o A member commented there could be other questions for the jury to 

answer after this form.  The Committee discussed the history of its 
changes to the instructive language in the verdict forms (see June 2017 
agenda, p. 103). 

o Spector moved to approve the instruction with the noted changes; 
Pollan seconded.  The motion carried. 
 

 Form 416.14 Interpretation—Disputed Term(s) of Contract 
o The Chair stated this is a placeholder for a potential verdict form in the 

future.   
o The Committee decided to delete “verdict” from all of the placeholder 

forms. 
 

 Forms 416.15 through 416.17 
o The Chair called for a vote on this group of verdict forms, which are 

placeholders.  Spector moved to approve; Verges seconded.  The 
motion carried. 

o The motion was amended to include 416.14.  The amended motion 
carried. 
 

 Form 416.18 (not in agenda) 
o Haas moved to approve a placeholder; Padula seconded.  The 

motion carried. 
 

 Form 416.19—Interpretation of Contract—Reasonable Time 
o A member asked about the language in the forms that says to sign and 

date the verdict from.   
o The Committee looked at form 416.2 to see what language it decided 

to use in that form.  A member noted there is inconsistency in the 
language used in the forms already approved. 
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o A member stated form 416.12 has language that needs to be modified. 
o A member noted this is another issue that could be raised by a claimant 

or a defendant.  The direction after the question should say, “your 
verdict is against (claimant).” 

o Barrett moved to approve the form with this change; Haas 
seconded.  The motion carried. 
 

 Form 416.20—Interpretation—Construction Against Drafter 
o Padula moved to approve this placeholder verdict form without the 

word “verdict.”  Judge Munyon seconded.   
o A member asked whether the verdict form should ask the jury to decide 

who drafted the contract.  Another member stated it is a jury question 
if it is disputed. 

o The Committee discussed how a party preserves the issue of which rule 
of construction they lost on.  Several members suggested a special 
verdict form would be appropriate to preserve that issue. 

o Gewirtz moved to approve; Judge Munyon seconded.  The motion 
carried. 
 

 Form 416.21—Existence of Condition Precedent Disputed 
o A member stated that an argument could be made that it is the plaintiff’s 

burden to prove a condition precedent if the defendant pleads that issue.  
The Florida Supreme Court treats it as an affirmative defense. 

o The Chair noted that the instruction is framed as an affirmative defense. 
o The Chair suggested deleting “between (claimant) and (defendant)” in 

the first question.  The Committee expressed agreement. 
o A member asked whether the first question in the verdict form is a jury 

question.   
 The first question in the draft verdict form states, “Did 

(defendant) prove that the contract between (claimant) and 
(defendant) provided that (defendant) was not required to (insert 
duty) unless (insert condition precedent)?” 

 Several members commented this is often not a jury question.   
 A member suggested changing this question to read, “Does the 

contract provide that (defendant) was not required to (insert duty) 
unless (insert condition precedent)?”  The Chair responded that 
one of the parties will be required to prove this. 

o The Committee engaged in further discussion about who has the burden 
to prove a condition precedent, including discussing Florida Rule of 
Civil Procedure 1.120, which references pleading conditions precedent. 
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 The Vice-Chair commented that the Committee may need to 
revisit the corresponding jury instruction, as well. 

 The Committee discussed several facets of this issue, including 
the difference between denial with specificity and an affirmative 
defense, the meaning and significance of a denial with 
specificity, and whether a specific denial would put the burden 
on the plaintiff. 

 The Committee also discussed the difference between proving 
the existence of a condition precedent and the occurrence of a 
condition precedent. 

o The Committee changed the first question in the verdict form to read, 
“Did (defendant) prove that the contract provided that (defendant) was 
not required to (insert duty) unless (insert condition precedent)?”   

o The Chair called for a vote on the verdict form, as amended.  Boyle 
moved to approve; Farach seconded.  The motion carried.  Two 
members opposed. 
 

 Form 416.22—Occurrence of Agreed Condition Precedent  
o Haas moved to approve the verdict form as drafted; Spector 

seconded.  The motion carried. 
 

 Form 416.35—Affirmative Defense—Judicial Estoppel 
o The Chair asked the Committee to review all placeholder verdict forms 

and take a vote.  The placeholder verdict forms are numbers 416.35, 
416.44, 504.1, 504.2, 504.6, 504.10, and 504.11. 

o The Committee deleted the sub-title, “verdict,” from each placeholder. 
o Judge Munyon moved to approve; Padula seconded.  The motion 

carried. 
 

 Form 416.37—Goods Sold and Delivered  
o The Committee deleted “of contract claim” from the title of this verdict 

form. 
o Gache moved to approve; Barrett seconded.  The motion carried. 

 
 Form 416.38—Open Account 

o The Committee deleted “of contract claim” from the title. 
o Verges moved to approve; Pollan seconded.  The motion carried. 

 
 Form 416.39—Account Stated 

o The Committee deleted “of contract claim” from the title. 
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o The Committee discussed what happens when the defendant has paid 
some but not all of the amount owed. 

o A member commented that question 2.b. contains two separate issues.  
Another member stated that the issues are combined in the instruction, 
and the verdict form tracks the instruction. 

o The Committee discussed whether to itemize the two factual questions 
in 2.b. (whether the claimant proved that he/she/it rendered a statement 
to the defendant and whether the claimant proved that the defendant 
failed to object within a reasonable time to a statement). 

o The Committee changed question 4 to read, “Does (defendant) owe any 
amount under the account?” 

o A member noted that Source and Authority 1 in the corresponding 
instruction states there must be an agreement that has an express 
amount due.  Source 2 in that instruction states the plaintiff cannot 
recover unless there is a sum certain.  This suggests that question 4 has 
to use the word “all” instead of “any.”   

o The Committee deleted “any” from question 4 in the verdict form. 
o Pollan moved to amend the corresponding jury instruction in two ways.  

First, divide up paragraph 2 into two separate inquiries with an “or” in 
between.  Second, change paragraph 4 to read, “(Defendant) has not 
paid (claimant) the amount owed under the account.”  

o The Committee engaged in further discussion of what happens when a 
partial payment is made.  Some members suggested it destroys the 
account stated claim, while others suggested it is a defense or set-off. 

o The Committee deleted the greater weight of the evidence paragraph 
from the corresponding jury instruction.  It is contained elsewhere in 
the instructions. 

o  Haas moved to approve these changes to the instruction; Padula 
seconded.  The motion carried. 

o The discussion turned back to the verdict form.  The Committee further 
discussed whether to use “any” or “all” in question 4. 

o Day one of the meeting was complete. 
 

 Form 416.9—Revocation of Offer 
o At the beginning of day two of the meeting, the discussion turned back 

to form 416.9. 
o Rost explained he conducted research on revocation after the last 

meeting.  He found a couple of cases in the context of municipal plat 
dedications that discussed the burden of proving revocation of an offer. 
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 Kirkland v. City of Tampa, 78 So. 17 (Fla. 1918), states the 
burden of proving revocation of an offer to dedicate land rests on 
the party asserting revocation. 

 City of Miami v. Fla. E. Coast Ry. Co., 84 So. 726 (Fla. 1920), 
states the burden to prove acceptance of an offer of dedication is 
on the county or municipality asserting the dedication. 

 Weber v. City of Hollywood, 120 So. 2d 826 (Fla. 2d DCA 1960), 
states the party who seeks to establish revocation bears the 
burden of proof. 

o The Committee also discussed GE Fanuc Intelligent Platforms 
Embedded v. Brijot Imaging Sys., Inc., 51 So. 3d 1243 (Fla. 5th DCA 
2011), where GE Fanuc purchased assets of the manufacturing 
company.  The company was a creditor of Brijot, who owed money to 
GE’s predecessor.  GE offered settlement of the debt and Brijot 
accepted.  GE sent a retraction of the offer before Brijot accepted 
payment.  GE kept the money and sued Brijot for the balance.  Brijot 
filed affirmative defenses.  The Fifth District held there were disputed 
issues of fact about the timing of the offer, acceptance and revocation. 

o A member commented that it may be helpful to include a Note on Use 
that says sometimes the claimant may be the party contesting the offer.  
Several other members commented that this concept is encompassed in 
Note on Use 2.   

o The Committee discussed making the following changes to the verdict 
form: 
 Change question 1 to read, “Did (offeror) prove that (offeror) 

withdrew the offer?” 
 In the rest of the verdict form, change “claimant” to “offeree.” 
 Add to the Notes on Use, “Offeree or Offeror should be inserted 

with the identity of the parties.” 
 The Chair suggested adding a citation to GE Fanuc Intelligent 

Platforms Embedded. 
 Change the instruction after question 1 to read, “If your answer 

to question 1 is YES, please answer question 2.  If your answer 
to question 1 is NO, your verdict is for (offeror) on this claim, 
and you should proceed on this defense and you should proceed 
to [Form (number)] [Question (number)].” 

o The discussion turned back to the corresponding jury instruction.  A 
member stated the instruction places the burden on the plaintiff, which 
is not correct.  Another member disagreed, commenting that Note on 
Use 2 states the roles can reverse in certain circumstances. 
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o The Committee discussed making the following changes to the jury 
instruction: 
 Change the second sentence of the instruction read, “To establish 

that the offer was withdrawn, defendant must prove the 
following:” 

 Change the elements to read, “1.  (Offeror) withdrew the offer; 
and (2) (Offeror’s) withdrawal of the offer was communicated to 
(Claimant).  If (Offeror) did not prove any of the above, then the 
offer was withdrawn and no contract was created.” 

 The Committee discussed where to put the concept that is 
currently in paragraph 2 of the instruction. 

 The Committee discussed whether statements 1 and 3 should be 
combined. 

o Ultimately, the Committee decided on the following revisions to the 
instruction: 
 Change the elements to read, “[1. The offer expired or] [ 2.a. 

(Offeror) withdrew the offer; [and b. (Offeror) communicated the 
withdrawal of the offer to (Offeree) before (Offeree) accepted 
it.]]  If (defendant) did not prove [this] [either of these], then the 
offer was not withdrawn.” 

 Add a new Note on Use 3: “The bracketed language in 2.b. will 
only be used if there is a dispute as to timing of the withdrawal 
of the offer.” 

 Add a new Sources and Authorities 1: “The burden to prove 
revocation is on the party seeking revocation.  GE Fanuc 
Intelligent Platforms Embedded v. Brijot Imaging Sys., Inc., 51 
So. 3d 1243 (Fla. 5th DCA 2011).”  Renumber the other Sources 
and Authorities. 

 Padula moved to approve these changes to the instruction; 
Osherow seconded.  The motion carried. 

o Haas moved to table the verdict form and redraft; Barrett 
seconded.  The motion carried. 
 

 Form 416.39—Account Stated 
o The discussion turned back to this verdict form, which the Committee 

began discussing on day one of the meeting.  
o The Chair tabled this form. 
o Gache, Pollan, and Osherow volunteered to conduct additional 

research. 
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 Form 416.42—Breach of Duty to Disclose—Residential 
o The Committee discussed the reason for labeling this verdict form a tort 

claim.  The Florida Supreme court has held this is the tort of non-
disclosure in Johnson v. Davis, 480 So. 2d 625 (Fla. 1986). 

o The Vice-Chair moved to delete the word “tort” from the 
instruction and verdict form; Gache seconded.  The motion 
carried. 

o The Committee discussed whether the condition must be both not 
readily observable and not otherwise known to claimant.  Several 
members suggested it has to be both. 

o The Committee decided to add the following Note on Use: “This verdict 
form assumes that the claimant is claiming a breach of duty to disclose.  
Change the identities of the parties in the indented paragraphs if, under 
the facts of the case, the roles of the parties are switched.” 

o The Committee changed the existing Note on Use to delete the word 
“torts.” 

o Rost moved to approve the verdict form; Pollan seconded.  The 
motion carried. 
 

 Form 416.43—Piercing the Corporate Veil in Contract Claim 
o The corresponding instruction has been approved and published.  The 

Committee received no comments.  It is ready for submission. 
o The Committee discussed whether the verdict form tracks the 

instruction. 
o Padula moved to approve the verdict form; Solomon seconded.  

The motion carried. 
 

 Form 416.45—Legal Cause 
o Haas commented that this form was drafted before the Committee 

decided to adopt the set of fiduciary duty instructions approved by SJI 
Civil. 

o The Chair tabled this form. 
o The Chair, Haas, and Solomon agreed to work on this verdict form for 

a future meeting. 
o The corresponding instruction, 416.45, will not be submitted because it 

was incorporated into the breach of fiduciary duty instructions that were 
approved on day one of the meeting.  
 

 Form 416.46—Promissory Estoppel 
o The Committee changed “alter” to “change” in question 2. 
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o Rost moved to approve this verdict form; Gewirtz seconded.  The 
motion carried. 
 

 Form 504.3—Lost Profits 
o A member noted that the Second District issued an interesting case 

recently on lost profits, Asset Management Holdings, LLC v. Assets 
Recovery Center Investments, LLC, 42 Fla. L. Weekly D2216 (Fla. 2d 
DCA Oct. 18, 2017).  The point of the decision was that the burden to 
prove lost profits includes establishing net losses, not just gross losses. 

o Solomon moved to approve the form; Gewirtz seconded.  The 
motion carried. 
 

 Form 504.4—Damages for Complete Destruction to Business  
o Padula moved to approve this form; Judge Munyon seconded.  The 

motion carried. 
 

 Form 504.7—Buyer’s Damages for Breach of Contract for Sale of Real 
Property 

o Haas moved to approve this form; Rost seconded.   
o The Committee discussed whether the form should include a place to 

add the amounts in questions 2 and 4.  The Chair commented this is not 
necessary. 

o The motion carried. 
 

 Form 504.8—Seller’s Damages for Breach of Contract to Purchase Real 
Property 

o A member raised the question about what “additional damages” might 
be proved under questions 3 and 4. 

o Another member suggested that this could include additional marketing 
expenses, compliance with a new ADA regulation, or repairs. 

o The Chair noted that the cases in the instruction discuss additional 
damages. 

o Pollan moved to approve this form; Rost seconded.  The motion 
carried. 
 

 Form 504.9—Mitigation of Damages 
o The Committee discussed whether both uses of “reasonable” in 

question 4 are necessary. 
o A member asked whether question 3 places the burden on the right 

party.  The Committee discussed changing question 3 to read, “Did 
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(defendant) prove that (claimant) failed to make reasonable efforts to 
avoid damages caused by (defendant’s) breach?” 

o Another member asked whether question 2 should make clear that the 
defendant has to prove the amount. 

o The Chair tabled this verdict form.  Haas, Boyle and Verges 
volunteered to work on this. 

 
Old Business 

o Committee liaison Godwin had several questions and comments for the 
Committee. 

o First, she commented that she will update the website address in the 
introduction. 

o Second, she asked whether the Committee wants to add a paragraph in the 
introduction section about verdict forms.  The Chair asked Godwin to find out 
whether SJI Civil has a separate bullet point for verdict forms. 

o Finally, Godwin noted that instruction 416.41 references a new damage 
instruction that has not been created yet.  The Chair directed Godwin to file 
this instruction and delete Note on Use 2. 

 
Upcoming Meeting 
The next meeting with bee held on February 15-16, 2018.  The location is to be 
determined. 
 
Adjournment 
The Chair adjourned the meeting. 
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